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Dedication

It would seem the height of arrogance for an ordinary chap like me who has

absolutely no claim to fame to write what is effectively an autobiography,

however this autobiography has been written with a specific audience in mind

- my great grandchildren and their offspring.

I have spent a lot of time researching my ancestry and as I have got to know

them through official historic records I have often wished they had left me

some personal record of their life and times. I am left with names and dates

of births, deaths and marriages but I have no real understanding of who these

people were and what was the world like during their lifetime, and yet I owe

my existence to them.

So I dedicate this humble effort along with my researches into my ancestry

to my descendents. I have called it ‘The Best of Times’ as that is how I feel

my times have been. I sincerely hope that whoever of my descendents might

chance to read this will disagree with my title because they will themselves

have lived through even better times.



1. Not In My Day

The Medium is the Message
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Not In My day

Things were much better "in my day", was something I promised myself never to say. For one

thing, any day is as much anyone else’s as your own whatever the age. In recognition of this fact,

the expression is often modified to "in my young day", perhaps because the young are allowed to

feel that there is a future under a degree of their control, whilst old age increasingly brings on the

realisation that the future belongs to others, those younger than themselves. Also, when I was

younger (in my young day) it felt that things generally got better day by day, so there could be

no nostalgia for the past if that were true.

And yet, now, I feel that I have lived through the best of days, better than those of my parents

and better than my children, grandchildren or great grandchildren can expect. I have to ask if

that is in fact true, or is it simply the nostalgia the old feel for their "young days".

Century for century was I born at a good time? I suppose it may have been better to have been

born an aristocrat at some moment in history, but I shall consider only like for like. Being born of

working class stock I must ask myself, was there a better century to have been born a peasant?

Nothing obvious springs to mind. I would have worked the soil, operated a loom, cleaned the la-

trines or turned a spit. I probably would have had to risk life and limb for someone else’s cause.

Being of reasonable intelligence, and bookish by nature, I might have made it as a teacher or

cleric of some sort, however, having the wrong idea at the wrong moment has historically general-

ly led to unpleasantries, and bookish people were often the first to get it in the neck (so to speak).

As a bit of a plonker, I might have made it as some sort of musician, lute player maybe, but musi-

cians historically seem to have been way down the pecking order and I certainly would have been

no equivalent of a Clapton or Segovia.

Perhaps we have a distorted view of history, perhaps there were great swathes of time when the

peasants made merry over venison steaks and flagons of ale and monks peacefully illuminated

their manuscripts and harpists harped. I think it more likely that just at the moment the steak

was cooked to perfection, the ale lifted to the lips and the quill hovered over the parchment, the

harp nicely tuned, the Romans; Vikings; Danes; Normans; the plague, or whatever arrived and

gate crashed the party.

It would seem to me, therefore, unlikely that I would have had a better time than to have been

born than in the twentieth century. But obviously not all of the twentieth century is equally desira-

ble, up to 1914 might have been ok but I have no desire to have suffered the First World War as

my grandparents generation did. Parts of the roaring twenties may have had good moments in

the 'land fit for heroes' that the survivors of the war were promised. Not for long, however, before

the great depression, mass unemployment, poverty, strikes and the rise of fascism which my par-

ents generation enjoyed through the thirties. (The growth and development of jazz music would

have been good to live through, but is probably best enjoyed retrospectively). And on therefore to

the Second World War which blighted the first half of the forties. The end of the war would seem
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the most obvious candidate for the optimum time to be born, however, since the first three years

of childhood remain for the most part unremembered, 1942 would also fit the bill (provided one

survived those three years of wartime - as I did). The end of the war did not bring an end to de-

fending King and Country. Conscription existed as National Service up to 1960. ‘Call up’, as it was

known, was for able bodied men of eighteen years. No great maths is required to determine that

being born in 1942 meant being eligible for call up (just) in 1960, however, the criterion changed

during the latter stages of conscription to exclude men actually born during wartime. There is no

way of knowing whether I would have felt my life to have been improved by two years of national

service duty, but I somehow doubt that it would have been the case; that being so, any birth date

before 1942 would seem to be less than ideal.

It should not be thought that I consider the second half of the twentieth century to have been all

sweetness and light. During my earliest days I remember from the 1950's radio news of war; Ma-

laya, Kenya (Mao-Mao rebellion), Cyprus, Korea, Egypt (Suez), in all of which us Brits had a hand.

French Indo-China later to become Vietnam blighted the 1960's. Later still we dug up Vera Lynn

(God bless her) to send our boys off to the Falklands. And now with a succession of Gulf wars and

Afghanistan, the story continues with a feeling of inevitability on into the new millennium. There

was the cold war, the Berlin air lift, the threat of the atom bomb, Cuba missile crisis and so on ad

nauseam. So it is not with a complacent view through rose coloured glasses that I view my time

slot as the best of times.

On a global scale, what is there to look forward to?

More wars? Almost certainly humankind has not learned the lessons of the past. There is no

time in recorded history, and probably before, that has been war free. Always we have used our

cleverness to come up with more efficient ways of annihilating our enemies. Now the world has

weapons of mass destruction, the WMD’s to use a phrase popular with our leaders today. To be

sure our enemies, whoever they may be or be perceived to be, will have them too. It would seem

to be almost inevitable that they will be used, sooner or later, either by us or by them. As a result

I do not believe the world will become a better place to live. Wars have been fought to end all

wars, the next time it might just work.

Less freedom? It has been debated whether or not we should be able to imprison certain per-

sons for up to ninety days without trial. We used to live in a country that took pride in its system

of justice; we were innocent until proved guilty. Even so, we had police corruption, cases of incor-

rect verdicts, especially with regard to political prisoners such as the IRA. Can we trust our

politicians/security services with additional powers? I think not. Given these new powers, will they

ever give them up? I think not. Whether the blame lies with the police, politicians or so called

terrorists is irrelevant to my argument; the world has become a worse place in which to live. Iden-

tity cards are currently on the agenda, we are assured that this is a harmless development intend-

ed to protect us from fraud and to root out illegal practices. We will be better placed to identify
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illegal immigrants and hence - and note the logic - identify terrorists and other deviants. Look out

for a time when our ethnicity is recorded, our religious persuasion, our political allegiances - all in

the name of sensible efficiency and security. Can we trust any future government not to use this

as an efficient method of isolating groups that are perceived as some sort of threat (i.e. to them).

Have we learnt lessons from Hitler, Stalinist Russia or white South Africa? George Bush Snr was

quoted as saying that not being a Christian was equivalent to being unpatriotic and un-American,

where could this sort of thinking lead? A better world in which to live? I think not.

More disease? My life began at a period when certain diseases were common and dangerous,

particularly to children. I can think of polio (infantile paralysis as it was known), diphtheria, tuber-

culosis, whooping cough, measles, all gave parents cause for concern. Previous generations had

lived through terrible epidemics, typhoid, small pox, plague, influenza and so on. Antibiotics, less

poverty, cleaner water, hygiene and particularly immunisation seemed destined to end all this

misery. During my lifetime, disease seemed conquerable. The creation of the National Health

Service during the post war period brought the benefits to all alike, rich or poor. Now the natural

evolution that drives nature is fighting back. Bacteria immune to antibiotics, is killing thousands in

our hospitals, MRSA makes having an operation a risky business once more. Immunisation only

works for existing viruses, new ones mutate for which we have no immediate defence; we are

now threatened with pandemics, a sensational word much loved by the media. Bird Flu, then

Swine Flu is the next pandemic we are told. Considering the disgraceful state in which we factory

farm the animals we eat, the manner in which we pump them full of antibiotics, we seem to be

creating ideal conditions for disaster.

More hatred and religious bigotry? The publication of a cartoon image of Mohamed pictured

as a terrorist triggered riots, burning buildings, demands for the death by beheading of the 'infi-

dels' (my word) who have perpetrated this 'blasphemy'. Ancient statues of the Buddha have been

blown up. The theory of evolution treated as a form of heresy and replaced by 'intelligent design'

pseudo science in America. Plays disrupted and closed down by Sikhs because they depicted 'un-

suitable' scenes inside a temple. Being a Druid and a Pagan - condemned by Judaism, Christianity

and Islam alike - could well become dangerous to ones health in the future (I would be willing to

put a bet on this). The words of a Tom Lehrer satirical song come to mind.

The Protestants hate the Catholics

And the Catholics hate the Protestants

The Moslems hate the Hindus

And everybody hates the Jews.

Could this be sung now as it was in the sixties, I think not.
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A worse climate? Global warming is now an accepted scientific fact - except by the oil barons

who run America and hence the world. Cars and jet planes are among the worst offenders in caus-

ing this problem. Still the recent news tells of plans to create a second motorway alongside the

existing M6 to ease congestion. New runways are planned for several airports, and that’s just this

country. Underdeveloped countries demand the advantages of the way of life of the privileged

rest and will be hard to convince otherwise. Oil companies are prospecting for new reserves. Pub-

lic transport systems are a joke, it costs more to travel by train than plane. And, on the whole,

people are in favour of more roads, more cars, cheaper fuel, cheap flights, meanwhile the ice

caps are melting. Low lying countries, in particular, will be hit hard - huge unrest and hardship

will result from the flooding of say Bangladesh. I am not optimistic. I believe that even if it were

proved beyond doubt that the planet will be unable to support life in ten years time unless we

stopped driving cars today - we are too entrenched in our ways to be able to change in time. I am

ashamed that my generation has left this legacy for the future and I do not envy the problems

that later generations are inevitably going to face over this.

So, these things considered, I believe that I was born at the right time. Whether my parents

thought the same and whether my children will also think the same, I cannot say. I simply must

remain grateful for the times I have lived through and hope whoever is reading this believes the

same for themselves.

Never been lonely

Never been lied to

Never had to scuffle in fear

Nothing denied to

Born at the instant

The church bells chime

And the whole world whispering

Born at the right time

Paul Simon
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Where and when it all began



2. The First Ten Years

The 1940’s

1942 - 1952

The Wooden House, Writtle
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1940's

1942 to 1952

The first ten years of my life were lived through most of the 1940's. Being born in 1942 meant

that I might not have survived the Second World War - but I did. Not remembering much of the

first three years of life meant that the war has had little significance in my life. However, both

the place and recorded time of my birth was affected by the times.

My parents were born and bred in north-east London, (Hackney and Stoke-Newington) but were

probably living in Edmonton in 1942 where my father's family had moved prior to the war. They

were married on 12th April 1941 at Hackney Register Office, the Town Hall. Mum was due to give

birth during February of 1942 at the Clapton Mother's Home, run by the Salvation Army. This

institution arranged for the expectant mums to be transported to the safety of Derbyshire for

their confinements. Hence I was born in Willersley Castle in Cromford. This stately pile was the

home of Arkwright of cotton mill fame, not really a castle at all. From the guide booklet to Will-

ersley Castle, dated 1933, it states:

"The Castle remained in the possession of the Arkwright family until 1927, when it was

purchased by a group of laymen connected with the Wesley Guild in Derby. It was

opened as a Wesley Guild Holiday Guest House on May 24th 1928"2.1

As I write, the house is run as a Methodist Retreat and may well have been so during the war. A

telegram from mum, stamped Leytonstone 20 Feb 1942, states:

"Baby boy arrived Friday both well love = Peggy"

The telegram was addressed to dad's firm Cossor Ltd Argle Ave Leytonstone. A hand written

greetings telegram from dad states:

"Congratulations darling I'm glad it’s a boy"

At 19 years old, a girl who had lived all her life in London has her first child miles away from her

husband who continues living and working while the blitz rages all around him, leaves me in awe

of what my parents suffered as I was brought into the world.

In the 1990's when Pat and I lived in Lower Tean we took mum to Cromford and while there we

were able to visit Willersley Castle. As it happened there were no residents on retreat at this

time and we were shown around the house by an official, mum was able to see for the first time

since 1942 where she had delivered me into the world.

My birthday was recorded as 20th February 1942 however mum told me that I was born about

12:30 a.m. so only just the 20th by half an hour. During the war the government operated a
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 double summertime system of daylight saving so that the winter months ran one hour ahead

and the summer months two hours ahead of GMT. The usual single hour summertime system

was resumed sometime after the war. This meant therefore that had the usual system been in

operation at the time of my birth it would have been recorded as on the 19th February.

Except to an astrologer, these are but trivial consequences of my wartime origins compared with

those experienced by most of the world at that time.

My first memories are of the wooden house in Writtle, Essex, where mum took me to live in com-

parative safety from the bombing. Dad continued to live and work in London but visited when he

could. Working for Cossor which was engaged in electronics connected with radar he was proba-

bly in a reserved occupation.

"By 1939 Cossor, in common with all other leading manufacturers had joined the war

effort, using their specific engineering expertise to develop the radar receiver for the

Chain Home UK Radar Defence System. Their experience stood them in good stead,

because after WWII they continued successfully in the field of radar." (from internet

search)2.2

Both mum and dad had been working at Cossor, dad in the engineering inspection department,

mum as a machine operator. Although in a reserved occupation, dad had successfully been classi-

fied as a conscientious objector to the war. As a passionate pacifist and socialist, a member of

the Socialist Party of Great Britain (which he called the Small Party for Good Boys), he consid-

ered the war to be a class war in which the working classes were being conned into fighting to

preserve the privileges of the capitalists who in addition were profiteering from the conflict.

Soon after the war ended, mum and dad moved into three rooms in the top floor of 11 Hillcrest

Road, Walthamstow. The front room served as a bedroom for the three of us, the middle smaller

room was our living room. Down a few stairs along the passage was a small room that was used

as our kitchen, this had no running water or drainage but must have had a gas supply for the

cooker. Next door to the 'kitchen' was the bathroom and toilet which we shared with the down-

stairs residents. It was from the bath tap that we collected our water. We had a sink unit, which

I suspect dad had made, into which we poured water carried from the bathroom in a jug (I re-

member this bit). This drained into a bucket underneath the sink which must have been emptied

back down the bath (or loo). The house was wired and had electric lights but still had gas light

fittings which may have been how the 'kitchen' had a gas supply for the cooker. There was one

more room on the top floor which was lived in by Uncle Bill, not a real uncle but the brother of

the Brooks family downstairs.

I am just able to remember sharing the bedroom with mum and dad, particularly one Christmas

when I rode around the room on my new three wheeler bike. This proved the existence of Father

Christmas as I was convinced my parents could not have afforded such a wonderful present. Lat-
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er, after brother John was born in 1948, a bed settee was purchased and the front room became

a bed sitting room for mum and dad, whilst John and I shared the smaller room as a bedroom.

In 1946, aged four and a half, I started school at Thorpe Hall Infants. Memories include compulso-

ry afternoon naps on mats on the floor; confusion over platting raffia, slipping a piece of chalk

into my pocket for home use and being obliged shamefully to return it next day; collecting the

bell from the office and accidentally ringing it prematurely thus sending everyone home early;

hating school dinners which we had to finish up or visit the headmistress; playing Dick Barton (a

radio series) in the playground; walking to and from school using different routes via various al-

leyways and playing on the bomb sites en-route.

For a time after starting school, mum must have taken and collected me. I remember, however,

that even at a young age I made my way to and from school by myself. I would have had to

cross two roads en-route, but of course the chance of meeting with any traffic was extremely

slight. Only one house in our road owned a car. That was the house of Mr. McEntee Walthamstow

MP, later to become Lord McEntee.

Mum has told me the story that, once I had developed a bad sore throat. At that time there was

a great concern over diphtheria, a disease that many children died from and which the sore

throat was a symptom. Somehow as an emergency measure, we were taken to the hospital by Mr.

McEntee in his car, probably my first car ride; I can remember the ride but not the sore throat. A

throat swab cleared me of the disease.

“Diphtheria: A bacterial infection that causes a sore throat, fever and sometimes fatal

complications – bacterial multiplication gives rise to a membrane that may cover the

tonsils – causing breathing difficulties – life-threatening symptoms develop only in

non-immune people and are caused by a toxin released by the bacterium. Mass immu-

nization has made diphtheria rare in developed countries.” 2.3

Mum and dad only ever had good words for Lord McEntee. I always knew of Lord McEntee as a

Labour party man and as the man whose name later graced our new secondary school ‘The McEn-

tee Tech.’, however an internet search revealed the following interesting information:

The Labour Lord

The future Labour Lord was Valentine McEntee. Born in Kingstown (now Dun

Laoghaire) south of Dublin in 1871, the son of a doctor from the Protestant minority,

he was orphaned at an early age and was apprenticed as a carpenter. He was an early

member of the Irish Socialist Republican Party which had been founded, largely on the

initiative of James Connolly, in 1896 as the Irish equivalent of the SDF. In 1899, like

many Irish workers, he emigrated to America, to New York, but within a year returned

to Europe, but to London not Dublin. He joined the SDF and was also the secretary
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and chairman of the Walthamstow branch of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters

and Joiners.

At the inaugural meeting of the SPGB he moved that the name of the new party be

“The Socialist Party of Great Britain and Ireland” but his motion only obtained six votes,

presumably because the others felt that workers in Ireland should organise their own

socialist party. His membership was not to last long since in December 1904 he was

nominated by his union as a potential parliamentary candidate, which would have

meant him standing for the Labour Representation Committee, the forerunner of the

Labour Party. Called to account for this, which would of course have been contrary to

the SPGB’s principles, he was eventually asked to resign and did so in February 1905.

After that he rejoined the SDF and began his career as a budding Labour politician. In

1908 he was an (unsuccessful) candidate for Walthamstow council. In 1909 he self-

published a short pamphlet entitled Socialism Explained. This was a general criticism

of capitalism but went out of its way to claim that socialism “is neither pro nor anti-

Christian” and was supposedly supported by “ministers of the Gospel of all denomina-

tions”.

In 1920 he was finally elected to Walthamstow Council and in 1922 as Labour MP for

Walthamstow West. Defeated in 1924 he was re-elected in 1929 and remained an MP

till he retired in 1950. In 1951 he was made Baron McEntee of Walthamstow. He died

in 1953.2.4

Of course the SPGP is the Socialist Party of Great Britain, the ‘small party for good boys’ of which

dad had been a member before the war.

Although we had moved to Walthamstow, we still had links with Mum's family in Writtle. Her sis-

ters Daph and Joan, brothers Albert and Bertie and her mum, who I always knew as Nanna, re-

mained in or close to the village. Nanna had moved back to rural Essex from London before the

war in order to escape from her husband, the grandfather I never knew. Nanna, Sarah Moss, was

born and brought up in the Writtle area and still had family who were prepared to hide her from

her husband who, apparently, was a drinker, violent and generally not a nice person. But I be-

lieve there were family secrets hinted but now lost forever, which probably tell a different story. I

do remember an occasion when he was seen in the village and even at a young age I remember

the excited tension among the adults.

 The wooden house itself was a strange structure. Three floors high and leaning out so that the

top floor hung over the pavement below. It probably had little or no foundations as at one time it

had been moved from one end of the village to the other. The front door had a frosted glass win-

dow with 'Saloon Bar' etched into the glass thus strongly hinting at a previous incarnation as a

pub. The main living area had a huge wooden central pillar which I guess helped to hold up the

first floor above. In the corner was an old latched door behind which was the staircase on which
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my cousin Valerie and I were sat when we were naughty. Behind the closed door we could creep

up the stairs and I remember dismantling a clock in one of the bedrooms before we were discov-

ered. There was no bathroom or toilet in the house, water came from the single tap in the scul-

lery, the loo was outside, the fire was a black range and the lights were gaslights. The garden

was a long, narrow and tapered to a point. It ran along the side of the house parallel to the main

road. Between the garden and the fields beyond ran a grass embankment on which Valerie and I

would play. Chickens ran loose up and down the garden which we would chase but we were

frightened of the old cock who we were told would peck us back.

Of the war itself I only have two distinct memories, one is sitting on the embankment with Val

and rushing back into the house because we heard a siren. The other is standing outside the

house and watching aircraft flying overhead.

Joan seems to have been a favourite with us. Auntie Joan was one of the younger siblings only

eighteen years old herself when I was born. I remember her from the wooden house days bash-

ing out tunes on an old piano. She brought her new man to visit us at Hillcrest Road, the man

she married who became my Uncle Ron. They married in Chelmsford Cathedral and I was a page

boy. I believe Uncle Ron was the only member of my extended family who could drive, he drove

lorries during the war in the desert campaign and after the war worked as a driver for the Minis-

try of Agriculture and Fisheries driving a large low loading vehicle on which were transported 'ex-

cavators'. These I suppose were the equivalent of the modern JCB, they were transported to and

from farms but for what reason I don't recall.

Joan and Ron set up home in Writtle in a single story flat roofed concrete house, the last one of

four situated on an unmade road surrounded on three sides by an unused yard. I can only guess

that the buildings and yard were military in origin, they had probably been taken over by the ‘Min

of Ag and Fish’ which would explain how Joan and Ron had come to live in one. The ‘house’ had a

large garden in which Ron grew vegetables and kept chickens.

Thorpe Hall School was, at that time, a modern building, built in 1935. The following is an extract

from the school website2.5

Thorpe Hall Primary School was 75 years old in 2010. The school celebrated this landmark year

with a series of events and functions which ran throughout 2010. The school site was once home

to famous Tudor playwright, George Gascoigne who resided here with his wife Elizabeth Breton.

The name, Thorpe Hall comes from the village in Yorkshire where Elizabeth came from. The area

was farmland which featured a long since demolished Manor house and out buildings.

It was very light and airy with the buildings arranged on three sides of a central open grassy area.

The classrooms led directly to an outside corridor, like a cloister, which ran around the central

open space. We had a separate playground and only used the grassy square under supervision

for games and memorably on May Day for dancing round the maypole.
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At age seven, I had to leave the infant school and start at the Wood Street Junior School, a very

different sort of building. Built in Victorian times, it seemed very severe and large by comparison.

Now renamed as The Woodside School.2.6

The school consisted of three separate buildings, one housed an infant school, one the junior

school and one a special school for handicapped kids. Each building was designed with the class-

rooms opening inwards on to a central hall which had a claustrophobic effect compared with the

airiness of Thorpe Hall. The windows were large and covered with mesh to prevent damage from

the playgrounds outside, this only increased the sense of imprisonment. It was here I experi-

enced the use of corporal punishment for the first time. My first teacher - a Mr. Lee - would slap

the boys legs with a ruler. On another occasion I witnessed a caning. I very quickly learned to

avoid attention and I believe that this was the origin of a certain lack of confidence in public plac-

es and situations.

These were the days of the eleven plus exam and schools syllabuses were designed with this in

mind. We had formal lessons in history, geography, english, maths etc. I particularly remember

money sums: 12 pence = 1 shilling, 20 shillings = 1 pound it gets worse with weights and meas-

ures: 16 ounces = 1 pound, 14 pounds = 1 stone, 2 stones = 1 quarter, 4 quarters = 1 hundred-

weight and 10 hundredweights = 1 ton and 12 inches = 1 foot, 3 feet = 1 yard, 22 yards = 1

chain, 10 chains = 1 furlong and 8 furlongs = 1 mile. Bear in mind also that we had to deal with

fractions with money divided into halfpennies and farthings (quarter penny) and all before you

were eleven years old.

Fortunately I had no difficulty with sums and genuinely liked learning as I have done all my life,

so I never found the actual lessons to be a bore.

Playtime could be difficult when you were the youngest kids in school. The playgrounds were

separate for boys and girls, each with its own block of outside toilets, areas which were ideal

hunting grounds for the bullies among the older boys. Brenda Agombar was a case in point. The

Agombars were a large family who owned a shoe shop in Wood Street. Brenda had older ‘big’

brothers. Larking about in the cloakrooms I somehow managed to give Brenda a black eye, a

genuine accident, I wasn’t violent by nature nor ever a bully. Brenda’s brothers, who were too

big for the junior school, didn’t see it quite that way and it was made known that they were out

for retribution. This made Wood Street itself a terrifying no go area for me. The problem was

that I was often sent on errands which involved shopping in Wood Street. I devised many differ-

ent routes by side streets to specific shops which minimised the time spent in Wood Street prop-

er. All to no avail, they caught up with me and knocked me about a bit, mostly pushing and

shoving. Nothing serious by today’s standards, but frightening enough at the time. My parents

and Brenda’s parents and the school authorities were never involved, it was left to us kids to sort

things out.
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At the time of writing (2012), Agombars shoe shop in Wood Street still exists2.7

Christmas times were always special. We had chicken for dinner. At no other time during the

year did we eat chicken, chickens existed (or so I believed) just for Christmas. The High Street

Walthamstow was our local street market, and was in fact one of the longest street markets in

the London area. Mum often shopped in the High Street on a Saturday. In the winter oil lamps

were hung from all the stalls, and on Christmas Eve late shopping was always in the dark with all

the shops and stalls lit up, the whole effect was special and magic to me. The butchers  shops

were selling off all the remaining poultry as fast as possible and would Dutch auction the birds off

to the shoppers aiming for a bargain. ‘I’m not asking a pound, not even ten bob here who’ll give

me seven and a tanner’. The later you shopped, the cheaper the bird but the riskier the venture

as the stocks diminished. Mum always seemed to get a bargain.

Christmas decorations were always hand-made. Rolls of crepe paper cut up and twisted to be

hung up, generally from the corners of the room up to the light in the centre. Balloons were at-

tached to the walls. The grown-ups were especially amused by arranging them in groups of three,

one long one surrounded by two round ones. We all laughed but I didn’t know why.

Christmas presents were invariably hand-made too, the largest I remember being a puppet thea-

tre complete with curtains pulled to and fro by means of a cord and a set of Punch and Judy pup-

pets. All made by Mum and Dad.

Christmas 1948 was different.  On the 18th December 1948 brother John was born. Mum’s stay

in hospital extended to beyond Christmas and as a result I was taken to stay with my grandpar-

ents, Gran and Granddad Gardner in Edmonton. My presents included ‘a baby brother’, yuk, but

that was compensated for by a cowboy hat, hand-made by Mum of course.

At the end of this period, aged 10, I believe was the first of two times that I went to the Isle of

Wight with the school camp. We stayed at St. Helens in ex-army style bell tents. We travelled by

public transport, a walk from the school to Wood Street station, train (steamer) to Liverpool

Street Station then by underground to Waterloo, train to Portsmouth, ferry to the island - I don’t

remember exactly where but I believe it was Bembridge - then by train, a steamer of course, to

St Helens. In Portsmouth we stopped to explore Nelson’s ship The Victory.

We carried all our luggage over our shoulders in ex army (or navy) kit bags, long white tubular

canvas sacks with a drawstring at one end. These would double up as our pillows. Our beds were

called palliasses which were essentially a sack which we filled with straw from a pile stored in a

barn. We slept around the circumference of the tent, feet towards the centre. I don’t remember

there being any girls at camp , the teachers, Mr Twyman and Miss Pettifer seemed to spend a lot

of time together in another bell tent. If it rained you were warned not to touch the canvas as

then the tent would leak, if you accidentally did this, to stop the rain from dripping into the tent
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you would draw a line in the canvas with your finger from the leak down to the bottom of the

canvas in order to create a channel along which the water would run.

The tents must have been supplied by the campsite as they were already pitched when we ar-

rived. On the site was a marquee in which we would eat our meals at trestle-tables. Meals were

simple and prepared for us, but we had to take turns at spud bashing and other simple chores.

Toilets were a row of stalls at the back of the field, the details of which I have blocked out of my

memory. There was a shop come office on the site which consisted of an old converted railway

carriage. Here they sold sweets and souvenirs which was, of course, known as the tuck shop.

We were taken around the island, by bus, to all the usual tourist places. I remember Blackgang

Chine and Alum Bay where we collected the coloured sand. We also spent time on the beach and

played the usual games of cricket, hide-and-seek and so on. I remember the teachers pointing

out the liner the ‘Queen Mary’ on the horizon, probably on its way to or from Southampton. We

were told to wait and watch for the wash to arrive at the shore. I was amazed that the big waves

that arrived could have been created by a ship so far away.

Between the campsite and the beach was a public loo. In those days, to sit on a loo would cost

you an old penny (1/240 of a pound), hence the expression ‘to spend a penny’. The penny was

placed into a box on the door via a slot which operated the lock. This was always unfair on the

girls as their needs for a sit down were generally greater than ours. I had not been used to public

loos and was fascinated by the graffiti on the wall, particularly a poem attributed to W. Shake-

speare ‘Here I sit broken hearted, paid a penny  and only farted’, especially as ‘fart’ was a taboo

swear word to us kids in those days. One boy whispered to me that he knew the worst swear

word in the world. Of course we all wanted to know what it was. In whispered tones we discov-

ered this word to be ‘bastard’, a word I had never heard up until that time.

During one of the games I had fallen over and sprained my foot, a teacher took me to the doc-

tors in St Helens and I had it bound up. As a child I remained prone to spraining my foot from

that day on.

About this time I had ‘taken up photography’. I had my first camera, a plastic bodied Brownie,

which used size 127 films. Mum and Dad had bought me a developing tank and a printing frame.

Dad had made a light box which had a red safety lamp on the front and a switch to turn on the

white light which illuminated the frosted glass top on which the printing frame was placed.

Writing this for future generations, I realise that in the age of digital photography, the technology

of chemical photography will need some further explanation. A film was a roll of photo-sensitive

material which for simple cameras was rolled around a spool with a layer of backing paper to

keep out the light. This spool of paper and film was wound from one side of the camera to the

other. Numbers printed on the back of the paper layer could be viewed through a small circular

window in the back of the camera, this would allow the film to be advanced the correct distance
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between one photo and the next. The film was not sensitive to red light so the window was made

from red coloured plastic. Amateur film material in the 1940’s and 50’s was for black and white

photographs only. After a full film had been exposed, eight pictures was the norm, the film was

removed from the camera making sure that it was kept light tight behind its paper layer, then

taken to the chemist or local photo shop for printing. The actual film from the camera became

photographic negatives, i.e.  The blacks were clear film whilst the whites were opaque black film,

all the other tones were transparent in proportion. Colours were not accurately reproduced in

black and white tones as the film was not sensitive to red light. Prints could be made from the

negatives in one of two ways. Contact prints were made by exposing photo sensitive paper in

contact with the negative which resulted in a small picture the same size as the negative. En-

largements were made by projecting the negative on to photo sensitive paper. The apparatus

used was unsurprisingly called an enlarger. Negatives and the resultant prints required a degree

of chemical processing in order for the image to appear. The first stage was to develop the image,

the chemical used was called ‘developer’, this process had to be carried out in the dark the only

illumination being weak red light. A developing tank was used for the film material. In total dark-

ness, the backing paper was removed and the film material was wound into a plastic spool which

was then placed into its light tight container or tank, a lid was then fitted through which the

chemicals could be poured. Once in the tank all further work could be done by normal light.

When making the positive paper prints, all work was done by red safety light, the chemical

processing being done in dishes. Once the image had been developed, the photo-sensitive film or

paper print would need to be de-sensitised so the the image could be viewed in normal light with-

out further blackening of the image. This was known as ‘fixing’ the image and the chemical used

was known as ‘fixer’.  The whole process could be summarised as developing, washing to remove

the developer from the material before fixing then further washing to remove the fixer, then dry-

ing.

For the majority this work was a mystery and carried out by the chemist or photography shop

where the film was left for collection later. Your prints would be returned in a paper wallet with

the photos in one pocket and your negatives in another. Extra copies could be made at a later

date from the negatives if you so wished. With my developing tank, light box and some dishes I

was able to process the photos myself. I used the kitchen with some old blackout curtain over

the window. Mum always remembered cooking chips in the dark in one corner whilst I printed

pictures in the other.

Living in three rooms on the upstairs of a house meant no access to a garden which was the do-

main of the Brooks family who lived downstairs. Outside play was in the street where, with virtu-

ally no cars, we could play quite safely. Football matches down the middle of the road with coats

thrown down for goals. We could wonder around the local streets making up games mostly con-

cerning cowboys and indians. We could follow the milkman down the road with his horse and cart.

The horse knew the round as well as the milkman and would stop and start at exactly the right
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houses whilst the milkman walked up down delivering and collecting the bottles from the door-

steps. We knew the postman who had bundles of letters tied with a coarse string. ‘Got any string

mister’ and if you were lucky you could be given a length discarded from his latest bundle. This

would be tied to the bits of string in your pocket which would be prized all the more as it grew in

length. We would chat to the policeman who regularly walked up the street as part of his beat.

To keep safe, the advice given to me by Mum was if I became lost or in trouble, find a policeman

and politely ask for help, if I couldn’t find a policeman ask any adult as any adult was guaranteed

to help a child in trouble. How times have changed, the advice now being ‘stranger danger’.

Hillcrest Road was only one road away from the edge of Epping Forest. We were only allowed to

play in the forest if we were in a group with older kids. To enter the forest we would have to

cross the North Circular Road. This was a ‘busy’ road and was considered too dangerous to cross

without help from an older person. Being ‘busy’ by the standards of the day meant that it was a

worthwhile road from which to collect car numbers and jot them down in a book. In the summer

mums would take their kids to play in the forest and have a picnic. There was  great excitement

when a ‘flasher’ was rumoured to be at large with the mums planning their revenge on the chap

if he dared to show his ‘face’ whilst they were around.

One day a group of us kids found a dead man lying under a bush. Running back home with the

news we met the local policeman and reported what we had discovered. The policeman asked us

to show him where we had found the body and so hand in hand we went back to the spot. The

policeman poked the man with his boot  which was sufficient to rouse the sleeping tramp from

his slumbers. Obviously a well known character to the copper who checked to see if he was ok

and then we all left him to ‘sleep it off’, excitement over as we were led back home. ‘Well he

could have been dead couldn’t he mister.’

Some Sundays, dad would take me to see Gran and Grandad Gardner who lived in Edmonton.

We would catch the 144 bus along the North Circular Road to the Angel Edmonton and then the

trolley bus along to Galliard Road where they lived at number 172. To me Grandad was a very

old man who coughed a great deal. Dad would always play the piano, I would stand next to him

entranced watching the notes on the written music and matching them with the sound I was

hearing. I became good enough at following to be allowed to turn the pages as dad nodded his

head.  Sometimes I would sit on Grandad’s knee and he would jog me up and down as he sang

bumpety bumpety bumpety bump ‘Here Comes the Galloping Major’.

It was at the very end of my first decade in 1951 that Grandad Gardner died. It was the first

time that I had to think about death and I wondered where Grandad had gone and if he could

still see me. My parents being atheists had no words of comfort regarding heaven or any other

place he may have gone, he just was no more. I wondered how that could be. After Grandad died

I remember spending a lot of time with Gran who would take me out for days in London, I specifi-

cally remember visiting Scott’s ship ‘The Discovery’ which was moored in the Thames at that
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time. I also remember seeing working trams , the last of which were replaced by trolley buses in

1952.  Gran also took me to the ‘pictures’,  we saw ‘The Great Caruso’ starring Mario Lanza made

in 1951. Dad, a classical music buff, was always a bit sniffy about Mario Lanza who he thought to

be greatly overrated as a tenor, but it was basically because of Lanza’s popularity as a ‘star’ and

his massive female following that was the main cause for criticism I think, anyway I liked it. One

film we saw, and I have forgotten everything about it except it scared the pants off me. It in-

volved a long avenue of trees leading to an old house in which was a coffin. That’s it, I guess my

eyes were shut most of the time, but I sometimes still dream that scene.

The end of my first decade came to a close with me at Junior school, a cub scout (10th Waltham-

stow pack), and preparing for my eleven plus exam. Coaching for the eleven plus was taken very

seriously by school and parents, although I don’t remember any special pressures put on me by

my Mum and Dad. I think it was assumed that I would pass as I had always performed well at

school. My special friend Bob Wilson was virtually guaranteed to be top of the class, but I general-

ly came second. Bob was good at everything including sport, he was a ‘sixer’ in the cubs and was

generally liked by everyone. I would often stay at his house where we would organise ‘clubs’, pay

speedway around his back yard on our scooters, or go out with our ‘I Spy’ books.  From Wikipe-

dia :

‘The I-SPY books are spotters' guides written for British children, and particularly suc-

cessful in the 1950s and 1960s in their original form and again when relaunched by

Michelin in 2009 after a seven-year gap in publishing.

The I-SPY Tribe was based on the I-SPY Books, some forty small volumes that sold in

hundreds of thousands. Each book covered a subject such as I-SPY Cars, I-SPY on the

Pavement, I-SPY Churches, I-SPY on a Train Journey, etc. As children spotted objects

such as coalhole covers, oak trees, semaphore signals, fire engines, whelks, and so

on, they recorded the event in the relevant book, and gained points. Once the book

was complete, it could be sent to Big Chief I-SPY for a feather and order of merit.’2.8

Bob had more I Spy feathers than anyone else I knew, we took I Spy very seriously. I particular-

ly liked the I Spy code book with all its different methods for encoding secret messages, a fasci-

nation with encryption techniques that has lasted to this day.  I Spy books are still available on a

range of subjects, but the old club and its connection with Indians and feathers has long been

abandoned.

Because of the importance of the eleven plus exam to our schooling, we had the same class

teacher for both of our final Junior School years, mine was Miss Simpson.  The exam would con-

sist of a number of written tests which included Arithmetic, English (spelling would be important),

Geography, History and General Knowledge. Success would mean being accepted at a Grammar

School, or one of the new Technical Schools, failure would mean attending a Secondary Modern

School. The Grammar Schools were the traditional route to a professional career, Secondary Mod-
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erns concentrated on the more practical skills that would be useful for the craft trades. Technical

Schools were new. From Wikipedia:

‘The 1944 Butler Education Act promised a secondary schooling system with three

tiers. In addition to grammar schools and secondary moderns, the government intend-

ed there to be a series of ‘Secondary Technical Schools’. These would teach mechani-

cal, scientific and engineering skills to serve industry and science.

In 1944 these schools existed only on paper, and had not yet been built. But whereas

the other two branches of the tripartite system would be built over the next decade,

the technical schools barely materialised. At their peak, only 2-3% of children attend-

ed one.’2.9

At the very end of my first decade, in Feb 1952 just before my 10th birthday, the most significant,

newsworthy event of my early life occurred. My class was at the sports field playing football, in

those days, Junior Schools took sports very seriously and had both school football and cricket

teams in local schools leagues. I was never chosen to represent the school in any sporting activi-

ty and found games lessons to be a cold, dispiriting chore. Walking back to school, the crocodile

of boys were generally a bit noisy and boisterous, Mr Henderson the teacher not being a great

disciplinarian. A lady came out of her house and spoke to the teacher who called us all to order

and insisted on silence. He then told us that the King had died. We had to walk back in near si-

lence, in hushed tones we discussed what this effect this would have on our lives. New coins,

new stamps, someone said we would now be Elizabethans, but most of all, we would have to sing

‘God Save The Queen’ rather than ‘King’.
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Mum and Dad’s Wedding 1941 Dad with Baby Brian 1942

Street Party, Victory Celebrations c. 1945

With Baby brother John - 1949

Wood Street School. Mr Lee’s class c.1950.
Bob Wilson is standing two above me With Bob Wilson at the Tower of

London - early 1950’s



3. Ten Years of Change

The 1950’s

1952 - 1962

Harmonious Teenagers
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The 1950,s

God save the Queen

The 1950's (1952 to 1962) was, for me, a decade of great change, probably the decade of

the greatest change. Starting at age 10 and finishing at age 20, began with me at junior

school, and continued through secondary school and on to the world of work as an engi-

neering apprentice and finished by leaving home and getting married.

It has become a popular mythology that the fifties was a ‘grey’ decade. This theory is usu-

ally expounded by young sociologists who had no direct experience of the decade, perhaps

they glean their ideas from the black and white photos of bombed buildings, grey demob

suits, make do and mend clothes, few cars (mostly black), utility furniture and so on. They

project their world of consumerist plenty on to how they would experience a quite different

world. However, to experience the fifties as a child and teenager was quite different. For

one thing it was a decade of optimism, a decade where everything in every walk of life was

getting better and better. New foodstuffs, new clothes and styles, new music, new technol-

ogies in a world not yet spoiled by greedy individualism. We were still a society, we were

not afraid of each other, we made eye contact with others in the street whether we knew

them or not. The scars of war were being slowly eradicated, bombed buildings replaced by

new buildings in a new style and there was work for everybody.

Nineteen-fifty-two for me was dominated by three events, the eleven plus exam, the coro-

nation of our new Queen and the success of Walthamstow Avenue Football Club.

My final year at Wood Street Juniors was spent cramming for the exam and building model

coronation coaches, Buckingham Palaces and Westminster Abbeys. I passed the eleven

plus and in 1953 started at the South West Essex Technical School. The school had no

buildings of its own and was housed on three sites. The first three years were housed in

buildings shared with an existing primary school in Winns Avenue, which were of the tradi-

tional design of classrooms around a central hall. The same design that I had been used to

at Wood Street School. The fourth year was housed in a large rambling old house in Hoe

Street, the final years were spent at the Technical College building in Forest Road. During

my time with the school, a new school was built on playing fields in Billet Road and we

were renamed The McEntee Technical School. By the twenty first century this new building

had been demolished and replaced by a newer building and restyled as an Academy school.

To date (2013), the Winns Avenue, Hoe Street and Forest Road buildings are still in use.

Winns Primary School still exists and the college in Forest Road is now Waltham Forest Col-

lege.

The new school theoretically meant a bus journey, however, I often walked, particularly

when coming home, and eventually I cycled. Every lunch time we would walk from Winns
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Avenue to the College building where we had a meal on the top floor in what was called the

refectory, a new word for me which sounded very posh for a canteen. I was never good

with school dinners and took a packed lunch in an Oxo tin held closed with an elastic band.

We made this journey daily irrespective of weather conditions. The new school meant

homework and books to be carried to and fro. Leather satchels were our hold alls which

also had to hold our sports, pt  and swimming gear on the appropriate days. Physical train-

ing (PT) and swimming were held in the college building which had its own pool and gym-

nasiums, sports were held on playing fields in Billet Road which later became the site for

the new school.

It is folk law that everybody watched the coronation on nine inch black and white televi-

sions in darkened rooms gathered together in neighbours houses. The only television set I

can recall was at Joan and Ron’s in Writtle. It is quite possible that we did watch the great

event from there, but if so I don’t remember it. Mum and Dad in particular were very re-

publican in outlook. The Royal family were at the core of the establishment that Dad would

have happily seen overturned, (provided no violence was involved). Certainly Archbishops,

dressing up and pontificating was seen as a lot of mumbo jumbo and nonsense to be dep-

recated. I believe Mum had a soft spot for the royals, she certainly approved of the hand-

some Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh,  and it may be significant that brother John’s

middle name was chosen to be Philip a name which, to my knowledge, exists nowhere else

in our family history. I believe the wartime activities of the royals, particularly Princess

Elizabeth now being crowned as Queen Elizabeth the second,  had gained great respect

from all but the most hardened sceptics. At school we made model gold coaches, Westmin-

ster Abbeys, Buckingham Palaces out of cardboard, paste, paint and paper. Flags were

everywhere. All school kids in our borough received from Essex County Council a book

called Royalty in Essex.  The coronation was performed on 2 June 1953, to add icing to the

cake, the summit of Everest was conquered for the first time on 29 May 1953 by Tenzing

Norgay and Edmund Hillary. Although ‘Sherpa Tenzing’ was Nepalise and Hillary was a New

Zealander this was seen as a thoroughly British achievement.  The expedition was led by

Sir John Hunt and backed by the Royal Geographic Society and the Alpine Club of Great

Britain, besides which New Zealand was a member of the British Commonwealth and

hence the Mother Country could claim this as a victory. Edmund Hillary was knighted by

the new Queen soon after. We were taken by the school to the local cinema to watch the

film of the expedition. As far as I am aware, neither Tenzing nor Hillary ever stated which

one of them was the actual climber to stand first on the summit.

The ultimate peak that had defied climbers for decades before the 1953 expedi-

tion is now successfully tackled by hundreds each year.

In the ensuing 60 years, well over 5,000 people have stood on the world's high-
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est summit.

Travel to Everest Base Camp on an expedition in May of any year and you

would see a vast tented village.

It would be made up of those who had contented themselves with completing

the arduous trek to the 17,000ft camp and those who had forked out considera-

ble sums of money to climb the mountain itself.

Everest is big business in tourist terms now.3.1

Bob Wilson and I were followers of our local amateur football club, Walthamstow Avenue, a

side that was performing well during this period but which, alas, no longer exists. In 1952

they won the FA Amateur cup at Wembley and were Isthmium League champions in

1953,54. In 1953 they held Manchester United to a 1-1 draw at Old Trafford, losing the

replay 5-2 at Arsenal. Their own smaller ground was quite local to our school in Winns Ave-

nue and had a stand on one side and concrete terraces around the other three. We were

either taken by Bob’s dad, Uncle Stan to me, or made our own way. At half time kids, by

which I mean boys at that time, were let in for free and it didn’t seem to matter how full

the ground was we found room somewhere on the terraces. It was a fact that at that time

there was no football crowd trouble and the men would always make room for the boys to

be at the front. One time I got caught up in a crush trying to exit and became squashed

against a wall. Men lifted me up and passed me over the wall to those below who helped

me out safely. I now only remember three of the team by name, Trevor Bailey (outside

right), Stan Gerula (goal) and Jim Lewis (centre forward). Trevor Bailey was better known

as an England cricketer, famous for his slow, some would say boring, style of batting, im-

possible to remove from the crease. I only once watched him play cricket and that was for

the Essex county side. Stan Gerula was Polish, probably an airman during the war, he was

a bit of a hero as it was difficult to score past him and Jim Lewis ran a local sports shop

where we would hang out talking sport. We sometimes got given complementary tickets

for Arsenal from Mr Lewis and would travel by tube to Highbury for an Arsenal match. It is

my view, now considered sexist I guess, that this macho man’s world with our sporting

heroes was good for us boys growing up.

Amateur football was played at an international level as well as club level, we were particu-

larly proud of Stan Gerula as he had played for the English national amateur football team.

Youth football was also popular, Uncle Stan took Bob and me to Wembley to watch an Eng-

land youth international match. The England amateur team was disbanded in 1974 when

the Football Association abolished the distinction between amateurs and professionals,

simply calling them "players". 3.2
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At sometime, and I forget exactly when, we had moved home. Numbers eleven and nine

Hillcrest Road were a pair of old terraced houses sandwiched between a later development.

We moved from the upstairs rooms of number eleven to the upstairs rooms of number nine

and by this means gained an extra room, now having the upstairs to ourselves. The occu-

pants of upstairs number nine had moved on as they owned a house of their own, presum-

ably they had needed temporary housing as a result of war damage of some kind. Both

houses were owned by the same landlord and so, I presume, financial formalities were at a

minimum. The Brooks family in number eleven took over the whole house after our move.

The actual move consisted of carrying everything down the stairs of eleven, a step across

to the front door of nine, then up the stairs to relocate it all in the new rooms. I remember

Joan and Ron being involved in the move, so I guess dad and Ron did the lifting whilst the

rest of us carried stuff a load at a time.

We now lived above the Coopers. Bessie Cooper and Alice Brooks were in fact sisters, but

the two families were very different, or so it seemed to me. Aunt Alice and Uncle Dave, as

I knew them (all non-related adults were either Aunt or Uncle in those days, we children

never called an adult by their first name alone) had one son David who was about my age.

Aunt Bessie and Uncle Bob Cooper had Michael, Tina, Terry and Raymond. Mike,as I knew

him, was a year older than me, Tina was a little younger and had suffered from ‘infantile

paralysis’ now known as polio, and Raymond was the baby of the family. They seemed a

happy go lucky lot compared with the Brooks. Whereas we had lived above the smell of

polish and shiny surfaces and a passage (we never knew a house could have a hall which

would have seemed very posh) which required careful negotiation to avoid making marks

or scratches, we now had a well worn passage where scratches and marks were more the

norm.

We now lived in a more relaxed and convenient environment. Our kitchen had a sink with

running water. We had sole use of the bathroom as the  Coopers preferred a tin bath in

front of the fire. The bath even had a separate water heater which must have made the

logistics of bath time easier without the need for negotiation. The additional bedroom was

shared between John and me, and mum and dad had a proper bedroom to themselves

which avoided their sleeping on the bed settee, luxury all round.

Only the large front room was ever heated and that by means of a coal fire. Coal was

stored in the remains of an old Anderson shelter in the garden. It would often be my job to

fetch a scuttle full of coal which meant passing through the Cooper's living room and scul-

lery. I had to knock on their door and wait for the shout of 'come in'. It was never a prob-

lem, whatever they were doing there was a welcome. It was a noisy, shambolic sort of

environment, much to my liking.
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Whilst at number eleven I had had a three wheeled bike which mum or dad must have car-

ried carefully down the stairs for me to ride in the street, I could never have a proper two

wheeled bike as there was nowhere it could be kept and carrying a bike along the Brooks’

passage would not have been acceptable. At number nine it became a possibility to carry a

bike up the stairs and store it in our upstairs passage without causing a problem for the

Coopers. The only difficulty was there was no money for a full size two wheeler. However,

at the back of Gran’s shed in Galliard Road there was stored Dad’s old bike. Dusty, cov-

ered in spiders webs, a trifle rusty it must have been there unridden for quite some time,

but I wanted it. It was agreed that if I could get it home and ‘do it up’ I could have it.

Somehow I managed to extract it from the shed, dust it down and ride it home from Ed-

monton to Walthamstow.  Brakes were negligible I had to save up and buy new ones. The

original handle bars were ‘quarter dropped’ but a friend found a ‘proper’ set of dropped

handle bars on a waste tip which he gave me. With new brakes and tape on my ‘new’ han-

dle bars things were looking up. With no gears I decided to reverse the back wheel to use

the fixed cog rather than the cog with the ratchet. This ‘fixed wheel’ system meant that

you could never stop peddling, it was not possible to free-wheel down hills. However, I

found that you could still relax from pushing the pedals and allow the bike to drive your

legs rather than the other way round.  With no dynamo, lighting had to be battery driven,

I bought lights for front and back. Mudguards also had to be bought and attached. Much of

this work was carried out over time as I saved up pocket money for the new items.

The bike became my greatest love, I rode it to and from school leaving it padlocked in the

bike sheds. I rode it over the forest around bike tracks that the kids had created up and

down the depressions left by the odd bomb dropped during the war. Once, travelling too

fast and unable to stop, I rode into a holly bush. Going in was quick and easy, getting out

was much more difficult, a slow and excruciating process involving a great many scratches.

I rode to Writtle to stay with Joan and Ron, a journey of about thirty miles. Here Uncle Ron

helped me to strip down the bike which I painted bright blue. The local Writtle lads had a

bike track nearby and I joined in with their races. The fixed wheel road bike was not good

against the track bikes of the locals so I performed badly. However, on the road I could

outrace any of them, a source of great pride.

My bike was my passport to freedom, rides on dirt tracks through the forest, commutes to

and from school, work and college. Exploring the neighbourhood and beyond; rides to Writ-

tle to see Aunts, Uncles and cousins and working as a paper boy. The old fixed wheel ver-

sion ultimately became replaced when earning a proper wage by an upright model with

gears allowed for a new bike to be bought on hp (a deposit followed by so much per week).

Of all these momentous events, the most significant for me was the change of school and

the move to secondary education.  Instead of a single form teacher taking all of the les-
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sons we had specialist teachers for each of the many and varied subjects on the syllabus.

Even our maths lessons were now broken down into arithmetic, algebra and geometry,

each with its own individual exercise book. In addition we had French, geography, history,

music, art, woodwork, and science as chemistry, physics and biology all of which had text

books and exercise  books which had to be covered in brown paper and carried from room

to room, teacher to teacher. And then there was homework, books to be carried to and

from home in our satchels. Timetables, one for lessons and one for homework had to be

copied and studied and hopefully not lost.

Parents had to buy the school uniform which consisted of blazer, cap and tie in the school

colours, boys always had to wear their caps to and from school, failure to do so meant

‘debits’ and so many debits meant a detention. We also had to have swimming and other

sports gear, pt shorts, vests and shoes (plimsolls in those days, and for the boys, football

kit including leather football boots. My parents also bought me a second hand violin.

Boys of eleven wore short trousers, not shorts but grey flannel short trousers. At about

thirteen years old or so, rather depending on height and maturity, boys were moved on to

wearing long grey flannel trousers or ‘longies’. The first day at school in ‘longies’ caused

much mirth and ribbing from the others who had already moved on. The school blazer and

cap came complete with the school badge and motto ‘semper paratus’, which we learnt

meant ‘always ready’.

Within the first few weeks we had to learn the school song and the school hymn, one of

which began with the words ‘ let us sing this paean loudly’.  I don’t think any of us knew

what a paean was, apparently its from the Latin or Greek  for a song of praise.  It went on

with the words ‘sing this song oh school of thee’, evidence I think of a misguided attempt

to emulate a public school ethos which was rather lost on us boys from Walthamstow E17.

Religious education was strictly Church of England Christianity with a daily assembly with

hymns and prayers. We were advised to carry our hymn books with us at all times. Only

Jews were exempt from worship in assembly, but all had to attend RE lessons. Our head-

master was a  certain Colonel Drewry who was always referred to by his title. His study

was housed in the college building and was situated next door to the RE room. On one oc-

casion during a lesson, I remember him entering the room and spotting a map of the Mid-

dle East, took over the lesson with details of his wartime desert campaigns, something

which in retrospect, I expect he was in a habit of doing, the map of the Bible lands being a

very handy excuse.

I found myself carrying a satchel full of books and sandwich tin often with extras such as

pt kit or swimming trunks or football kit complete with boots and always with a towel for
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the compulsory after exercise shower, to be carried back and forth from home to school

and between the school sites or playing fields. The used towel often spreading its moisture

to the books leading to smudged ink and damp pages. But I had the additional burden of

carrying my violin in its case on certain days as I had opted to take up violin lessons. My

parents had purchased a second hand violin through the school but the actual lessons were

free. The music master, Mr. Adler, had been a professional violinist before taking to teach-

ing. A brilliant musician and a perfect gentleman who obviously loved music, and teaching

us kids, putting in a great deal of time after school and at weekends. His favourite and

most impressive party trick was to double stop, that is play the bow across two strings,

whilst fingering triple time on one string and double time on the other simultaneously. This

involved moving one finger up and down three times in the same time as moving the other

finger and down four times- try it. He also managed and conducted the school orchestra,

of which I became a member, so in addition to my after school violin lessons there were

orchestra rehearsals to attend.

On Saturday mornings the swimming pool housed in the college building was available to

us kids for a hour free of charge, conveniently my violin lesson was also held on Saturday

mornings at the college and so both activities could be attended. I remember Mr Adler

playing his fiddle, fag in mouth trying to inspire a damp pupil to play scales in tune, diffi-

cult at the best of times on a violin.

Every year the school produced the ‘school play’. As a member of the orchestra, I never

took part in a play as we always provided the musical accompaniment. Attending the full

dress rehearsals, I must have sat through each play a number of times playing our contri-

bution as required by the production. I know I became word perfect for every part in the

play although, of course, I was never required to speak any of them. I would have made

an admirable ‘prompt’ but would have to suffer in silence as an actor dried up or fluffed his

or her lines. The only titles I can remember now are ‘Tobias and the Angel’, ‘Great Expecta-

tions’ and ‘Northanger Abbey’ but of course the words and performances I rapidly forgot.

Mr Adler was responsible for the school trip to Amsterdam. It was soon after joining my

new school, but exactly which year I forget, that I went on this trip. Only one leg of the

journey sticks in my mind. We travelled via Harwich and a boat to the Hook of Holland,

then on to Amsterdam. Apart from the boat ride out I have totally forgotten whether it was

by train or coach that we completed the two way journey.

Mr Adler was responsible for the boys, a female teacher who I have forgotten was responsi-

ble for the girls. We stayed in a hotel or guest house, the name of which sounded like Hoi-

sey Mayor, but was almost certainly not spelt like that. Single beds were crammed into

rooms which became something like dormitories, boys and girls separated of course, al-
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though we did sit in each others rooms sometimes during the evenings to play cards. The

first night we had arrived late and went straight to bed. I was awoken in the morning by a

sound I had never heard before and could not identify. A glimpse out of the windows re-

vealed the city’s trams starting and stopping just outside the hotel. Once we had settled in,

we were allowed to travel around the city on the trams without supervision, the fare

scheme was very simple and straightforward and knowing the appropriate number, always

brought you back to the hotel door no matter which way the tram was heading. In this

way we had a great deal of freedom to explore the  city on our own. It must be remem-

bered that at this time very few parents or teachers would be car owners and we had all

grown up very used to travelling by public transport.

Obviously there were organised trips. I remember the Rijksmuseum with Rembrandt’s

‘Night Watch’ picture - huge; and the islands of Marken and Volendam - amazing as the

land was below sea level; Edam and cheese; and the huge dam across the Zuiderzee; and

boat trips along the canals. Also we had a trip to Amsterdam Zoo where one boy member

of our party stuck his finger into the hyena’s cage, the result being the loss of a finger and

a hospital visit. I don’t know what ‘Health and Safety’ would have made of that had ‘Health

and Safety’ been invented in those days for even without notices in English I think we

were expected to know that hyenas bite and cages were meant to be respected. The boy

involved was generally thought of either as stupid or a show off in front of the girls.

We ate raw herring from a stall, and bought the usual souvenirs usually in the form of

clogs. I bought a cigarette lighter for dad in the form of a miniature camera, which im-

pressed me more than dad I think. We discovered that Amstel was not only the name of

the river that ran through Amsterdam, but also the name of a brewery and we found we

could buy lager very cheaply without any difficulty. So the holiday became my first experi-

ence of being drunk and rather sick with it. Mr Adler was very kind and said I must have

eaten something that disagreed with me!

The school ran a number of after hours clubs which we were encouraged to join (we were

also expected to do lots of homework and go to bed early, leaving little or no time for mis-

chief). In addition to my music I also joined the meteorological club run by the geography

master, Mr Lewis. Mr Lewis was quite different to Mr Adler, very strict he seemed quite

frightening to us younger kids. His classes were disciplined and regimented. When answer-

ing questions with a raised hand, the answer had to be given promptly whilst standing

smartly to attention. Failure would give rise to cries of ‘stand up boy when you’re speaking

to me’. Later, as we got older, we found he was all wind and was very easy to play up, his

classes became a noisy shambles, rather like classes in schools today. As a member of the

meteorological club we were taken to the weather station at North Weald airfield, a pleas-

ant trip out with tea and biscuits in the cafe opposite the airfield.
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Sports were encouraged, but any form of competitive sport I avoided. When players were

chosen one at a time, I was one of those left until last and hopefully not required by either

side. I enjoyed swimming and increased length by length until achieving my one mile certif-

icate. The gymnasium was one place I dreaded. I could not  handstand, vault, forward or

backwards roll, do press ups but I could climb up the ropes. Mr Davies, the PT master was

a complete sadistic swine.  Punishment for failure often led to being made to hang from

the wall bars without  resting your feet. Any sign of a foot taking your weight would result

in a smart smack on the backside with a ruler and since we only wore thin cotton shorts

with nothing beneath this could be quite painful. He would delight in herding naked boys

under the cold showers, again by means of his ruler. As an adult looking back at this, I

think he must have had certain sexual hangups.

The first three years at the ‘tech’ were based at Winns Avenue. We studied a general range

of subjects. English, language and literature; Maths, as arithmetic, algebra and geometry;

science, as physics, chemistry and biology; Geography and History, French, Woodwork, Art

and Music plus games as PT and Sports. At the end of these first three years we were ex-

pected to specialise and recommendations were made on the basis of exam results and

teacher’s reports. Maths was never a problem for me and I had also performed well in

most subjects except French in which I had failed almost completely. The school recom-

mendation was for Science or Music or (surprisingly) Art as although imaginative my draw-

ing skills were poor. I cannot remember being pushed by my parents but I believe a

course with a science bias was their preferred option for me. In retrospect I believe they

were right and so science was my choice.

My fourth year would, therefore, be in form 4SA (four science and arts) with science as my

core option. Forms 4SA and 5SA were deemed the cream of the school (which had a very

snobbish ethos) and for fourth formers this meant a year at the Hoe Street branch of the

school. This became my favourite year at school with only one downside, it was compulso-

ry to study a second language, German in which I proved as useless as French.

Hoe Street was a very old house surrounded by its own terraced gardens, the science

block being housed in temporary concrete style buildings within the grounds. The whole

environment felt very different from Winns Avenue, here we all felt much more grown up.

This branch of the school seemed remote, small and had character. Miss Dean, the deputy

who was in charge was much more approachable than other senior staff I had come across,

the atmosphere was happy and easy going.

My journey to and from school was by bike, mainly through the back streets of Waltham-

stow. The ‘fixed wheel’ set up with its single front brake caused confusion with the police-

man who had arrived to inspect the roadworthiness of the bikes in the bike shed. Called
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out of class, I explained about the brakes to the policeman's satisfaction and returned to

my class feeling smug, an early sign of my delight in getting one over on authority.

During this year much was to change. My great grandparents, who both lived into their

nineties, died. Sometime during the nineteen-thirties, my grandfather had somehow been

able to purchase two new houses in Edmonton, one for his wife and family and one for his

mother and father in law. How he was able to do this remains a mystery. My great grand-

parents house, number 48 Oaklands Avenue was in the next road to 172 Galliard Road.

The now empty house gave my parents a chance to move out of the top floor of 9 Hillcrest

Road into a three bedroom modern house. With a garden and so that’s what we did. For

the first time aged about 14, I had my own bedroom and garden to play in.

However, we had moved from Walthamstow in Essex to Edmonton in Middlesex. (Waltham-

stow is now the London Borough of Waltham Forest whilst Middlesex no longer exists and

Edmonton is now in the London Borough of Enfield). I either had to change schools or spe-

cial arrangements had to be made for me to ‘live out of county’ which needed approval of

the Education Authorities. It was agreed that my education should continue at the Tech

and so now I had to travel by three buses to school, I believe I was provided with a bus

pass for this purpose.

In 1947 the school leaving age, that is the age at which compulsory education ended, was

raised from 14 years to 15 years. The leaving age remained at 15 until 1972 when it was

raised once more to 16 years. I believe that the school leaving age will be eventually

raised even further probably to 18 years. The age of 15 was reached during the fourth

year of secondary education. Secondary school years in those days were numbered from

the first year, year 1, through years 2, 3, 4 and 5. After the fifth year came the two sixth

form years, the lower sixth and upper sixth. GCE (General Certificate of Education) exams

were sat at ‘O’ (ordinary) level at the end of the fifth year whilst the ‘A’ (advanced) level

exams were set at the end of the upper sixth year at ages 16 and 18 respectively. For

those pupils who had failed the eleven plus exam and thus attended Secondary Modern

schools there were the CSE (Certificate of Secondary Education) exams that formed a low-

er tier of qualification. In addition, pupils could be awarded a school leaving certificate out-

lining their achievements and potential. I believe there may have been a degree of

flexibility whereby exams appropriate to the pupils abilities could be taken at earlier or

later stages and ‘only just’ failures could take ‘re-sits’.

In principle therefore, it was legal to leave secondary education at the end of the fourth

year at age 15 without having sat the GCE exams. I believe it was necessary for parents to

make some sort of guarantee that they would keep Grammar and Technical School pupils

at school until at least the end of the fifth year and possibly stay on for the two sixth form
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years at ages 16 or 18. And so it was I continued at school into the fifth year in class 5SA.

At about this time, a new school was being built in Billet Road on the site of the sports field.

Some classes had been transferred to the new building however 5SA was not among them.

My fifth year was mainly based in the college building in Forest Road. The reason for this

may have been the availability of laboratory classrooms that were required for the 5SA

syllabus.

It was during the fifth year that my educational progress was on the decline. The reasons

were mainly due to growing up; in the form of girls and popular teenage culture.

It must be remembered that at this period in history girls ‘didn’t do it’ and ‘wouldn’t allow

it’ whilst boys tried hard to push things as far as they could get away with. ‘Upstairs out-

side’ was often possible, but progress beyond this was nearly always prohibited territory.

Contraception was a black art, the pill only arrived on the scene in the early 1960’s. Us

boys knew of condoms which were colloquially known as ‘johnnies’, and there was some-

thing called a ‘dutch cap’ a sort of johnny for girls. Condoms were not on sale in general

shops but could be bought in a barber’s shop. Barber’s shops were the domain of men and

boys. Men and boys did not go to a hairdresser’s but had a ‘haircut’ at the barber’s. Wom-

en and girls went to hairdresser’s and women and girls did not buy condoms. On a top

shelf of the barber’s there might be a Durex advert and a supply of condoms in packets of

three. They were most likely referred to as ‘something for the weekend’ rather than by

name. An older looking boy might risk ridicule and buy a packet of three, these would be

sold on to other boys but it was unlikely they would be used for their intended purpose,

only carried as an act of bravado. Girls were constantly under the threat of  ‘bringing trou-

ble home’, human nature being what it is, some obviously did. Only one girl at school, to

the knowledge of my year, got herself ‘into trouble’ and left school early. Although the sub-

ject of much school gossip, the real reason for her leaving was never made public by the

school authorities.

The sexual revolution of the sixties and the emancipation of woman came later; so were

these really ‘the best of times’?  Perhaps and perhaps not, but to have lived through these

changes may have been the best way to appreciate them.

 The concept of the ‘teenager’ was a post-war phenomenon as new goods in the form of

clothes and records came on to the market and became affordable. Goods that were aimed

specifically at this age group.

The guitar had taken over from the violin, rock ‘n’ roll from classical music. In 1957 Bill

Haley had arrived in England, Rock Around The Clock as a record and a film had broken

the mould swiftly followed by Elvis Presley, Little Richard, Fats Domino etc. Pop music
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records and new fashions for the young had created the concept of the teenager. The mu-

sic of the war years had continued with our parents generation, big bands with crooners

like Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby belonged to a different era and a different generation.

The Teddy Boys with their drape jackets and drainpipe trousers had the new look of the

early fifties. Men’s hair was grown longer with quiffs and sideburns swept back, well oiled

culminating in the DA (duck’s arse) at the back. So much was happening for young people,

work was plentiful and young people had money in their pockets. The music industry re-

sponded by providing records that this generation wanted to hear on cheap record players

now available at prices they could afford, the ‘hit parade’ arrived. Prior to 1952 the sale of

music was measured in terms of sheet music sales, after 1952 this was altered to reflect

record sales so that the actual performance by a particular artist was judged rather than

the musical composition or tune.

Several youth music styles developed with its own set of followers along with dress fash-

ions. Rock ‘n’ Roll’ from America grew from a blend of white country music and black elec-

tric blues, followed mainly by working class teenagers with cash to spend. British

musicians tried to emulate the American Rock ‘n’ Rollers generally with appallingly bad

results. Alongside Rock ‘n’ Roll’ there were the followers of traditional jazz music. Although

jazz was essentially an American music form, the ‘trad’ jazz movement in this country was

an essentially British phenomenon. Followed mainly by college students and ‘intellectuals’

and linked to the ‘beatnik’ movement. The beatniks mainly wore jeans, sandals and duffle

coats with long scarves loosely hanging round the neck. The movement was associated

with literature such as the novels of Jack Kerouac and poetry of Alan Ginsberg. Jazz in the

form of ‘modern’ jazz had followers who considered themselves ‘cool’ and dressed appropri-

ately smarter and more expensively than the trad fans. Jazz had developed in America

away from the big swing bands of the 1940’s into small groups with a free form style of

playing, a style sometimes known as bebop with Charlie Parker one of its best known expo-

nents. It is ironic that Jack Kerouac and the American beat poets were fans of bebop whilst

the beatniks here were ‘trad’ fans.

Out of the traditional jazz bands came a musical movement which was to have a profound

effect on the development of pop music in this country. Jazz musicians were very knowl-

edgeable about the origins of their music. They had listened to old 78 rpm records of Amer-

ican black blues musicians and took a particular interest in the small groups of poor

musicians who played on guitars, banjos and ad hoc instruments such as washboards in

place of expensive drums and whiskey jugs instead of string basses, often known as jug

bands. Within the British trad bands, a subset of musicians started to adopt this style of

music as and develop a small programme of tunes, usually with a vocalist, to play as part

of the band’s overall programme. Along the way for some reason they picked up on the
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term ‘skiffle’ for their music. Lonnie Donegan, the banjo and guitar player in Chris Barber’s

band formed the Lonnie Donegan Skiffle Group as part of the band with Chris playing bass

and Beryl Bryden playing washboard. In 1954 the band released an LP ‘New Orleans Joys’

which included two tracks by the skiffle group, ‘John Henry’ and ‘Rock Island Line’. Re-

leased as a single with Rock Island Line the ‘A’ side, the record sales rocketed, it became

the first debut record to sell a million copies in this country, also reaching number 10 in

America.

Skiffle groups proliferated, a cheap (and nasty) guitar could be bought for about £4.00,

washboards were easy to come by and a bass made from a tea chest, broom handle and

string, instant skiffle group. A few of the budding guitarists developed skills beyond three

chord strumming and became the basis of the British pop music scene in the 60’s and be-

yond. Skiffle music and groups became the catalyst for an explosion of talent in youth pop-

ular music in this country.

As a result of teenager distractions, my academic results in terms of ‘O’ Level GCE’s were

disappointing. I passed in Maths, English, Physics, Chemistry and Applied Maths. Inevitably

I failed French but with sufficient marks to warrant a re-sit which I promptly failed with

worse marks than before. German I was not allowed to take. The Applied Maths was a bit

of a fiddle as it was basically a combination of maths and physics.

In spite of my poor academic results and technically allowed to leave school after the fifth

year, with no other option in the pipeline I continued my next school year in the lower

sixth form. By this time the new school had been completed and the whole school, includ-

ing the sixth forms, were housed in the new  building. My core subjects were Chemistry,

Physics and Maths with a view to taking A level exams in those subjects.

I hated it, I hated the new school, I hated the school snobbish ethos, I hated the prefect

system,  I hated the religious assemblies, I rebelled against being required to stand when

a teacher entered the room and stubbornly remained seated, in fact I hated being a

‘schoolboy’ rather than a ‘student’. I needed to grow up.

It should be remembered that in those days, the idea of sixth forms in schools was new.

By far the majority of sixteen year old kids would leave school and get jobs in the ‘real’

world. Teachers were unused to teaching older pupils and some tended to continue in the

same pedantic manner which I found so objectionable. There were no such things as ‘sixth

form common rooms’, no special facilities, it was simply two more years in school whilst

our contemporaries  were at work earning money. It should also be remembered that jobs,

including apprenticeships, were plentiful. There was money in teenage pockets and an in-

creasing range of things to buy with that money; no one was likely to be unemployed be-
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cause they were not qualified. Of course, in the long run, the prospect of earning a good

salary, of obtaining a ‘career’ rather than a ‘job’ was the carrot that kept ‘bright’ pupils in

education and on to university; and university education was free with grants to cover liv-

ing expenses.

At the time of writing (2013), the school leaving age is about to be raised to eighteen, jobs

are scarce especially for school leavers. University education is promoted as the natural

progression after school for the majority whilst students are required to take out loans to

pay for their University education. Repayment to be taken from their salaries when eventu-

ally employed. Did we have a better deal? I believe so.

At some time during the lower sixth year, I decided enough was enough and made my

mind up to leave school and get a job with some form of training. As things turned out, it

was the best decision I could have made and also one of the luckiest. Now living in Edmon-

ton I was close to a large amount of engineering industry, much arranged along the Lea

Valley and along the Cambridge Arterial Road, now better known as the A10. Without any

help or advice from school or home I wrote application letters for a job with training from a

range of these local firms. Unlike what would be the likely response today, I got replies

and a number of interviews.  I remember interviews at Weston Meters, Belling and Lee and

one or two other smaller companies plus as luck would have it, an interview with Siemens

Edison Swan who were recruiting for apprentices to start at the beginning of the next

school year. Ediswan, as they were known, ran a large apprentice scheme with an intake

each school year in three grades of apprenticeship and had their own apprentice training

centre in Ponders End, very close to home. On the basis of my ‘O’ level GCE’s I was accept-

ed as a ‘Technician Apprentice’. This was the middle grade, more theoretical than the Craft

Apprentice, less so than a Student Apprentice. As a Technician Apprentice I was required

to attend day release at Enfield Technical School plus a couple of evening classes.

I now had to inform the school of my intention to leave mid course so I wrote the head-

master a letter of resignation. I don’t think anyone had done such a thing before. I was

called into his office where he was apoplectic and raged on about my basic problem which

was the company I was keeping but mostly that my hair was too long. However, there was

nothing he could do about my fait accompli. As I knew I was leaving, I didn’t bother to

turn up for a maths mock exam. Since I was always very good at maths which I have al-

ways found easy, the teacher was upset with me and also I upset her when I told her ex-

actly what I thought of the school, something I regret as she was a nice person and well

meaning. Only one teacher wished me well and congratulated me on obtaining an appren-

ticeship, the others were probably glad to see the back of me.
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The first year of my indentured apprenticeship was spent at the Apprentice Training Centre.

It was a year of metal bashing, filing, turning, shaping, grinding, welding and forging met-

al into test pieces. The standard of accuracy expected was high and exercises were repeat-

ed until the standard was met. It was a year during which the ‘craft’ apprentices were to

shine whereas the ‘technician’ and ‘student’ grade apprentices tended to be the dunces

and as a ‘technician’ apprentice I was definitely among the dunces. My schooling, although

in a ‘Technical’ school, had been theoretical rather than practical, the boys from the Sec-

ondary Modern schools had had previous experience of engineering workshops and a more

natural aptitude for practical work. I mention boys as there were few female engineering

apprentices at that time and those there were tended to be technician or student grade

apprentices.

The Apprentice Training Centre was located in Ponders End and backed on to the River Lea.

Apprentices, like all teenagers, were obviously a mischievous bunch. One of more notori-

ous exploits was to create a ‘dead man’s hand’ from an old black rubber glove. The fingers

were supported on a frame made from welding rod and the whole hand was floated down

the river with curved grasping fingers protruding above the water line. A member of the

public had called the emergency services and a ‘rescue’ of the ‘body’ had been effected.

The police were not amused and although suspicion was directed at us, nothing could be

proved but we were cautioned nevertheless about the seriousness of wasting police time.

Compared with school hours, the working schedule seemed long, at least forty hours a

week. I believe our routine was for a 7:30 am start to 5:30 pm with an hour for lunch,

however I was quite used to rising early. Whilst living in Enfield I had reinforced my pocket

money by delivering the morning papers every day including Sundays, a practice known as

‘doing a paper round’. My paper shop was in Ponders End, a small single story lockup cor-

ner shop tacked on to the end of a row of ‘proper’ shops. Sunday was the worst day be-

cause of the extra size of the newspapers and the arrival of the supplement magazine

inserts. The proprietor made up a pile of papers in the correct order for each round from

his records of customers requirements and addresses. Each ‘paper boy’ would be given his

own pile to stuff into a canvas shoulder bag and by bike or by foot would then proceed

from house to house hopefully delivering the right papers for each customer. All weathers,

seven days a week at the crack of dawn often in the dark for the sum of ten shillings (50p)

per week, but nevertheless a worthwhile and welcome addition to pocket money. If, when

we arrived at the shop, the proprietor was absent, one of us had to cycle around to his

house and bang on the door to wake him up,. If, as a result, the papers were delivered

late, the customers and the proprietor would blame the paper boy and we would risk being

late for school so it was not difficult to find a volunteer and the door banging would be

most insistent.
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An ‘Historic Inflation Calculator’ on the internet calculates 10 shillings in 1958 to

be equivalent to just under £10.00 in 20133.3

In addition to workshop experience at the Training Centre we were also required to attend

college during term times. For me as a ‘Technician Apprentice’ that meant one full day per

week plus evening classes. One evening was usual but, as I had no technical drawing expe-

rience, I had an extra evening class to cover that subject. The other evening class was a

class in physics. As I had already studied one year of the ‘A’ level physics syllabus in

school, I found this very easy, so easy that I often failed to attend. At the end of the year,

passing relied on exam performance and attendance record. I was informed that my at-

tendance for the physics class was so poor that I would require a near 100% result in the

exam in order to pass, this I achieved and so was forgiven for my apparent lack of interest

in the subject. In fact, at the end of the first year, my all round exam performance was

good enough to warrant the company offering me an upgrade to  ‘Student Apprenticeship’

status. This would require my attending a ‘sandwich course’ consisting of six months at

college and six months industrial training every year for the next five or even six years.

This I agreed to do.

So I began my student apprenticeship, which normally required ‘A’ level GCE entry at the

very time I would have taken my ‘A’ levels had I completed my sixth form years at school.

The year had not been wasted, I was not destined for the factory floor scrap heap the

headmaster had predicted for me in his office that day I handed in my notice at school.

Throughout this whole period friends had always played a part, one friend in particular be-

came my lifelong companion and wife. At school there had always been a number of

friends. My friendship with Bob Wilson lasted through the early days at school but he had

drifted away to work on a farm or something similar during the latter years of school.

There was Dave Fuller, Frank Whitby and Dave Lee with whom I spent a weekend in a di-

lapidated caravan at Mill Beach near Maldon in Essex, where we had made a general teen-

age nuisance of ourselves. Bryan Flint became a good friend, my parents had been friends

with Bob’s parents since primary school days and Bob’s parents were friendly with Bryan’s

parents I believe through the PTA (parent, teacher association) which had linked them with

my folks, an association of great significance later in life. We took Bryan with us on holiday

on a grotty houseboat moored at West Mersea also in Essex.

There were also girlfriends, there had been a Christine for a very short while whilst on the

school trip to Amsterdam; a Pauline for a brief spell; I took a Gillian to the pictures once

and there had been Stephanie. Stephanie had been a little more long term and serious as

we took each other to our homes and attended the school dance club together. However it

was Stephanie’s friend Pat who became my steady girlfriend.
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Although living at some distance from school in Edmonton N9 whilst Pat lived much closer

in Highams Park E4, I managed to walk her home from school most evenings. As Pat’s

mum didn’t arrive home from work until later and Pat’s dad did shift work there were times

when Pat was in no hurry to get home. My parents never seemed concerned over what

time I got home. Pat lived close to Epping Forest and many was the time we spent in a

quiet spot in the forest before drifting home, here it was that some degree of canoodling

took place bearing in mind what I wrote about how far girls would allow at this period.

It was during my year in the Lower Sixth that my relationship with Pat changed, she be-

came, in contemporary parlance, my ‘ex’. Pat had left school after completing the fifth

year aged fifteen. Her school experience had been different from mine. Having failed her

eleven plus exam., Her parents, at no small sacrifice financially, had paid for Pat to attend

a private school in Chingford. There, Pat was coached for the thirteen plus exam. Which

she passed and thus gained entry to the McEntee Tech. Whilst at the tech. beginning in the

third year in class 3W, she entered the commerce classes 4C and 5C  in the fourth and

fifth years. At this time it was usual for engineering courses to be followed by boys, com-

merce courses by girls whereas the science and arts classes were general mixed. This was

certainly the case at our school which made classes 4C and 5C of great interest to most of

the male students. These classes had lively teenage girls, some of which had dubious repu-

tations, mostly in the boys imaginations and was mostly wishful thinking.

Pat left school on the completion of the fifth year for a job in the ‘city’, at the ‘First City

bank of New York’ which had a London branch in Old Broad Street close to Liverpool Street

Station. Pat was able to commute to work by train directly from Highams Park station to

Liverpool Street by train, a steamer at that time.

In retrospect, my desire to leave school and ‘grow up’ was undoubtedly influenced by the

fact that my ex regular girl friend was now working in a posh bank with money in her pock-

et and had joined the adult world, whilst I remained a schoolboy - not even a proper stu-

dent. It was only after leaving halfway through my sixth form education, as an engineering

apprentice, did I consider myself to have joined her in the adult world.

I remained in contact with my friends from school. Bob Wilson had returned from his farm-

ing experience to continue his education at the South West Essex Technical College housed

in the Forest Road building which had been home to part of our school before the new

building in Billet Road was completed. He was studying for entry qualifications for medical

school as he had decided he wished to become a doctor. During this period, those ex pu-

pils of the school could attend evening functions at the school as members of the Old

Scholar’s Association, the O.S.A. It was at these functions that the ‘crowd’ of friends would

gather, this included Bob, Bryan and significantly Pat. Among the crowd was a new friend
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Henry Dudley. Henry was one year older than my year, he had finished his sixth form with

‘A’ level passes and was continuing his training at Connaught Hospital in the Pathology De-

partment. We gathered at the O.S.A., parties at various houses, hospital dances, jazz

clubs and at memorable gatherings at a remote hut situated at the edge of a wood at

Hockley in Essex. Bob’s grandparents had bought a plot of land as an investment at this

remote site, however, as there was no planning permission to build at that time, a tempo-

rary hut had been erected suitable for casual use. The hut had a sort of kitchen connected

to a Calor gas supply and running water plus a living area. An outside chemical toilet (a

bucket with a seat) was housed in a small shed. As sleeping in the hut was technically un-

lawful, tents were left ready for sleeping in the grounds. I was familiar with the place as I

had visited before with Bob’s family whilst at junior school.

Among the ‘crowd’ were others such as Pete, Gillian, Jill, Malcolm and Henry with his girl-

friend Mag. Henry and Mag were in a steady relationship and Pat and I had become anoth-

er ‘steady’ partnership, and as we were the only ‘steadies’ among the crowd it was

inevitable that we gravitated towards each other and became firm friends. Most of us were

students of one kind or another and we adopted the student fashions of the time in dress

and music. Duffle coats, long scarves, sandals, the girls with black stockings; we were cop-

ying the beatnik movement. We were trad. jazz fans following the English revival bands

such as Chris Barber, Acker Bilk and Terry Lightfoot however Henry, being a little older

and world wise, new of ‘the real thing’, the black American bands of the twenties and thir-

ties plus black blues men such as Muddy Waters, Big Bill Broonzy and Leadbelly. He intro-

duced us to Laurie Wright’s record shop located near Connaught hospital. Laurie had a

huge personal collection of rare 78 r.p.m. discs from America and sold jazz and blues

records in his shop which were unavailable in the regular outlets. Many a Saturday after-

noon was spent hanging around Laurie Wright’s shop listening to music we would never of

heard in the usual way. We bought a few records as funds allowed, records which at the

time of writing are still in our record collection.

Mag became pregnant so Henry and Mag married at Tottenham Registry Office and moved

into a house owned by Mag’s  parents in Tottenham. This became yet another venue for

the crowd to party. On the wall of the living room Henry had written in large letters ‘Wel-

come to the Pad Dad’.

Pat and I became engaged and sexual morals slackened. At weekends I might be staying

over at Pat’s house or Pat might be staying over at mine, in reality we would probably be

staying at Henry and Mag’s. Whether or not our parents knew or not I cannot tell, in retro-

spect they probably turned a blind eye.
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In 1961 Pat and I took our first holiday together in the Isle of Wight. We booked two single

rooms, bed, breakfast and evening meal in a Guest House in Shanklin. The future for us

had become less certain. Due to company mergers, apprentices with Ediswan (now part of

AEI) would have to relocate to a new site in Sunderland or stay in Enfield if accepted by

the newly formed Thorn-AEI. I desperately wanted to stay close to Pat, Sunderland, some-

where up north, seemed as far away as the moon to us. Nevertheless we enjoyed our holi-

day; Pat needed a chiropodist as her high heeled shoes had proved unsuitable for hill

walking; she left her handbag and money in the Post Office, fortunately handed in (those

were the days) and collected safely. Most evenings we booked a mystery tour with the

local coach company, a drive round the Island to one pub or another, the driver became

friendly as he recognised us as regulars. We were young, in love and worried about the

future but fortune favoured us - after an interview I was accepted as a student apprentice

with Thorn AEI.

After my grandfather (Gardner) died my grandmother (Gran) had the upper floor of her

house modified to turn the box room into a kitchen. She moved her bedroom to the down-

stairs front room. Dad’s brother, Uncle John and his wife Sadie had set up home in this

upstairs ‘flat’ after they had married. Later Uncle John had bought his own house and Gran

let her upstairs ‘rooms’ to various couples. At sometime in 1962 the ‘flat’ became vacant

and Gran was looking for new tenants, this was an opportunity too good for Pat and I to

miss so we proposed we should get married and move in if our parents would agree, there

was no way at that time that we would have been possible to live in the flat as a couple

without first being married. As the age of consent was 21 and Pat and I were only 20 we

needed both our parents consent and both sets of parents agreed. We had already spent a

week in a hotel together, our Saturday night’s away from home were probably suspected,

our friend Mag had become prematurely pregnant, Gran wanted to re-let her rooms as

soon as possible, the logic was irrefutable, the date was set for September 1st.
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With Bryan Flint, brother John & Mum
‘Grotty’ houseboat - 1956

I.O.W. Holiday 1961

Brian & Pat c. 1959

Henry & Mag - Wedding c 1960

Mum, Dad & me at
Oaklands Ave c 1955
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The route to secondary education



4. From Two to Five

The 1960’s

1962 - 1972

Joined in Matrimony
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September 2nd 1962 Pat and I were married at Tottenham registry Office. A memorable day but

not without its traumas and difficulties. Pat’s parents wanted a church wedding for their daughter

and a proper reception. I was against a church wedding as, with the arrogance of youth, I consid-

ered myself to be an atheist. As a compromise we decided to ask the local Methodist Minister if

he would marry us. Pat had had connections with the local Methodist Church in her Brownie and

Girl Guide days. The Minister advised that we should start out our married life as felt right for us

and so we decided on a registry office wedding. Pat’s parents were not amused and decided that

if we weren’t going to have a ‘proper’ wedding, there would be no reception. We then decided

that we would celebrate with the ‘crowd’ at Henry and Mag’s house by having a party after the

wedding. Pat’s parents then planned a get together at their house as a reception. As a compro-

mise, Pat and I went back to her parents house for the afternoon and then went on to Henry and

Mag’s place for the evening party. Next day we travelled to the Isle of Wight for our honeymoon

in Shanklin, at the same guest house that we had stayed the previous year.

And then there were three. Steven was born on 1st  May 1962, counting on fingers, as Gran

would have done, led to the conclusion that Steven was born exactly eight months after we were

married. Gran commented ‘Aren’t premature babies bonny these days’; bless her. The fact was,

as she probably well knew, that we had begun renting the flat at 172 Galliard Road immediately

it was decided on a wedding date. We used the time to decorate the bedroom and generally pre-

pare to move in.  Whilst decorating the flat, I flicked some paint over Pat and she flicked some

back. I started painting Pat with the paint brush and she painted me back, we wrestled over who

was to be covered with the most paint and nine months later Steven was born, bonny but not

premature. We had little money and little furniture but somehow we managed to get enough to-

gether with wedding presents from our parents and what we could afford to buy cheaply, the flat

was ready.

I was still an apprentice earning £7.00 per week and Pat continued working at the Bank earning

£12.00 per week which when converted from 1963 values, is a equivalent to a total of £358.69

per week3.2 in 2013, the time of writing. Pat left work in order to have Steven which left us to

manage on my apprentice wage alone.

Steven was born at the Clapton Mother’s Home, the same maternity hospital run by the Salvation

Army where I had been born, however at a very different location. At some time after the end of

the war, the hospital had returned from its temporary ‘safe’ home in Derbyshire to its London

site in Clapton. The journey to and fro the hospital was by two buses, and for her routine check-

ups, Pat had trudged through the snows of the bad winter4.1. We had no phone in the house,

when Steven announced he was ready to be born, late at night of course, I made my way to the

phone box at the end of the road and called for an ambulance. I travelled with Pat in the ambu-

lance but had to leave her in the capable hands of the nursing staff and make my own way home.

In the early ours of the morning I began to walk the long way back carrying a bundle of Pats
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clothes under my arm. Being very naïve in haste we had not thought to take any sort of bag with

us. Eventually I was able to catch the early morning workers bus and continue my way under the

amused gaze of the rude proletariat.

As a baby, Steven was not a good sleeper, incessantly hungry for food and attention but with

apparently poor digestion as measured by the large part ‘bringing up wind’ played in our lives,

and we were young and very inexperienced. However, it has to be noted that Pat is an absolute

natural when it comes to motherhood, there is no one more nurturing and loving than Pat when

it comes to her babies, I, on the other hand, am not noted for my patience and tolerance. The

fact that Steven survived at all is entirely down to Pat’s loving care.

The only toilet and bathroom in the house was upstairs and was shared with Gran. The floors

were not carpeted as would be the case today, but covered with linoleum and hence were noisy

to walk on. Gran wore shoes around  the house, not slippers. It was routine that just after we got

the baby to sleep, Gran would use the loo. The noise of her footsteps would begin at the foot of

the stairs and continue, getting louder, as she approached the landing reaching a crescendo as

she reached the top and opened and closed the loo door with a resounding crash. Flushing the

toilet meant pulling the chain as cisterns were above head height, made of cast iron and noisy.

After the flush the process would reverse as she made her way back down the stairs. The chance

of Steven remaining asleep were remote, but every night we held our breaths, counted the stairs

and prayed.

Continuous sleep was so rare that we would take turns of shifts of an hours duration of baby

minding throughout the night. Steven was not an unhappy baby, he just wanted lots of attention

and was prepared to go to any lengths to get it. Later when he was a bit older, we would try to

sleep while he played on our bed. The bed was in a corner of the room, by one of us laying long

ways while the other lay across the bed we could create a ‘safe’ zone in the middle for the baby

to play in. If he tried to get past us, a judicious shove could propel him back into the centre with-

out having to wake up too much.  When my final exams were due, in order to be able to concen-

trate on revision, I took to sleeping on the floor in our living room whilst Pat took on the full

burden of the night watch.

Life in our flat was good, I could cycle to work and to college, keeping my new bike in the shed

at the bottom of the garden from where I had rescued my first bike years before. We made some

new friends from college but we were very different from our contemporaries being married with

a child whilst I was still an apprentice. My working life was varied with six months college alter-

nating with six months in industry. Student apprentices were soon moved off the factory floor to

the laboratories where research still continued at that time into improving thermionic valves, the

precursor to semiconductors and the basis of all electronics. I spent a few weeks in the lab where

Ambrose Fleming (the inventor of the thermionic diode, the first electronic device) had once

worked. Thermionic valves required a hard vacuum in order to work and I spent some time work-
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ing under a vacuum specialist who reckoned he knew more about nothing than anyone else. I

also spent some time in the drawing office in our Tottenham factory which I very much enjoyed.

Here I was able to do a useful job of work creating pen and ink drawings of machine parts for use

with new production projects. Here I was also able to do a little overtime as my work was re-

spected.

It was at the Tottenham factory that I learned some of the facts of life about how factories oper-

ate and the priorities involved. In one department the manager was totally disinterested in ap-

prentices and basically told them to look busy but without giving them anything useful to do. It

was in such departments that we made ‘foreigner's, these were things we made out of scrounged

materials for ourselves or friends. I made a sheet metal box, I cannot remember what for, but it

turned out quite well, one of the men said it would look nice electro-plated and advised me to

take it to the plating shop and ask the chaps there to do it. I went along as advised and asked

but was told there was no chance as they were up to the ears in work and it couldn’t be done for

weeks. Being honest and naïve I said that it didn’t really matter as it was not for the company

just something for me. In that case said the man, come back after lunch and I’ll have it done for

you. Another time the foreman sent me along to the tool stores to buy some fags. As an appren-

tice you get used to being asked to collect ridiculous non-existent items from the stores such as

a ‘long wait’ and I thought here we go I’m being set up again but no, the store keeper turned out

to be selling all manner of products, cigarettes, matches, fag papers, condoms; generally items

that the working man might need in a hurry whilst at work.

Engineering apprentices generally like messing about with engines and motor bikes and motor

scooters were popular with those (or whose parents) who could afford them. One of my friends

had a car. In fact it was a cross between a car and a motorbike. It was a Pre war model made by

BSA4.2 with only three wheels and with a body built of wood. Two front wheels and a single rear

wheel, and a one thousand c.c. engine it could achieve remarkable speeds with little to no regard

for safety. During the bad winter snows of 19634.1  I was unable to use my bike and had to walk

to and from college. My friend gave me a lift in the BSA, the road was deeply rutted by the pas-

sage of four wheel cars so the three wheeler progressed in a crab-like fashion as the back wheel

jumped from one side to the other from rut to rut. My friend had little knowledge or experience

of driving at slow speeds and so I arrived home a little shaken mentally and physically.

In 1964 I took my final examination for a Higher National Diploma in electrical engineering. At

that time the course was not modular in structure and it was a requirement that to achieve diplo-

ma standard one would have to pass in all subjects, fail one and you fail the whole thing and

would need to repeat the year in all subjects. Fail a different subject next year and you would still

be deemed to have failed in total. The pressure was on as we needed more income and a pass

would mean a ‘proper’ job with ‘proper’ money. Of course certain subjects were weaker than oth-

ers, my potential nemesis was ‘Machines and Materials’. Swatting, revising and studying in gener-
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al was difficult at home with a young baby who was not particularly interested in sleeping. I took

to working after college hours in the college library and on nights immediately before an exam I

would sleep on the floor in our living room whilst Pat kept Steven as quiet as she could through

the night. I was in despair after my ‘Machines and Materials’ exam, convinced I had failed; all the

other subjects but this one had been fine. I could do nothing and in my black mood went to an

afternoon film at the local cinema, I still remember to this day crying quietly. Anyone who no-

ticed me in the cinema would have thought I was a proper twit crying over the film ‘Godzilla

Meets King Kong’.

I passed in all subjects namely Mathematics, Electrical Engineering, Electrical Measurements,

Machines and Materials, Electronics (with distinction) and Engineering Physics - I was a qualified

engineer. We now had a decision to make, I was offered a further one year extension to appren-

ticeship in order to complete the examination for full membership into the Institute of Electrical

Engineers. We could not afford another year on apprentice wages and so decided to move on to a

‘proper’ job. It was usual at that time for the Company to find a position for it’s successful appren-

tices within the company, it was also expected that the apprentice would take up this offer in

order to show loyalty to the company that had trained him/her. I was offered and took up a job

in the semi-conductor manufacturing section of the company.

Semi-conductors were new and were the devices to replace thermionic valves. Siemens Ediswan

had been a big name in valve and television tube manufacture and had a large plant at

Brimsdown Enfield devoted to the mass production of those devices. The electronics syllabus of

my college course had originally been based around the study of thermionic valves and circuits

but had been enlightened enough to move over to semi-conductor theory from the outset, the

course even included the subject of electronic computing machines such as analogue and digital

computers. As part of the course our lecturer had arranged for a visit to the Texas Instruments

semi-conductor factory in Bedford where I was amazed by the American style of working environ-

ment with its open plan offices, name badges and egalitarian style management.

Semi-conductors were the future and form the basic electrical component to this day (2013).

Thermionic valves were very large in comparison with a transistor, they needed to be heated in-

ternally to a high temperature and required power to do this, they switched relatively large volt-

ages and currents. Semi-conductors, on the other hand needed to be kept cool and would often

be fitted with heat sinks to prevent the device from destroying itself, the voltages and currents

involved were very small in comparison. Valves elements were housed in highly evacuated glass

bottles with precision engineered internal parts, semi-conductors were very small pure slices of

germanium or silicon crystals which had been treated, or doped, with minute quantities of ‘impu-

rities’ such as indium and arsenic. These impurities caused an excess or deficiency of electrons

within the crystal structure which gave rise to the two types of transistor PNP and NPN according

to how they had been doped. Valves and transistors required very different mass production

methods.
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Thermionic triode 1 switch

Semiconductor
transistor 1 switch

Tens of transistors in a single package
of switches arranged as an integrated
circuit

Thousands to millions of transistor switches
used as memory devices

Microprocessor chip from 2,300 transistors in
1971 to 5,000,000,000 transistors in 2013

The Future

To be filled in at time of
reading
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I now found myself working as a semi-conductor process engineer, initially in the germanium

transistor production area where I had some success with improving the output of the PNP line

and moved to solving a major difficulty that had occurred with the NPN line where a problem had

developed which was causing a high failure rate. With careful measurement of temperature pro-

files I was able to relate the problem to a dip in temperature during the heating process. We in-

stalled an inspection regime which, when implemented, increased output dramatically. I was

moved to the newly created silicon chip factory based at Brimsdown which had very different

production techniques and problems.  I was doing well.

We were happy in our flat in Gran’s house, I cycled to and from work, Pat had shops close to

hand and Mum and Dad lived round the corner in the next road. We had friends visit and we visit-

ed friends such as Henry and Margaret in Tottenham. Although these were good times for our

small family the world had been going through difficult and worrying moments.

In 1962 we had come close to nuclear war, possibly the closest the world has ever come. The

Cuban Missile Crisis; US vs the Soviet Union; Kennedy vs Krushchev; nuclear missiles the choice

of weapon; MAD (Mutual Assured Destruction) the likely outcome. Cuba had had a revolution and

was now a communist state on America’s doorstep. The US had attempted but failed to take over

the Cuban regime and had placed nuclear missiles in Turkey which then had borders with the

Soviet Union. In retaliation, Krushchev with the agreement of Castro of Cuba decided to place

nuclear missiles in Cuba and Castro had the missile launch facility built and ready. America felt

that this was unfair, putting missiles on Russia’s doorstep was ok but Russia putting them on

America’s was definitely out of order. The Soviets set sail with ships loaded with missiles for Cuba,

America intercepted and threatened to fire on them. The Soviets shot down an American U2 spy

plane over Russia, and as they say in the best stories ‘the world held its breath and waited’.

“The first telephone hot-line was set up between Washington and Moscow so the leaders could

talk directly to each other. The Soviet missiles were taken out of Cuba and shortly afterwards US

missiles already based in Turkey were quietly removed” 4.4 There was a back down from both

sides and war averted.

There had been social consequences as a response to the threat of nuclear war such as  protests

from organisations like CND (Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament) which had reached its height

in the late fifties with the Aldermaston March. Aldermaston was the home of the ‘Atomic Weap-

ons Research Establishment’. CND campaigned for unilateral disarmament  ‘the proposal that

Britain should take the initiative and get rid of its own nuclear weapons, irrespective of the ac-

tions of others – caught the imagination of many. Multilateral disarmament – simultaneously by

negotiations between countries – was clearly not working, although CND also strongly supported

the goal of global abolition. The US, Soviet Union and Britain, (and later France and China), were

building ever more nuclear weapons. All attempts to control, let alone reverse the process broke
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down repeatedly. (As an example, negotiations for a treaty to halt the spread of nuclear weapons

began in 1958 but the final agreement was not reached until 1968).4.4

There were also changes in the world of popular culture, pop music and fashion. Folk music, par-

ticularly American folk music had become popular with artists like Joan Baez and Bob Dylan.

From copying the old songs these artists began to write their own material most of which was

political in content, this school of music became the anthem for the protest movement, in particu-

lar the songs of Bob Dylan who prove to be a fine poet if somewhat limited musician. From these

beginnings the hippie movement began, a movement which was to dominate popular culture for

the decade.

A good example of the message in the music can be found on the Bob Dylan Album ‘The Free-

wheelin’ Bob Dylan’ in songs such as ‘Blowin’ In The Wind’, ‘Masters of War’, ‘A Hard Rain’s A-

Gonna Fall’ and ‘Talkin’ World War III Blues’, the album was released in 1963. For many of the

younger generation, pop culture had became meaningful and the message was love and peace.

We continued to have many friends, particularly Henry and Margaret Dudley who continued to

live in Tottenham with daughter Carol and later Susan. In 1963 we went on holiday to Cornwall

with them. We travelled by train to St Austell, baby Steven being bottle fed en-route. The train

was held up with an engine problem which made the journey with a baby long and difficult but

we seemed to cope, probably because we were young, naïve and inexperienced, learning as we

went along we didn’t worry. We stayed in a hired holiday cottage near Charlestown , another

friend, Peter Atkins came too. Accommodation was sparse, Steven slept in a drawer removed

from a chest of drawers.

In 1964 we once again went on holiday with Henry and Mag, this time on the cheap, we bor-

rowed Bob Wilson’s grandparents hut in Hockley. How we got there I forget, probably by a lift

from one of the parents, Henry’s or Pat’s. Steven, now a year old played with Carol, we took

them to the coast near Southend-on-Sea, by train from Hockley station. No tents this time, we

managed sleeping in the hut.

In 1965 our lives changed dramatically, a change that became significant for the rest of our lives.

We took out a mortgage and bought a house of our own. We were very fortunate for at that time

the London County Council (LCC) was offering 100% mortgages for people who either worked or

lived in the LCC area. Edmonton and Enfield were then still in the county of Middlesex, a county

that no longer exists. We lived in Edmonton and I worked in Enfield, therefore we were not eligi-

ble, however our friend Bryan Flint’s father Fred was in the know. Pat’s parents were friendly

with both the Flints and the Wilsons and so Fred (who had been Uncle Fred to me when I was

younger) arranged for me to ‘work’ at an address in the LCC area by rubber stamping and sign-

ing a letter from the director of this ‘company’. Apparently the LCC were particularly lax in check-

ing details. In addition, although it was a 100% mortgage, it was actually 100% of the value as

assessed by a surveyor. Fred knew a surveyor who for a backhander would bump the value up to
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be close to the vendor’s asking price. We looked over several properties and eventually picked on

an old house in Carterhatch Road, Enfield Highway. The asking price was £3,900 (approximately

£64,000 in 2013 values3.3). In total we needed about £100 (approx £1,600 in 2013 values3.3) to

pay the shortfall in surveyor’s value, the backhander and the solicitors fees. We had saved just

about enough. I well remember a journey into London to finalise the deal with the LCC’s solicitors

with all the money we had in the world in cash in my wallet clutched closely to my chest. We

made it, we had our own house.

Twenty four Carterhatch Road became our home for the next twenty two years, until 1987. It

was an old Edwardian terraced house somewhat modernised with an upstairs bathroom and toilet

but also with its original outside loo which, while it lasted, I do not believe we ever used. Upstairs,

one bedroom had become the bathroom; the front bedroom, which was the width of the house,

had been divided into two small rooms, one of which was entered through the other and there

was one other bedroom; nominally a three bedroom house. Downstairs a passage led from the

front door to the staircase, and past the staircase to the kitchen at the back with two living

rooms, one front, one back, leading off this passageway. It had a narrow garden quite enough

for us, but no rear entrance. It was a mansion in our eyes but we had no money and nothing

much to put in it.

We furnished the house as best we could with stuff from the flat and other hand me down bits

and pieces. There was no such thing as easy credit, no credit cards, no debit cards and no over-

drafts just cash and cheques. There was HP, hire purchase, which was offered on some goods,

you paid a deposit and arranged for regular re-payments. It involved much form filling and find-

ing guarantors to cover the loan. I had bought a new bike under this arrangement but we avoid-

ed HP as a rule, preferring to save for what we needed and avoiding debt. Having a home of our

own was all important, how it was or wasn’t furnished and the state of decoration was of second-

ary importance. Over the next twenty two years we slowly modified and re-decorated as we

could afford and as my wages increased. Even when we finally moved  in 1987, 24 Carterhatch

was still being modified and re-decorated with more to be done. I continued to work in the semi-

conductor factory at Brimsdown which was only a short journey from home which by bike meant

I could come home lunch time for a meal before returning to work in the afternoon.

The old saying goes “new house, new baby” and so it was with us; Jane was born on the 21st of

February 1966 in our bedroom at home with a midwife and me present. It was usual at this time

for the first child to be born in a maternity hospital but if there had been no complications for

subsequent babies to be born at home. Within a short time after the birth the midwife left and

we found ourselves with a  brand new hours old baby Jane in our care. A very maturing experi-

ence but one of great emotional happiness and family bonding. Of course we had no prior knowl-

edge that the baby would be a girl, scanning had not been developed and so it was always a last

minute surprise as to the sex of the baby. We now had a boy and a girl, perfect. Jane was very
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different from Steven, maybe because Pat and I were older and more confident, maybe because

girls are naturally easier to manage but Jane was a far more contented baby than Steven had

been and of greatest significance she slept much better. Steven was not quite three years old

when Jane was born and still only a baby himself who still demanded much attention and so it

was a double blessing that Jane was a happy baby from the beginning.

I had served my apprenticeship and had continued with the same company as was morally re-

quired but now I became ambitious for a change and for more income. As I was working as a

semi-conductor engineer it was natural for me to look for similar positions and opportunities else-

where. I applied for a job with AEI Semiconductors (now Dynex) based in Lincoln and was accept-

ed for an interview. The Dynex power semiconductor business was originally established in

Lincoln over 50 years ago when it was known as AEI Semiconductors Ltd. At that time, the busi-

ness introduced some of the first silicon-based power semiconductor components in the world.

Since then it acquired the power semiconductor interests, technologies and products from some

major names such as GEC, SGS-Thomson, Alstom and Marconi Electronic Devices (MEDL).4.5

Mum had the kids while Pat and I travelled by train to Lincoln. While I was being interviewed Pat

looked over the city and the house buying possibilities. Although offered the job I turned it down.

I did not like the working environment and Pat was none too keen on the idea of moving to Lin-

coln.

In the world of electronics, computers were a new and exciting development with a promising

future and so I applied for a job with Elliott Automation, a computer manufacturer, based at Bore-

ham Wood Hertfordshire. The job under offer was in the traffic automation division of Elliotts in

particular with a rail automation project for Leeds and York. Elliotts were developing the automa-

tion of the transfer of ‘train description’ from remote signal boxes into the central new signal box

at Leeds station. Elliotts had built ‘train describers’ previously for other regions, these were not

computer based but were built from specially designed hardware circuits which were ‘hard wired’

rather than programmable by means of software. At the interview I was shown details of these

existing systems which caused me to remark ‘would it not be better to use a general purpose

computer rather than purpose built hardware’; I was in as this was exactly what the new project

for Leeds was about. I was offered the job and accepted early in 1967.

An article ‘A Forgotten History’ I have added at the end of this chapter.

Boreham Wood was a bus ride away from Enfield but I hoped eventually to be able to drive in our

new ‘old’ car. In December 1966 I bought for £20 a 1946 Morris 84.6 (registration GOM 194) from

one of my apprentice friends from work. The car was the four door version just right for the fami-

ly, unfortunately I was as yet unable to drive.

My brother John, although younger than me, was already a driver and so he was an obvious

choice to be my instructor as he came very cheap. Lessons were somewhat different from those
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given by professional driving instructors, for example John would often wear a crash helmet

whilst sitting in the passenger seat which was not good for morale. Emergency stops were indicat-

ed by one or other of us farting, which as well as bringing the car to a rapid halt involved opening

both driver and passenger doors and flapping them to and fro in order to remove any offensive

odours. Unfortunately this particular skill was of no use during a driving test which I failed quite

convincingly. This may in part have been due to stalling the car at a junction which, since the

car’s starter was never very efficient required my leaving the car in order to crank the starting

handle. As John also worked at Elliott’s, we often travelled in my car with me gaining lots of driv-

ing experience. This was of no use however as I failed my second driving test as convincingly as

the first. I decided to approach a driving school for ‘official’ lessons to see if this would help. My

new instructor agreed that I had no problem with driving but I needed to learn how to pass a test.

For example I should cease to drive with one hand on the wheel and leave at least one hand on

the wheel whilst changing gear. These things John had never complained about and were new to

me. The driving instructor also suggested changing to a different test centre as there was less

risk of being tested by someone whose judgement might be affected by my previous experience

of my performance. I did as he asked and passed.

A 1946 Morris Eight was different in many respects from a modern car. No seatbelts (seatbelts

were not compulsory until 1983); no flashing indicators front or back but small illuminated pivot-

ed semaphore arms swung in and out of either side of the car indicating an imminent turn; these

often stuck and required a good thump on the wall of the car in order to function; hand signals

were still a legal alternative, palm down up and down indicates slowing down or stopping,

straight out for turning right and a sort of circular motion for turning left. A vehicle check had

been introduced in 1960 for vehicles over ten years old, known as the ‘ten year test’, this tested

only brakes, lights and steering. Brakes had to stop the vehicle, the lights had to work and the

steering not too slack, other than that anything goes. By 1967 the test had become the MOT for

vehicles over three years old and by 1968 the state of the tyres was also checked. It was not too

difficult to keep an old car legally on the road in 1966.

The Morris windscreen was hinged at the top and by means of a handle could be wound out and

up. I found this a useful feature when carrying lengths of wood, these could be poked through

the front and left protruding. Obviously one would have to drive with the full force of the air in

your face and there was the risk of the wood flying off on its own if one braked too hard, howev-

er the brakes were never that good and top speed was severely limited, one hand on the load

helped to keep it in place.

With little to no spare cash, all repairs and maintenance had to be done in the road outside the

house in all weathers. I was helped by brother John and friend Keith. (Keith had been Pat’s sister

Barbara’s boyfriend and they had been regular visitors to our house. After breaking up with Bar-

bara, Keith remained a friend and would visit us with Pauline his new girlfriend). As the engine

was basically knackered, to improve ‘performance’ we had replaced head gaskets and ground in
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valves all with the most basic of tools. For spare parts I bought another Morris Eight for next to

nothing as it had failed all tests and was ready for the scrap heap. Keith and I travelled to Steve-

nage  to collect this wreck which I drove home, I very much doubt if the vehicle were taxed or

insured. We stripped it of parts and then we towed it to the scrap yard with Keith in front and

with me attempting to control the vehicle which had little left apart from four wheels and a de-

gree of steering. Looking down between my feet I could see the road passing beneath me as

there was little left of the floor. We managed to afford road tax in three monthly instalments,

insurance we kept at the legal minimum of third party fire and theft. I remember a particular

Sunday outing with Keith, Pauline, Pat, Steven and baby Jane with me driving; we somehow

found ourselves ascending the steep hills around Chingford. The Morris had trouble with speeds

greater than 20 mph on the flat with one passenger so that fully loaded uphill was quite a test, I

found out how to get into first gear whilst moving (just).

In 1965 we had joined with my Mum and Dad with John and Blackie the dog to go on a holiday in

Leysdown, Isle of Sheppy, where we shared a chalet; and in 1966 with the addition of baby Jane

we had spent a week or so with Aunt Daph in Writtle in lieu of a ‘proper’ holiday, the highlight of

this being England winning the world cup which we watched on TV with Aunt Daph getting in-

creasingly hysterical.  But in 1967 we travelled by car to Walton-on-the-Naze on the Essex coast

in our Morris for our first family holiday with just the four of us in a hired caravan.  We used the

car to drive from the caravan site to the sea front and parked on an adjacent road where we en-

deavoured to dodge the parking attendant who patrolled back and forth taking the money, but

only if he could catch us.

But it couldn’t last, the Morris proved too difficult to keep going, the engine needed a major over-

all which was beyond our means and so the car had to go to the dump. We were able to replace

it with a Bedford ‘Kenobrake’ van ( registration 100 ERO). It was blue in colour had side windows,

sliding front doors plus a rear door, it could seat a driver and ten passengers by means of two

rows of three seats in the rear, three across the middle and a passenger seat in the front. The

engine was housed half in and half out and could be accessed from inside the vehicle by means

of a hatch between the front two seats. It had a column gear change with only three forward

gears and a reverse. The headlights were dimmed by means of a foot operated switch on the

floor. I used the van to drive to work at Elliotts, one day in the snow I picked up a van full of la-

dies queuing at the bus stop waiting in the cold for a delayed bus; no seat belts, no bother with

insurance, a van full of about ten grateful and chatty passengers accompanied me to work.

In 1968 we returned to Walton-on-the-naze for a holiday with John and Mag and kids, we booked

a holiday flat over the post-office and had use of a beach hut. This was the one and only time we

holidayed with my brother. John had left school prematurely having got Mag pregnant, in those

days it was expected that the couple would marry, single mothers were not approved of by socie-

ty and the man was more or less duty bound to do the honourable thing, and marriages were

expected to last for life. At the time of writing this chapter (2014) John and Mag remain married
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with three adult children and many grandchildren. Apart from his first years at work, John has

run his own businesses with varying degrees of success but he has always given high priority to

his working life, whereas throughout the whole of our married life, holidays have always been a

priority for us. Package holidays became increasingly popular during our lifetime until they seem

to have become the rule rather than the exception, holidays became a product you bought usual-

ly involving a flight abroad to a tourist destination with hotel bundled in. Pat and I never adopted

this approach to holidays always preferring to do our own thing with the family, booking self ca-

tering accommodation somewhere in this country.

In 1969 we travelled to Devon for three weeks at Morthoe on a caravan site close to the sea. One

evening we tried the local scrumpy at the village pub down the lane and returned to the caravan

pushing the pushchair up the hill on hands and knees. This area had big hills and the Bedford

would struggle manfully in first gear but with the engine racing and the water nearing boiling but

we always made the summits, just. The Devon coast was beautiful and inspiring and new to us, it

was here I took to writing poetry and trying meditation. A major event had happened in our lives

which affected my sense of my own spirituality profoundly.

Henry and Mag had moved to Guildford as Henry had taken a job as a technician at the Universi-

ty of Surrey located there. It was here he became acquainted with the students, drugs and the

hippie movement. We would travel in the van, a nightmare journey around the North Circular

Road, to visit and stay over the weekends from time to time and become enamoured with the

philosophy and lifestyle of the hippies. Here I met Terry who was involved in an operation deliver-

ing what we called ‘underground’ magazines and publications, the major title being ‘International

Times’ or IT for short. As they were always short of transport and we had a van, I was co-opted

into helping and would spend many a weekend with Terry delivering newspapers to newsagents,

student flats, universities and so on. Nowhere was out of bounds to Terry who had abandoned all

ideas of private property or ownership. We slept where we could on floors of sympathisers or in

the van if we had failed to find anywhere better. One morning I was awoken by the police knock-

ing on the van, Terry slept through almost anything. It was the time of the OZ trial when the

magazine OZ was on trial for obscenity and OZ was one of the mags we distributed. I had to un-

load the van whilst the police went over everything looking for drugs and I guess dodgy publica-

tions. Terry was still fast asleep when the police decided he should be woken up, ‘don’t wake him

up’ I said, knowing full well that Terry had no time for the ‘fuzz’ and was not particularly politic

about avoiding trouble. He was only half awake when the copper asked him his name, ‘Mickey

Mouse fuck off’ was the response, oh dear I thought not good. However we must have found a

copper with a sense of humour or else one who was in a hurry to end his shift and go home as

nothing happened. They were amazed and could not understand that we were not delivering pa-

pers as a business and were not getting paid for what we were doing, I believe that at this time

there was much confusion about the hippies and the legality of ‘underground’ magazines, later it

would get much more difficult with the police and authorities. Terry was unique in my experience,
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he had been imprisoned for drug smuggling, he had been a heroin addict, he was by nature an

anarchist and literally ignored rules, taxes, national insurance, regulations and authority in gener-

al, but he was gentle, kind and loved humanity and was inspirational. He was living on the floor

of Henry and Mag’s house, one day the police arrived to inform him that a vehicle registered in

his name had been stolen but they had found the culprit and wished him to identify and collect

the vehicle. Rather than do this he gave the police the log book and papers to pass on to the sus-

pect so that they could own the vehicle legally and avoid prosecution. The police were not

amused. I once made the mistake of saying ‘when the revolution comes..  ‘, to which he instantly

corrected me, ‘this is the revolution’ he said. That was the point of the hippie movement it was

apolitical, it was not a revolution by taking up arms and fighting the system, it was by refusing to

live by the rules of society by doing things differently by living the life of universal love and free-

dom, by ‘dropping out’. Drugs were important to many in the hippie movement, ‘mind altering’

substances such as marijuana and LSD which led to altered states of consciousness, which were

also illegal, were used extensively. To think differently, to act differently, to respond differently,

to refuse to be shackled by money and property, these were all part of the revolution. Personally

I was not particularly interested in the drug scene, I smoked a few joints from time to time but

never took to LSD or anything else. I was only partly committed, we owned a house, I had a full

time job, the van was taxed and insured, I had a family to be responsible and was actually slight-

ly older than the average hippie. But I was greatly influenced by the creative and spiritual as-

pects of the movement.

 During this period, Pat had suffered rather badly with a medical problem. Some time previously

we were staying overnight at Henry and Mag’s house in Tottenham sleeping on the living room

floor when Pat suffered very bad abdominal pain. An ambulance was called and she spent time in

Accident and Emergency, I believe the medics were suspicious of the circumstances in which they

found us as they seemed very interested in whether we had been involved with ‘substances’.

Nothing was discovered as to the cause of Pat’s pain and she was discharged. The pains returned

and eventually, unable to come to any other conclusion, the medics decided she must have ap-

pendicitis and so went ahead and removed her appendix. The pains did not go away and finally

she was diagnosed with gall stones and went for a further operation. So bad did they find her

condition that they had to remove her whole gall bladder. She spent some time in hospital recov-

ering and during this time our parents were of great help with the children, it was nevertheless a

great worry for us. Since that time Pat has been unable to eat fatty foods and we had fat free

milk delivered by the milkman. Over the years this diet has not proved to be a major problem as

Pat eventually became vegetarian and never liked fatty foods in any case, now some 40 years

later we have have low fat options on all our food and a diet without meat but including fish, so

not strictly vegetarian. I have always continued to eat meat but only when eating out or when

Jane makes me bacon sandwiches or Pat buys sausages for guests.
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John and Mag started their married life living with Mum and Dad but were able to move to a coun-

cil flat in Ponders End. Here they were involved in the residents association which had a hall for

use by the residents. We got to know some new people through John’s connections at the flats,

particularly Jan and Mick Weston who became part of our hippie circle. This was a very creative

period and as well as my painting more pictures than ever before I took to creating a ‘light show’

with Mick. We managed to find the deposit for six slide projectors which we bought on HP, these

we modified considerably to allow rotating wheels, liquid slides and polarised materials to be pro-

jected. We built two large wooden boxes with hand rotated wheels which housed the projectors

and allowed a great deal of manual control over the mixing of the projected images and the possi-

bility of a stroboscopic effect. We called ourselves ‘Amoeba Lights’ and over a few years were in

demand at music gigs to light various local bands and at discos with John acting as DJ. John had

a vast collection of music cassette tapes which he had liberated from ‘Precision Tapes’ the compa-

ny he worked for at the time.

Whilst working for Elliott Automation on the Leeds describer project, I had had to travel to and

from Leeds many times, often staying for up to a week. Pat had to manage the home and family

whilst I was away. Hotels were booked for us engineers temporarily working ‘on site’ by the sec-

retarial staff. Usually we stayed in Leeds but on occasions suitable accommodation could not be

found in Leeds and so a hotel in Harrogate  would be booked for us. Harrogate was considerably

up market compared with Leeds, and the hotel we used I would describe as posh to the point of

snobbish. Even as a resident, I was denied an evening meal in the dining room because I was not

wearing a tie - so I ate out. In order to upset the pompous doorman I took to wearing a tie but

tried to look as scruffy as possible in all other respects, including giving up shaving. As it turned

out, I rather liked the beard and so have never shaved again from that day to this - nearly 50

years.

Towards the end of the decade, the world of work took a turn for the worse. Elliott Automation

was involved in a takeover from GE (General Electric) who already had a traffic automation busi-

ness based at Wembley which was where the Train Describer project was uprooted and re-locat-

ed. I had no desire to commute to Wembley daily around the very congested North Circular Road

to a district of North London that held no attraction whatsoever for me and so we had no desire

to uproot house and move. I requested that I be re-employed in an alternative Elliott department

and hence remain at Boreham Wood. This was rejected out of hand, I was told there were no

vacancies in any other department - this I knew to be a lie, the fact was all other heads of depart-

ment had been told they were not to employ anyone from the traffic automation department. I

refused to back down and turned up at my regular office every day as all the desks, drawing

boards and filing cabinets were being removed until eventually I had only a floor to sit on. I don’t

believe they sacked me because, for one, they needed the traffic  describer projects to be com-

pleted  and needed my expertise and secondly, their lie regarding no other vacancies at Boreham

Wood would be exposed. Eventually I was told to report to the main entrance at my normal start-
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ing time where I was collected by the company chauffeur and driven in the company Rolls Royce

limousine to Wembley, the procedure was reversed in the evening and so I continued working on

train describer automation at the GE Wembley factory. It was obvious to me that the moment

my project was completed, this transport arrangement would cease and I was then in a vulnera-

ble position liable to redundancy at the best and the sack most probable, another job was need-

ed.

The Leeds train describer project had introduced me to the then new world of computers, on com-

pletion of that project I had been transferred to a Southern Region project which consisted of an

upgrade to an existing ‘hardware’ system with dedicated circuits and no programmable computer.

My experience of working with ‘software’ people had impressed on me the power of program-

ming methods as the future and an area in which I would like to work. I applied for a post with

GEIS (General Electric Information Systems), an American company not connected with GE,

which was based  in Middlesex Street, London, close to Liverpool Street Station and handy for

commuting from Edmonton Station. I got the job as trainee programmer and was placed straight

on an internal software training course. I took to it like a duck to water and on completion of the

course I was put to work on a program for an Insurance company in Central London. I loved the

programming but hated with a vengeance the business of insurance, I hated the people, I hated

rushing about London in Taxis at the whim of over self-important stuff shirt clients in order to

update their systems because of poor specification, indecision, last minute panics and general

un-hippieness of the whole scene, and to be perfectly frank, the people I worked with didn’t ap-

prove of me.

In 1969 the American Neil Armstrong has become the first man to walk on the Moon.

The astronaut stepped onto the Moon's surface, in the Sea of Tranquility, at 0256

GMT, nearly 20 minutes after first opening the hatch on the Eagle landing craft. Arm-

strong had earlier reported the lunar module's safe landing at 2017 GMT with the

words: "Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle has landed."As he put his left foot

down first Armstrong declared: "That's one small step for man, one giant leap for

mankind."

The whole event was broadcast live on TV. We had a TV (of sorts) and I felt it was such a mo-

mentous event in the history of mankind that we woke Steven and took him downstairs to watch.
4.7

At this time, John and Mag with Pat and me had taken to running a hippie shop - the Pop Shop.

This was located at Edmonton Green. At weekends John and I would work the shop or visit cash

and carry outlets for stock. Mag and Pat would run the shop and minding the kids during the

weekdays. We stocked ‘alternative’ mags such as IT, Oz, Village Voice etc. plus joss sticks and

Indian wooden items, second hand music lp’s and so on. The shop was a very small ex tobacco-

nist kiosk or cabin with room  for a few shelves at the back and another for the single window

display. We had an old fashioned box type till with a roll of paper to record purchases and a chair.
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We started with no capital, we took no wages, and we started with very little stock, as soon as

stuff was sold we used the money to buy more stock, the rent was cheap. I painted a sign to go

over the shop which got blown down soon after installation and never replaced. Everyday I

would park the van in the car park behind the shop and walk past the shop to the station to

catch my London train. I was walking past the colourful ‘hip’ world we had created to join the

‘grey’ world of the City - and I hated it. Enough became enough and one day I wrote ‘I quit’ on a

piece of paper and left it on my bosses desk and walked out never to return. (They did offer me

another job by letter, but I turned that down without a second thought). I had a family to keep

and a mortgage  to pay and needed a job, any job, immediately. I walked down to the local

COOP office where I had spotted ‘Milk delivery men required’  written in the window, I went in

and signed up - I had become a Milkman.

As a child I had followed the milkman with his horse and cart envying what I saw as his perfect

lifestyle, the sun was always shining (at least when I was out playing in the street), the horse

perfectly docile and intelligent enough to walk the round stopping and starting without anything

more than a couple of clicks of the tongue, the milkman whistling his way apparently free from

all concern. My earliest response to ‘what do want to be when you grow up?’ was invariably ‘a

milkman’ - now my earliest dream had become a reality - but it wasn’t the reality as I had imag-

ined it. No horse and cart obviously, but electric carts for the local rounds or diesel vehicles for

more distant rounds, neither were difficult to drive and undoubtedly easier to manage than a

horse. For the first few weeks as a new boy I had to accompany an experience ‘roundsman’ to

learn the ropes. I forget the name of my tutor, let’s call him Jack as he was definitely a ‘Jack the

lad’ character. A professional who knew all the dodges, his round was the most sought after of

all the rounds as it was close to the dairy and had ‘drops’ at virtually every door hence much

milk could be delivered in the minimum time and it mattered how much milk you delivered as

there was a bonus system. In my ignorance I believed that the money in the bag belonged to

the dairy, but this proved not to be the case. The system worked as follows, every day on return-

ing to the dairy you would order the milk for the next day, you did this from knowledge of your

round via your rounds book which in which you recorded all your transactions milk out and mon-

ey in. The following morning the milk would be stacked by your loading bay ready for you to load

on to your milk float. The dairy would register the amount and how much you then owed the

dairy, in essence you had bought the milk from the dairy on tick. Each Friday you would pay in

to the dairy a sum of money and it was up to you as to how much, if it was insufficient to pay for

your milk, the dairy simply deducted the amount from your wages, if too much then hard luck.

As a result it was in your interest to always pay back less and keep a float out of which you

bought your fags and a pint in the pub, not dishonest as the dairy always got its money, howev-

er Jack the lad was up to a fiddle or two. With experience you knew which of your customers

kept a check on their bills, some always had the same order and paid the same week in week

out. Others made careful notes of extras or cancellations and knew exactly the right money they

owed, however there were the ‘scatty’  ones who relied entirely on the milkman presenting them
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with the right bill. It was the ‘scatty’ ones that were open to a little dodgy dealing and Jack knew

all the ‘scatty’ ones. Jack thought it was his duty as my instructor to elaborate on his fiddling

technique in order to teach me the ropes. Each lunchtime after his round was finished on our

way back to the dairy we would retire to the ‘Gun and Magpie’ for a pint and a lesson in creative

bookkeeping.

After this induction period I was given my own round, and as the new boy I was given the least

desirable of all the rounds. A diesel float and a long round miles out in to the country with fewer

drops and hence longer time with less bonus at the end of the week - but it suited me. Once out

of the dairy I was my own boss, my drops might have been remote and few and far between but

they were away from the madding crowd. Out of Enfield and on to Potters Bar via Theobolds

Park, surprisingly rural, once even having to drive stray cows out of the customers garden be-

fore delivering the milk. I never cheated my customers as I had been shown by Jack, and the

old joke about the milkman supplying ‘alternative’ services to lonely ladies in lieu of the bill was

never something I encountered either on my round or from any of the other milkmen I got to

know. I rigged up a cassette tape player using the vehicle battery which was behind the drivers

seat and took my hippie music with me as I made my way between drops. A far cry from GEIS,

London, the taxis, tubes and unpleasant insurance companies.

But of course the job in reality would prove to be far less than ideal. We were supposed to work

one weekend on then one weekend off but with a shortage of staff this was seldom the case, in

fact I once worked forty successive days without a break. The days started early and, in my case

because of the distances involved, the round took a long time to complete especially on paydays

and so could be home quite late. It was the winter and we had plenty of snow, my more rural

roads were difficult and my vehicle needed snow chains which made progress slow even on the

better roads. With a staff shortage we were often expected to work an  part of another round on

returning to the dairy. It became a far cry from the sunny days with a horse and cart of my

youth.

I stuck at it to pay the bills but eventually decided it was not a job for life, I gave in my notice

and accepted a job as a warehouseman with Ward Locks the book publishing company based in

Tottenham.

Ward Locks was a family firm of book publishers which at the time of writing is still in existence,

known historically for publishing Mrs Beaton’s cookery and household management books and

for their Red Guides to the British Isles which are still in print available online from Amazon. Dur-

ing the time I worked there, a certain Mr Ward (or was it a Mr Lock?) was still a director in the

company. I was employed as a ‘layerout’ which involved taking a customers order (usually a

book retailer) and collecting the required books from the shelves. These I would have to ‘lay out’

neatly stacked on a pallet ready for the foreman to check the order before passing the pallet to a

‘packer’ who would  pack the order into boxes and address them for delivery. We were also re-
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quired to restock the shelves from the bulk storage further down the warehouse and also to un-

load lorries full of books arriving from the printers.

As a milkman I worked mostly alone, out away from the dairy and contact with fellow milkmen

was rare. At Ward Locks I found myself working alongside the rough and tumble of the working

class for the first time since my apprentice days in the factory. There was Terry who had a limit-

ed vocabulary whereby each sentence contained at least two expletives of the f and c variety

whilst bouncing on his feet and shadow boxing at nothing in particular. There was Morris the

packer who would sit on the loo doing whatever he found necessary with the door held open

while chatting to the smokers who who having a ‘skive’. Mr Blackbeard, was the manager who

would raid the toilets to remove the skivers by his presence alone. Mick, Terry’s friend, was a

genuine villain, eventually imprisoned having been found guilty of breaking into Ward Lock’s

during the night, I regret to say he was not stealing the books, more likely the petty cash. Mick

always called me ‘Jesus’ because of my long hair rather than my holy demeanour. And Brian W.

who became a friend outside of the work environment and who I was to know for a number of

years. Brian was a frustrated intellectual with a love of classical music in general and Gustav

Mahler’s music in particular. For a number of years Brian would attend concerts with Dad and

me to hear the Forest Philharmonic Orchestra at the Assembly Rooms Walthamstow, an amateur

orchestra of a very high standard which is still in existence as I write this forty years later. Brian

was also romantically in love with Mr Blackbeard’s secretary, unrequited I believe but part of

Brian’s romantic escapism from the drudge of the warehouse.

As this decade was drawing to a close, the year 1970 brought profound changes for the family.

In September my grandmother (Gran) died aged 80. She had always been good to me, I believe

looking back that I was something of a favourite and she had given us a good start in life by

renting us her upstairs rooms. She was the last of my grandparents and represented for me the

end of that generation of my family. Her will left her two houses (48 Oaklands and 172 Galliard)

to her two sons my Dad Percy and his brother my Uncle John. She always said there would be

one house for each of her sons. Mum and Dad were of course living in number 48 and Gran had

let the upstairs of 172 to another couple after we had move out. For my Dad the answer was

obvious, he would have number 48, the smaller house, and John would have 172. John saw

things differently, as there were sitting tenants in 172 he believed they should sell both houses

then split the money fifty fifty. Dad wasn’t moving and the result necessitated in Dad finding a

sum of money to get the tenants of 172 to agree to move, John then inherited the biggest house

free of tenants whilst Dad had to find enough money to buy out the sitting tenants before inherit-

ing the smaller house. To my knowledge, Dad never forgave his younger brother and never

spoke to him again. Uncle John sold up and moved away somewhere, I never knew where, we

never even found an address for Uncle John in Mum and Dad’s papers after they both had died -

for the family Uncle John had become persona non grata.
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 Pat was expecting our third child, ‘hippiedom’  was in full swing, optimism ruled, all you needed

was love, we would change the world, this was the revolution. In 1970 a free music festival was

organised by ‘IT’ (International Times) called Phun City at Worthing.

One of a veritable plethora of festivals held in 1970, Phun City also had the dubious

distinction of being one of the most shambolic. It was also a financial disaster , but

despite this, it also was one of those festivals that managed to transcend its difficul-

ties and which has attained almost legendary status .4.8

Pat, being heavy with child, was unable to attend but I joined with brother John, Henry and Mag

and others and went along in John’s clapped out red van. The atmosphere was fantastic - pure

hippie. The ‘Hell’s Angels’ were called in to police the festival and were very friendly. A few

drove up alongside where we were camped and asked for some assistance with an electrical

issue with one of the bikes, John helped out with some insulating tape whilst the ‘Angels’ played

with the kids. The ‘beer tent’ operators were accused of charging excessive prices and were pub-

licly requested to rethink their pricing strategy. Since they were unwilling to oblige the beer tent

was ‘liberated’ by the ‘Angels’ and beer became free of charge. This was of no concern to many

as  marijuana was the more popular choice of drug, and there was plenty of it on sale at very

reasonable prices. The police were in attendance in poor hippie disguises and were readily

picked out from the crowd and publicly denounced. The biggest band on the program was called

‘Free’, but as finances were non-existent, they were asked to play for nothing, but refused - the

only band to do so. The ‘Pink Fairies’ played naked which wasn’t unusual for them, but the best

set was from the American band MC5 who roared out their anthem ‘Kick Out The Jams’ to great

effect. A very nervous  Christian Evangelist sat next to me, he had been sent to save souls but

had been warned of the dangers he would face, particularly if he were to interrupt a hippie

whilst listening to their music. We chatted and I tried to convert him to the ways of ‘love and

peace’.

On leaving the site we were warned of police searches at the exit and so were careful not to be

carrying with us any ‘substances’. We were not stopped which was fortunate as I still had a little

‘dope’ secreted somewhere and I got completely stoned and ‘tripped’ during the journey back. A

colourful high speed psychedelic experience - never to be repeated.

November 1970, Pat was expecting our third child at any time when I was told - I don’t remem-

ber by who but it was probably by Pat’s uncle Jim- that Barbara, Pat’s sister was dead and I was

made to promise that Pat was not to be told as the family, in great shock themselves, were

frightened that the news would be dangerous for Pat or the baby. Barbara, a trainee nurse only

22 years old had taken her own life by means of an overdose, no one knew why nor did we ever

find the reason, ostensibly it was a failed romance with a married man, but never confirmed.

After the inquest a  report from a local Harlow newspaper read as follows:

(Scanned from HARLOW CITIZEN dated 11 Dec 1970)
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Nurse lay dead over a week before being found

A 21-year-old nurse at Princess Alexandra Hospital lay dead in her flat for over a

week before she was discovered by her father, an Epping inquest was told on Tues-

day.

Miss Barbara Ann Foulston, of 244 Moorfield, died after taking a 'massive overdose'

of barbiturates. Dr. Charles Clark, the coroner, said she had taken her own life. A

friend had called at her flat while she lay dead inside—but he thought she had not

answered her door because she was at her mother's. The deceased's father, Mr. Sid-

ney Foulston, of Malvern Avenue, Highams Park, said he last saw his daughter alive

at her flat on 28 October. She told him she had a week's holiday and would probably

be visiting the family. 'I wondered what had happened when she did not arrive,' he

said.

He went to her flat on 9 November but could not get any answer, so he went to the

police and to Harlow Development Corporation who gave him some duplicate keys. 'I

found her in her flat dead.' he said. Dr. Ivy May Tuck, the consultant pathologist at

St. Margaret's Hospital, Epping. who carried out the autopsy, said Barbara had been

dead for about 10 days. The cause of death was barbiturate poisoning. Nurse Ro-

salind Carter, of 35 Morley Grove; who worked in the same ward as Barbara., said

she had talked to her about committing suicide. 'She said it quite a few times,' she

told the inquest. The Friday before she went off on holiday she said to her: 'Don't be

surprised if you never see me again. 'She was shocked but not surprised when she

heard of Barbara's death. She had sometimes spoken about domestic and other wor-

ries. Mr. Roy Harvey, a garage manager, of 386 Brockles Mead, was a friend of Bar-

bara's. He last saw her the Friday before her week's holiday. I had been at her flat

several times that week, but there were no lights on,' he said. 'I assumed she had

gone to her mother's.' He was a diabetic and sometimes Barbara supplied him with

insulin and injected him with it. D.Insp. Peter Farrow, of Harlow C.I.D., was in charge

of the police inquiries. He said that when he went to Barbara's flat he found her in

bed. The body was in an advanced state of decomposition. He found six bottles of

tablets, two empty tablet containers and 13 disposable diabetic syringes in the flat.

There was nothing 'sinister' about any of these things. Barbara would have had ac-

cess to various tablets at the hospital, but she was a very responsible person and

there had not been any breach of the regulations.

The hospital had not been slack in any way and every effort was made to keep the

drugs under control.

 Pat was glowing with health and Adam was born at home in our bedroom on the 14th.  The fu-

neral for Barbara was shortly after this date and one of the worst moments of my life was when
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Pat with the new healthy baby said how happy she was and I had to tell her the news and that I

would be attending the funeral of her only sister. To this day I regret my decision to promise not

to keep Pat informed, she is stronger than the family credited and could have better shared her

families grief from which she had been excluded.

In one decade I had graduated as a qualified engineer with prospects in the new expanding com-

puter industry but had rejected working for ‘straight’ society, rejected it’s materialism, greed,

it’s lifestyle for my new ideology of love and peace. This had undoubtedly caused financial stress

but we managed. Pat took up homework packing felt tip pens, one of each colour into transpar-

ent wallets with labels to match. We had made contact with creative people and had many

friends including the vicar and curate from the local church and of course Henry and Margaret

Dudley. Through the links with the church Pat took to helping with the local playgroup.

We still managed to afford holidays and in 1971 we travelled to Swanage in our latest vehicle a

clapped out Austin A40. The journey was a nightmare with a young baby and rain and dodgy

windscreen wipers. The Bedford van we sold cheaply to a neighbour who bought it for spares.

Needless to say the A40 didn’t last long before falling apart with rust. We stayed on a caravan

site which gave Steven plenty of opportunity to roam and find friends. ‘Stranger, danger’ had

not yet arrived on the scene and we naturally felt it safe to allow our children the same sort of

freedom we had experienced for ourselves.

Still the best of times, but even the best of times must have its tragic moments. The decade in

which I lost the last of my grandparents and we lost the first of our own generation

The 1960’s, the most formative and exciting decade of my life, it started with me as a promising

student and ended with me as a warehouse labourer. The 1960’s we started as the two of us,

young and in a hurry to marry - when it ended we were five in a home of our own, hard up but

happy.
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And then we were five.
Jane, Steven, Pat and Adam

1970

Pat and baby Steven - 1963

Pat’s sister Barbara.
1948 - 1970

Pat and baby Jane - 1966Gran with baby Steven - 1963

Pat and Brian with parents
Wedding 1962
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Elliott Automation - a forgotten history?

In the 1960's I worked at Elliott Automation in Borehamwood on the Leeds Train Describer

project. Elliott Automation was a big name in the early days of computers. The world's first real-

time computer with memory store was built by Elliotts at Borehamwood in 1947. Their first pro-

duction computer the Elliott 152 was issued in 1950. I worked at Elliotts from 1965 to 1969, by

which time the company had passed to GEC via English Electric.

From Modern Railways No 239 (August, 1968).

The computerised train describer system at Leeds City, which was not completed in time for com-

missioning of the major resignalling scheme, is now installed and in full operation. The heart of

the system is a standard Elliott 903 computer (one of Elliott Automation’s 900 series models).

This, with its extra store and access unit, together with a display controller designed specially for

the train describer system, is situated in the basement of the main station offices at Leeds.

Two control panels

At the operator`s desk, two identical control panels are used for the eastern and western halves

of the 47 miles of track in the area. Each panel has its own cluster of push-buttons to set up

four-character descriptions, together with two visual indicators to check that the information for

display is correct. Computer inputs and outputs are made via Elliott ARCH electronic modules, of

the type already being used in both road and rail traffic control systems and for industrial proc-

ess control. Reset buttons are provided, but if the description and signal number is correct, oper-

ation of a "Transmit" button will place the description into the selected indicator on the track

diagram and, at the same time, clear the operating panel indicators. The most frequently used

signals at the east and west ends of the station have their own "Transmit" button to obviate the

operation of the signal number buttons. After transmission, a description moves automatically

from indicator to indicator in step with the progress of the relevant train. lf a signalman at Leeds

or in any fringe box passes a train forward and fails to set up the description in the correct signal

position, a "Not Described" alarm sounds and a "OOOO" indication appears in the appropriate

indicator.

There are 67 indicators on the track diagram - one at each main signal position east and west of

the station - with an "Approaching” indicator from each incoming direction. The 2in by 14in cath-

ode ray tube indicators are driven by distribution boxes housed in the diagram panel, each box

catering for eight tubes. As a description moves with the train towards the limit of the area con-

trolled by the Leeds installation, if signalling conditions are correct, train descriptions are auto-

matically transmitted to the next signalbox over a pair of lines in a three-state coded form. The

transmission is sum and partly-checked at the receiving end and, if correct, a "check back" signal

is automatically sent back to the transmitter. Failure to receive these signals causes repeat trans-

mission and if failure still occurs. a fault alarm is actuated by the computer.
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Advance warning to fringe boxes

Early transmission is provided to some of the fringe signalboxes to give adequate warning of the

description of approaching trains and to prevent the possibility of delays by late clearance of sig-

nals. Under certain conditions, special codes are required to be transmitted between Leeds and

the fringe signal boxes to provide for cancelling, stopping and “not described" conditions.

The whole of the system is centred around the computer programme contained in the main store

- a coincident current ferrite core store of 8,192 words. each word having 18 bits. A read/write

cycle of 6 microseconds caters for 200 displays without flicker on the cathode ray tube indicators.

The Elliott 903 computer can run programmes on four priority levels, but only two - level 2 and

level 4 - are used for the train descriptions. Normally the level 4 programme is running. This car-

ries out the manipulation of data to provide new displays, transfer or cancellation of displays,

preparation of codes for transmission and routine system checks. The level 4 programme is inter-

rupted 32 times a second by a time signal which causes the computer to run through the level 2

programme. This programme scans inputs from push-buttons, signalling controls and outpost

box inputs to put out coded descriptions. All the lines to be scanned are connected with the com-

puter via the Elliott ARCH modules. Potential alarm points must also be scanned at least once a

second.

An extra store of the same type as the main store is loaded with any necessary data from the

computer. This data is used by the display controller, which has access to the extra store to pro-

vide deflection and bright-up control for the cathode ray tubes and hence legible four-character

train descriptions, in which each character is formed from a 7 x 5 dot matrix. The Leeds control

room works to seven outpost signalboxes - Neville Hill West, Engine Shed Junction, Ardsley Sta-

tion, Morley Low, Kirkstall, Wortley West and Horsforth. The equipment in these signalboxes,

unlike the electronic system in the main box, is electro-mechanical and comprises basically PO

3000-type relays and uniselectors. Indicators are of the back projection stencil type by Counting

Instruments Ltd. The operation of the outpost signalbox panels is the same in principle as in the

main box, except that transmission to the main box is operated manually and emergency step-

ping buttons are provided for operation in the event of signalling failure.

The advantage of applying a general-purpose computer to standard train describer equipment is

that extensions or modifications to the system can be much more easily incorporated by means

of a new programme introduced by paper tape in a few seconds, instead of complex and incon-

venient re-wiring. Re-wiring is now required only for additions to the signalling system. Future

developments foreseen are automatic junction route-setting and automatic train announcing, all

controlled by the train describer system. The main contractor for the train describer scheme was

Elliott Automation Ltd.
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Indentured Apprenticeship



5. Work and Family Life

The 1970’s

1972 - 1982

Hippiedom
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1970's

1972 to 1982

Introduction

There is a decade from the age of 10 to 20 in which we all experience great change. At 10 we are

children, probably at primary school, at 11 we move up in the world as we enter secondary edu-

cation, at 13 we become teenagers (a classification invented in the late 20th century), leave

school (at age 14 then 16 and probably 18 some time after this was written), discover sex, take

up further education or employment, become ‘of age’ at 18 and by 20 are fully adult with respon-

sibilities of one sort or another, possibly in a relationship, possibly even a parent. For me this

was the decade 1952 to 1962, for our children Steven, Jane and Adam each will have had their

personal decade.

For the decade covered by this chapter Steven will grow from age 9 to 19, Jane from  age 6 to

16 and Adam from age 2 to 12 and each of them will have their own story to tell of this period

from their point of view, to discover what that story was you would have to ask them. This is my

story and this chapter concerns what it was like to bring up a family in the seventies.

1972 found us living at 24 Carterhatch Road, the Hippie movement still in full swing. Our friends

Henry and Mag Dudley lived in Guildford with their kids Carol and Susan. My brother John and

wife Mag and daughter Beth lived initially with our parents in Oaklands Ave but moved to a coun-

cil flat in a new high rise block in Ponders End. We had many friends locally. Early in the 1970’s

Pat’s father Sid took early retirement on health grounds, suffering from the loss of Barbara, Sid

and May moved to Holland-on-Sea near Clacton in Essex.

We were hard up but managing, I had given up a career as such and was working as a labourer

in a warehouse, I had dropped out and put aside my professional qualifications in favour of living

less materialistically. Pat worked as a playgroup helper or packed pens as a homeworker. We

fiddled the electric meter (my technical expertise was put to some use) and did not consider

stealing from the establishment to be a crime. (Power companies were still nationalised at this

time).

Inevitably I became bored with mindless jobs, I needed something I considered morally accepta-

ble, in other words jobs in Commerce or Industry were out of the question, something more chal-

lenging that would generate a living for our family.  At one time I had considered becoming a

school teacher - not a realistic ambition as I would have been a hopeless disciplinarian - but this

latent ambition was ultimately to find fruition in a different unexpected way.
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The World of Work

Browsing the local paper I came across a job advert placed by the London Borough of Enfield

Education Department for a School laboratory Technician based at Arnos School. Desperate for a

new challenge , I wrote in and applied. On paper I was rather overqualified as an engineer but a

bit lacking in the sciences, particularly Biology, however I was granted an interview. Somehow I

was able to gloss over my history as a labourer by pleading the necessity of earning a living

whilst bringing up a family and paying a mortgage whilst trying to find worthwhile employment

with a social value. I was offered the job but needed to agree to attending an evening class, run

by the authority, on the skills needed for work in a biology laboratory. Needless to say I jumped

at the chance.

Arnos School was originally a Secondary Modern School, i.e. for those pupils who had failed the

eleven plus exam. With the abolishment of the eleven plus examination in about 1967 it had be-

come reclassified as a Comprehensive School. Later in about 1984 it had merged with another

local school and renamed Broomfield School. When I worked there the most senior pupils were

still those from the Secondary Modern era and were thought of as a rather tough lot.

Through one of those coincidences I found that my biology evening class was held in my old

school buildings in Hoe Street Walthamstow in the same labs as I had attended in my fourth year

at school. Here I learned the basics of dissecting a rat, staining microscope slides and other

smelly unpleasant skills associated with biology lessons.

At Arnos School I met a new friend Des P., Des was from South Africa and of Asian heritage and

thus classed as ‘coloured’ or ‘indian’ (I’m not sure of the details) by the very unpleasant South

African  racialist ‘Apatheid’ regime5.1 which existed in South Africa until 1991. Des was living with

a ‘white’ woman Ann which was illegal in South Africa at that time. I am not sure of the details of

how Des and others of his family had left S.A. for this country but I know he used to speak of

working in Zambia where I believe he met Ann. When first I knew Des he was still a South Afri-

can subject but was intending to apply for British citizenship. Des and Ann were unable to marry

under the racialist laws of S.A. where he told me the only legal way to be seen in public with her

it was to be acting as her servant.

We became friendly outside of work and Pat and I would visit Des and Ann in their flat in Enfield

not far from where we lived. As they were setting up home they were buying some furniture and

whilst out shopping with Des buying something on credit (no credit cards then) he was required

to show some form of identification, usually a driving licence was good enough. Des brought out

his South African pass book - a mighty document full of incredible details, family history and pho-

tographs. Ironically, being unused to such detail, the store refused to accept it as genuine proof

of identity so Des brought out the driving licence - he had a mischievous sense of humour.
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Eventually Des became a British citizen, he was able to marry Ann. We still (2014) are in contact

with Ann who now lives in Sheffield - Des having died some time ago.

Brother John and I were still running discos with John providing the music and Amoeba Lights

(my lightshow) providing the psychedelic lighting. Des, who was very good at managing even

the toughest of the boys, wanted to organise a disco dance for the kids after school and asked us

to provide the disco etc. The Headmaster, a weak, timid and rather useless man, who was very

worried about discipline and damage to school property that might occur, wanted the trouble

makers banned from attending - but Des stood his ground and solved the problem by putting the

hardest delinquents in charge of ‘security’, checking tickets and generally sorting out trouble -

inevitably there was no trouble. As part of our show we used ‘theatrical bombs’. These were de-

signed for use in plays etc. for moments where a large explosive effect is required. A record,

popular at the time, was by an artist called Alice Cooper (a man) entitled ‘Schools Out’ which

included the refrain “School's out for summer, School's out forever, School's been blown to piec-

es”, after playing the tune John asked if the kids wanted to blow the school up to mass shouts of

yeh, John did a count down ten, nine, eight with the kids all joining in, as we reached zero we let

off the ‘bomb’ to a huge noise clouds of dust and great cheers. The Headmaster who had been

nervously patrolling outside was heard to mutter ‘My God, they’ve blown up the school’, his pipe

apparently fell out of his mouth - goodness knows the state of his underwear.

We all have opinions regarding teachers as we have all had dealings positive and negative as

schoolchildren. However, as an adult working alongside of teachers and yet not being oneself a

teacher gives insights of a different nature. For example they are not always right, not surprising

in itself but interesting when one finds ignorance blended with arrogance as I found often to be

the case. In my first week I was challenged to mend a power supply unit which I was assured

was suffering a failure of some technical magnitude associated with a faulty output power transis-

tor. Opening the case quickly revealed a broken connection to a socket which once soldered back

into position cured the fault in next to no time. For example, entering a classroom to discover an

experiment outlined on the blackboard with a circuit diagram which if connected as illustrated

would have destroyed every meter as soon as power was applied, a quiet word to the head of

department saved the day. For example, the thermite bomb experiment5.2 which creates an enor-

mous amount of heat and is normally carried out in the playground with everyone at a safe dis-

tance and has been known to melt the asphalt surface, being set up in the classroom on the

front bench, a quick application of the fire extinguisher saved the bench from total destruction

leaving a blackened hole in the surface.

Des was the exception, a brilliant teacher who could have the class eating out of his hands, a

great disciplinarian, one who naturally commanded respect. When faced with the problem of

teaching science to disadvantaged pupils who found reading and writing difficult and for many

English was not their first language, Des drew cartoons on the blackboard which involved ‘super

tech’. A fictional heroic character who, for example, might have to save the planet by discovering
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how to make oxygen - which was of course, the experiment the kids then had to carry out for

themselves.

I worked alongside another technician called Bill who was employed part-time and was in fact

semi-retired. Bill had amazing green fingers and specialised more with the biological sciences

which was a great help to me. For one experiment the kids germinated bean seeds in a glass jar

with the bean pinned to damp blotting paper. It was part of our job to keep the experiment go-

ing by regularly dampening the blotting paper. One bean grew to enormous height easily out-

growing all the others, eventually actually flowering causing great amusement and puzzlement

until it was revealed that Bill had been feeding it with a solution of fertiliser, to his own formula

no doubt.

Nominally attached to the science department, but in practice run by one man was the garden

area with a greenhouse, tool shed etc. Occasionally as technical support we were seconded to

help out in the preparation of gardening sessions. This created an interesting technical point re-

garding my own job specification. Although happy with the job at Arnos, I was looking to earn a

little more and having proved my worth, I asked for an increase in scale to Senior Technician

status. Being local authority controlled, there were obviously rules as to number of laboratories,

size of school and so on which were necessary in order to warrant a Senior technician post. Ar-

nos school did not have sufficient laboratories or science teachers but if the extra teacher and

garden equipment were to be included it would then qualify. The head of science, wanting to

keep me at the school, tried to convince the Head to make the necessary modifications in order

for me to be upgraded. The Head was unwilling. Why I was not informed, I had little dealings

with the Head except once to travel to his house with him in order for me to re-wire his loft and

to install a light, an extra curriculum activity if ever there was one. Perhaps he remembered a

certain disco during which the kids were invited to blow up the school, I shall never know but to

obtain a rise in salary I had to find a new post in another school.

The obvious move would be to find a school within the borough who were recruiting for a senior

technician and surprisingly soon after the rejection at Arnos I was informed of a post at Bishop

Stopford School. School laboratory technicians were employed by the local council, in my case

the London Borough of Enfield. Although we reported directly to the heads of department within

the school, in reality our boss was the senior advisory teacher within the council. From my first

interview with Mr H the senior advisory teacher, I had made a good impression for myself and

we always got on well together, once again this proved to be the case as I applied for and was

interviewed for the post at Bishop Stopford’s. I got the job which prove to be a mixed blessing.

Bishop Stopford's School, commonly known as Bishop Stopford's, Bishop's at Enfield or (locally)

just Bishop's, is a voluntary aided co-educational grammar school specialising in mathematics

and computing, and engineering, with a sixth form. The school has strong links with the Church

of England. Worship is in a relatively High Church Anglo-Catholic tradition using the Book of Com-
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mon Prayer and the King James Bible, although modern translations are mandated for study. It

is in Brick Lane, Enfield, near Enfield Lock, Greater London, England. After almost a century of

attempts by the Church to found a church secondary school in Enfield, Bishop Stopford's was

founded on St. Polycarp's Day 1967 and opened its doors to its first pupils on 7 September 1967.

Its founder was the then Bishop Of London, the Very Reverend Robert Stopford. The school was

founded to provide a Church school for the children of Enfield, who at that time had several

Church primary schools but no Church secondary school. The school was established in the build-

ings of the old Suffolk's Secondary Modern School5.3

One great advantage for me was Bishop Stopford’s was very local and easily in walking distance.

During my time at Arnos the Austin car had given up completely and needed to be scrapped and

we were too hard up to afford another vehicle, the journey to Arnos Grove was via two buses so

from the travel point of view the new job made good sense.

Bishop Stopford’s was a very different school from Arnos. Both had a Secondary Modern past but

whereas Arnos lived comfortably with mixed ability kids, Bishop Stopford’s had pretentious lean-

ings to be of Grammar School status. The Head, Dr R. was an overtly pious man who walked

about the school in his University gown generally pontificating and thrusting his Christian ethics

on to all, staff and pupils alike. Teenagers and their possible (and likely) interest in sex were of

great concern. As technician it was my responsibility to set up and operate the film projector for

any staff who needed to include a film into their lesson. Visual aids at that time were pre-elec-

tronic and film was mainly 16mm photographic material run from reel to reel through projection

equipment. Many teachers were not particularly practical people and left to themselves film be-

came twisted, broken, back to front and generally in a mess, it was sensible to ask for technician

help. As a result, I became present, as projectionist, at one of the Head’s annual treats for pubes-

cent teenagers - a sex education film. A specially selected sex education film warning of the dan-

gers of pre-marital sex, promiscuousness and general naughtiness by graphically illustrating the

terrible results to private parts of sexually transmitted diseases. Along with dire warnings in this

life came the sermon on the sinful nature of sex before holy matrimony to one’s chances in the

after life - a jolly life affirming session all round.

There were three heads of Science, one for each of Physics, Chemistry and Biology and theoreti-

cally I reported to all three, however, my area of expertise was in Physics and as the other two

disciplines already had technician support it was reasonable that I worked mainly with the Head

of Physics, Ted V. who, to put it politely, was not a nice person. Ted had sadistic tendencies and

was rather handy at using the cane on the boys (a man was not allowed to cane the girls, which

was probably a great disappointment for Ted). I was used to being given a degree of responsibili-

ty when organising my work. I had a good understanding of the subject, I documented my jobs

in detail and had built up a good knowledge of what each practical topic required in terms of

equipment. I felt it my job to relieve the teacher of unnecessary concern over the day to day

running of the laboratory classrooms. Ted, somewhat of a control freak, had to make it obvious
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that he was in charge. He would detail the minutiae of my work ‘bring that now’, ‘put that there’,

‘phone that company now’, ‘wash up the cups and saucers’ and so on. Of course I was not work-

ing just for Ted, there were other science teachers with their own needs and priorities but no

matter, Ted was in charge. The time came when, with something else urgently requiring atten-

tion I said ‘no’ to Ted - he would have to wait I had something more important to do. Unable to

give me the cane he ranted and spluttered then reported he me to my boss Mr. H. the senior

science advisory teacher.

One of the ‘important’ jobs I was required to do was for the Biology department. The Biology Lab.

was beginning to smell and it was discovered that someone had switched off the supply to one of

the deep freezers located at the back of the room. Unfortunately the freezer was loaded with

dead rats which were stored in preparation for dissection and which were now decomposing nice-

ly. I organised for the council to remove the offending carcases, however, as senior technician, it

would be me that had to actually empty the freezer and clean up the mess. Afterwards, applying

‘bolting the stable door’ techniques, I built a battery driven alarm system for the freezers which

would sound if the mains were switched off - I was the hero of the moment - except with Ted.

I was interviewed by Mr. H. at the school and taken to task over my apparent insubordination,

however as the meeting progressed, without Ted being present, I was informed by Mr. H. of an-

other school in urgent need of a senior technician and without actually suggesting that I should

apply, I got the message. The school was Chase Boys School, I applied, and was accepted. I lat-

er heard that it was decided that there was obviously only the requirement for a junior post to

replace me at Stopfords, if Ted wanted a lackey, the council was obviously not prepared to pay

for a senior, more qualified person.

Chase Boys School was very different from Stopfords,  “Opened as 1956 as a boys secondary

modern. The school had originally been formed out of the senior boys department at Chase Side.

In 1967 the school went comprehensive and was merged with Enfield Grammar. The schools

were separated in 1970. The school became co-educational in 1985.”5.4  I joined the school in

before it became co-educational and was for boys only.

I was now acting as a senior technician for the whole science department. Three junior techni-

cians were already in place, two of whom worked half weeks each and were thus only equivalent

to one full-time person. The head of department was Alf M, a really delightful Jew who treated

the whole department as his extended family in a typical Jewish manner. He was very left-wing

and anti-Zionist in outlook, humanist I would say - much like my dad - and I liked him a lot.

I have only fond memories of Chase Boys School, the main preparation room was situated be-

tween Alf’s lab. And Mrs R, the Biology  teacher’s lab. Mrs R., Denise was married to the head of

Art, Derek and so at lunch times, the prep room was a gathering point for the science teachers,

art teachers and other various members of staff such as the delightful special needs teacher Mrs

X (unfortunately her name escapes me now). Mrs X was was of those teachers who could keep
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discipline where all others had failed, everybody’s mum, kindhearted, caring but absolutely stood

no nonsense. It is a strange fact that some teachers have that special, extra something that de-

mands respect, Des P had it, Alf M and Mrs X had it, a factor many other teachers totally lacked.

Some like Ted V ruled by fear rather than respect, others simply lost control. One poor devil at

Arnos school would hide himself in the toilets unable to face the class without help, inevitably a

nervous breakdown followed and I guess a career change.

 A young probationary teacher joined the department for a while and he definitely did not have

that special factor, in fact the kids ran rings round him. There were definitely rogues among

some of the older boys, rogues known to the police. One of the most notorious of the rogues

managed to persuade our green young probationer to buy a toolkit at a knocked down price. It

was a knocked down price because it was a knocked off tool kit from a car which had been bro-

ken into. The police knew who the villains were and were threatening to prosecute the teacher

for receiving stolen goods and maybe even masterminding the robbery - a very serious situation

indeed. I think Alf and others were able to persuade the police that it was simple stupidity and

inexperience rather than any illegality on the part of our young green teacher.  I don’t know the

final outcome but I suspect a change in career for the young man was the best option.

Not everybody is cut out to teach young people.

Mrs R, being the biology teacher, would run special sex education classes for groups of boys

when they reached a certain age (a very different lesson from the horror film shown at Stop-

ford’s). In order to attend they would have to be excused from their time-tabled class by means

of a note for the regular teacher. One such note read “I could not attend maths as I was having

sex with Mrs R.”, “He should be so lucky was the general response from the male staff”.

I have nothing but happy memories of my time as a technician at Chase Boys. My one-time ambi-

tion to teach I now knew was not for me - I did not have that special factor to manage a class

full of young people many of whom did not want to be there and were disruptive. However, I still

had a nagging ambition to do something useful, to help others by passing on knowledge and

skills and so when an opportunity arose to apply for a job as an apprentice instructor I felt it was

something I had to try. I applied, was interviewed and offered a job as an electrical engineering

training instructor at the Thorn-AEI Apprentice training school based in Edmonton.

In a way, I had gone full circle. I had finished my engineering training with Thorn-AEI and now I

was returning as an instructor. The physical location of the training school was different but the

ethos remained the same with craft, technician and student grade apprentices studying either

electrical or mechanical engineering.  The education manager was the very same man who had

interviewed me at the time Thorn Electrical Industries had taken over part of AEI, the time when

I might have been transferred to Sunderland had I not been accepted by this man in 1961 over

15 years previously.
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The training manager Tim H. had himself been an apprentice with AEI and we had memories in

common of the old training school at Ponders End. The instructors were split into two groups the

mechanical engineers and the electrical engineers, I joined Derek as the second electrical engi-

neer. The mechanical instructors were Bob H. and Roy B. The four of us reported to Bob G. the

senior instructor. In practice, it was the two Bobs who ran the show, both old school mechanical

engineers of limited imagination. As far as the Bobs were concerned, all engineering was basical-

ly mechanical engineering which it had always been and would always remain as such in the fu-

ture. All engineering skills were ‘craft’ skills anything else was theoretical, necessary perhaps,

but not real engineering. Top of their hierarchy were the toolmakers, the most skilled of crafts-

men; turners, shapers of metal to fine tolerances who, in their opinion, would always be the

backbone of manufacturing . Electrical engineering for the Bobs was basically wiring up, electrical

engineers were electricians the only skill they could relate to were conduit (metal pipe) bending,

soldering, stripping cable, connecting plugs and so on. Over the next few years the Bobs would

be in for a shock.

It was a requirement of all newly appointed instructors to attend a training course run by the

E.I.T.B - the Engineering Industry Training Board (now defunct). The course was a residential 15

day course based at Webton Court in Leeds. I now found myself, once again, travelling to and fro

Leeds.

The course was practical and excellent in content and presentation. I learnt more about training

from those three weeks than I could have thought possible, my final test score was 83% which

was only grade B, but my overall assessment was very good just short of ‘exceptional ability’.

One lesson learnt from my experience at Webton Court involved human nature. Being rather shy

and lacking confidence in a crowd, I was rather nervous on the first day. When we all arrived we

were gathered together in the lounge area and provided with tea, coffee and so on and left to

socialise, my idea of hell. One character, probably a sales engineer, stood out from the crowd;

loud, confident, joking with everyone and generally the centre of attraction. I hated him at first

sight. Each week concluded with a test training session whereby it was necessary to demonstrate

understanding of all the techniques and principles studied during the week. Whilst the class

watched and whilst we were being filmed on video tape we had to train another member of the

class to carry out or understand a particular skill or topic. As fate would have it, I was the stu-

dent picked to carry out the first of these tests. We were all nervous but I gave it my best. Relief

from all as I finished; the class burst into spontaneous applause. It was rather illuminating to

discover later that the loud confident character had become sick with nerves and had stayed in

his bedroom all day rather than face the ordeal - he failed to turn up for the rest of the course.

My next test session involved my training someone to use a multi-meter. As I had a weekend at

home to prepare, I spent some time practising on Pat - whether or not she can still use a multi-

meter I don’t know. My final test was to explain the function of a transformer to a mechanical
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engineer. I spent a great deal of thought about how to go about this and came up with the bright

idea of the analogy of a transformer with a gear box - a rather good analogy as it happens. Un-

fortunately I was knocked back by the fact that my chosen mechanical engineer had no idea of

how a gear box functioned - something I had not anticipated. I struggled for 47 minutes before

the session was brought to a premature close by the course instructor. However, my effort had

not been in vain, his official comment on my report was “Good use of most techniques in a train-

ee-centred instruction. Excellent use of overhead transparencies. Nice rapport established with

trainees.” I must be a great actor “nice rapport”, I felt like killing him.

Back at work, Derek and I were second class citizens being electrical engineers,  the Bob’s ruled

the training school and we were left in no doubt where priorities lay. I became friendly with Roy,

and Pat and I got to know Roy and his wife Wendy and their two daughters socially. Roy was an

extremely skilled craftsman and an bit of an artist and good company, unlike the Bobs. He and I

got into the habit of a night out once a week for a drink at one of the locals. However after a

while, Roy started to cancel our night out at the last minute. It wasn’t long before we found out

why, he was using me as an excuse to be out of the house whilst he was with another woman. It

wasn’t long before Wendy found out as well, and that was the end of a beautiful friendship and

for Roy end of a marriage. Roy also left the company soon after, and I was left with the Bobs.

It was at this time in the late 1970’s when a decision was made which had major consequences

for our future but which could only be glimpsed at the time. Integrated circuit technology had

advance to the point whereby a computer central processing unit could be manufactured in a

single chip. One of the first of these chips was numbered 6502 and was capable of processing 8

bit words with a simple instruction set.

The MOS Technology 6502 (pronounced "sixty-five-oh-two") is an 8-bit microproces-

sor that was designed by Chuck Peddle and Bill Mensch for MOS Technology. When it

was introduced in 1975, the 6502 was, by a considerable margin, the least expensive

full-featured microprocessor on the market. It initially sold for less than one-sixth the

cost of competing designs from larger companies, such as Motorola and Intel, and

caused rapid decreases in pricing across the entire processor market. It was neverthe-

less fully comparable with them and, along with the Zilog Z80, sparked a series of

computer projects that would eventually result in the home computer revolution of

the 1980s.5.5

Initially from America, a market for the amateur home constructor was spotted. Kits of parts

were sold along with instructions for a home-made personal computer, the first being called the

UK101 for sale in specialist shops in this country.

The Compukit UK101 microcomputer (1979) was a kit clone of the Ohio Scientific Su-

perboard II single-board computer, with a few enhancements for the UK market5.6
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The kit of parts was sold in this country by a company called Compukit from a shop in Barnet -

the next borough to Enfield and just a bus ride away. I had to have one.

Although I had deliberately moved away from the world of computing as a career, there was still

a fascination for me with both computer hardware and software. We had little money to spare

and I believe the kit was something like £100 to buy. There were no credit cards and Hire Pur-

chase was only available for consumer goods - not hobby components. An interview with the

bank manager was needed. I explained my expertise to the bank manager and emphasised the

importance of this new technology for career prospects with sufficient passion for him to say yes

to the loan. Something had lit a spark in my mind, I really felt that I was involved with some-

thing new that would prove to be very important or even revolutionary, how right can you be?

I bought the kit and made our UK101 home computer, it had 4K (4000 bytes)  of memory, the

pc I am currently using to write this (in 2014) has 8G (8,000,000,000 bytes) , if and when these

words are read by my descendents you can laugh at our feeble technology compared to your

own. For a display unit the kit was designed to operate in conjunction with a television using the

aerial input socket. For storing programs, a standard home cassette tape recorder was used. For

software a BASIC (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) interpreter was built into

the firmware.

I made the kit and it worked. I had never written software in ‘Basic’ before, but it proved to be

very easy to pick up. Each key of the keyboard had to be soldered into the printed circuit board

and the kit came without any sort of case. With the popularity of home computing on the in-

crease it was not long before a plastic housing was marketed for the UK101, I bought one for

ours.

I was very keen for my electrical engineering apprentices at work to get involved with this tech-

nology and I needed a suitably advanced project for a selected group to work on, I felt that mak-

ing up one of these kits to be an ideal solution. Of course the Bobs were less than enthusiastic. I

took my UK101 and demonstrated it to Tim, the manager, who immediately saw the significance

of integrated circuit technology and personal computers for the future, he immediately sanc-

tioned the purchase of a kit. The lads made it up in the small electrical engineering workshop

and, of course, it worked. Now we needed some appropriate software to run.

At the end of every week, all the apprentices were given a short test which, as instructors, we

had to design and mark. For the electrical boys, I wrote a simple program which displayed the

questions, accepted and counted the results.  An amazing thing happened, paper tests were al-

ways seen as a complete chore by the apprentices and were accompanied by moans and com-

plaints with little or no concern for the results. As soon as I replaced the paper test with a

computerised version, the boys couldn’t wait for their turn and competition for the highest score

become considerable, even to the extent of asking for another go in order to score higher. I ex-
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pect psychologists could explain this phenomena, taking the test had become an interesting

game on the machine whilst it was a boring chore using pen and paper.

Tim saw the effect and immediately ordered more kits so that all the tests could be run the same

way. The Bobs were still less than impressed. The electrical engineers were busy making up kits.

Derek had left, Roy had left and the younger of the Bobs wanted out, he eventually left in order

to become a repair engineer for typewriters - he hadn’t spotted word processing on the horizon.

I now wanted to work with this new technology, I noticed an advert for an electronics cum soft-

ware instructor at STC, Standard Telephone and Cables Ltd, based at New Southgate. I applied,

was interviewed and offered the job. By the end of the decade 1972 to 1982 on my fortieth birth-

day, I was working for STC. I had begun this period as a labourer but had worked my way back

on to a career path. It may seem as though I changed jobs many times but in fact had only

worked for three employers, the London Borough of Enfield, Thorn-AEI and STC. On route I had

discovered something I was good at, instructing groups of people in new skills, something which

I found socially acceptable. There would only be one more change of employer in the future and

one with a major change in our lives.

Home Life

Steven, Jane and Adam all began their school life at Brimsdown Infants then on to Brimsdown

Juniors. By the end if this decade Steven had completed his secondary education at Latymer

School,  Jane was about to finish with secondary education at Kingsmead whilst Adam had just

begun his secondary education at Latymer.

Latymer School at that time remained a selective Grammar school, whilst Kingsmead School was

a Comprehensive.

A comprehensive school is a state school that does not select its intake on the basis of

academic achievement or aptitude. This is in contrast to the selective school system,

where admission is restricted on the basis of selection criteria.5.7

The eleven plus exam as a means of selection no longer existed, selection was by means of inter-

view and teacher recommendation.

The Latymer School Edmonton is a Voluntary Aided Grammar School (a selective

school) for Boys and Girls aged 11-18. The Governors welcome applications for chil-

dren of high academic ability who will also contribute to and benefit from the broader

aspects of Latymer School life.5.8

We wanted all of our kids to go to the best schools, we applied for them all to go to Latymer and

in the case of Steven and Adam, Brimsdown School and their respective teachers supported our
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request but for some reason Jane’s teacher refused to recommend her. We were very disappoint-

ed but at that time we thought Steven must have been lucky in some sort of lottery as well as

being bright. Jane was also very bright but not as pushy as Steven who had performed in school

concerts and had made a name for himself with certain teachers. I guess Jane was more re-

served and less self confident. That is part of their story, but at that time it was something we as

parents had to deal with as best we could.

We needed to pick a comprehensive school for Jane. The best of a bad bunch seemed to be Kings-

mead, there is no way of knowing if she would have been happier and better served at another

of the local comprehensives, but as things turned out, Jane’s secondary school days were not a

great success, much of which was down to the school itself and the weak leadership of the head-

master. The best thing she did was to leave as soon as possible since from that moment she

went from strength to strength and through her own efforts and innate intelligence made a suc-

cessful career for herself. I still have regrets about her schooling as I believe she may have had

a happier time at a better school.

Later in this decade we had to apply for a school for Adam, and once again we requested that he

should attend Latymer, and Adam was accepted. He was certainly as bright as Steven and Jane,

but unlike Steven, he was very reserved and never satisfied that what he did was good enough.

In trying to encourage him, a young female teacher had publicly pinned one of his pictures on

the wall for display. Adam removed it and tore it up. The teacher was most distressed and spoke

to Pat about what she could do, I don’t think we could help, maybe having two older siblings had

given him some sort of standard that was hard for him to achieve in his own mind . Why were

the boys accepted for grammar school whilst the girl was not? Was there some form of sexism at

work whereby a girl had to prove herself more worthy than a boy? After all at that time, educat-

ing a girl for a career was not considered as essential as for a boy, men still had all the top jobs.

Pat was the perfect mum, was and still is the perfect wife, in what is now thought of as an old

fashioned stay-at-home sort of way. This was a time before ‘aspirational individualism’ had be-

come the norm, a time when a woman was not ashamed to be the homemaker, a time when it

was expected that a man’s wages alone would support the household. A time when the family as

a unit was seen as more important than any individual member. Pat grew up at a time when a

mother taught her daughters to cook and to sew. Pat has spent her whole life honouring that

ideal, an ideal that has all but disappeared from current thinking. Before the kids attended infant

school, Pat had taken them to the local playgroup. When they first started school she would walk

with them to and from the school, sometimes twice a day when, at first, they came home for

lunch then back again. Brimsdown School was situated in Green Street and she developed, what

I called the ‘Green Street Walk’, a fast pace in order to fit everything into the day. Pat eventually

became a qualified playgroup leader and worked as a voluntary playgroup leader herself.  With

Adam as a baby at home, Pat would leave Steven and Jane with the other children at playgroup

but, when Adam was old enough to attend playgroup he would always have Pat present working
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as a leader. It is possible that this was the reason Adam initially found school difficult when left

with other kids and no mum to turn to.

With all the kids at school and with the need for more money in the household budget, Pat left

the playgroup to take a part-time job at Spears the games manufactures whose factory was situ-

ated in Green Street along the road from Brimsdown School.

J. W. Spear and Sons was a significant manufacturer of board games during the 20th

century. The company was founded by Jacob Wolf Spier (1832-1893) in Fürth, near

Nuremberg, Germany in 1879, producing goods such as table mats, photo frames,

and waste-paper baskets.

By the turn of the century, games had become the main product, and output gradual-

ly expanded until the company become one of the best-known international manufac-

turers of games and children's activity kits, employing up to 600 people.

In 1932, they set up a factory in Brimsdown, Enfield, Britain to avoid customs duties.

With the rise to power of the Nazis and the Spear family being Jewish, some members

of the family moved to Britain. The Nuremberg factory was forcibly "purchased" by a

German businessman, and survived most of World War II under Nazi control until the

Royal Air Force bombed it.

The UK factory switched to military production during the war and then returned to

making games. In 1954 the company acquired the rights to produce and market

Scrabble for markets outside North America. As well as board games they made the

Brickplayer construction toy.

The company was floated on the London Stock Exchange in 1966 and was taken over

by Mattel in 1994 after a bidding war with Hasbro. Mattel closed the UK factory and

while it still produces Scrabble, most of the traditional Spear's Games are no longer

made.5.9

In the 1970's , Spears was run by Francis Spear and two brothers, it was a family friendly compa-

ny with a social club that ran discos and organised walks in the country. On one occasion

Latymer School phoned Spears (the school having Spears as a daytime contact number) to let

Pat know that Adam had been taken to hospital with suspected appendicitis. The foreman, realis-

ing Pat had no transport immediately arranged for him to take her to the hospital in his car. Ad-

am had a successful appendectomy operation.

During the time Pat worked at Spears she worked part-time mornings, then part-time afternoons

and eventually full-time when the kids were older and self sufficient. She worked in various sec-

tions on production lines and on occasions worked in the office dealing with mail etc. She left

Spears in the 1980's when we moved away from Enfield.
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 The playgroup was run in conjunction with the local church, St. James5.10 Parish Church. During

this period St. James Church and it’s clergy became significant in our lives.

At the beginning of this decade, the hippie life-style was in full swing. I was running the light

show, Amoeba Lights,  with  Mick. Brother John was running a disco, workshops known as ‘arts

labs’ were being set up, ours was called the ‘Enfield Arts Union’. As a base for our activities, we

borrowed St Barnabas Church Hall, owned by the St James Church parish. The hall was managed

by the curate Derek C. who lived with his wife Penny in a church owned house opposite the hall.

I became great friends with Derek who was one of the great spiritual influences in my life.

Derek was a Cornishman, son of a railway worker, left wing and working class. He was also a

banjo and guitar playing Christian, not the happy-clappy type, but folksy and people centred. A

Christian I could relate to, not the sort my father hated and I had no respect for. Derek is the

only person I have been barred from a pub with. The Pub in question, ‘The Golden Hive’ situated

in Green Street, led straight out on to the pavement and was late in opening up. Derek and I

stood outside, Derek playing the banjo whilst I knocked on the door. The Landlady eventually

opened the door and told us to ‘go away’ and barred us from ever returning - that’s the sort of

thing to expect if you go out drinking with an ordained minister of the church.

We often had gypsy families pitch their caravans along the Lea Valley, this brought the usual big-

oted response from the neighbourhood about the undesirability of having to live close to ‘these

people’.  Derek would visit the gypsies with his guitar or banjo and help them get temporary plac-

es in schools for their children for the duration of their stay. I once asked him why he chose to

be a ‘professional’ Christian. He told me that it gave him a platform to work from, a base from

which he could help people both spiritually and physically full-time, the dogma was of secondary

importance.

He was very interested in astronomy and owned a good quality reflecting telescope. We some-

times spent cold nights in his garden viewing the stars and sharing a bottle of whiskey. I was

stunned when I first viewed the rings of Saturn in all their glory - Derek’s usual response was

‘God this could make you religious’.

As curate he was expected to help the vicar with the young  people’s confirmation class. As part

of their ‘learning to be good Christians’ they were taken for a weekend to stay with the Othona

Community at Bradwell on Sea in Essex.

Othona is an open and inclusive Community rooted in the Christian tradition and

drawing on a wealth of other inspirations. We welcome people of all ages, abilities,

backgrounds and beliefs to our two centres on the quiet coasts of Essex and Dorset.

Through sharing in a daily rhythm of work, learning, worship and play, we seek per-

sonal renewal and glimpses of the sacred. In community we explore the relationship
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between faith and life and encourage one another in caring for the world and its

people.5.11

Pat and I were asked to go along to help make up the number of adults, we took the family with

us, Pat went in a car with Penny (Derek’s wife) and Adam, aged about five, whilst I took Jane

and Steven in the coach with Derek and the confirmation class kids.  The coach was owned by

the Scouts and apparently it was legal for Derek to drive it although he had never driven one

before, a fact which became apparent on the journey when he backed it into a stationary car.

(The Health and Safety Police were not in evidence at this time). But we arrived safely in the end.

The success of the weekend was variable, Steven hated it, Jane loved it - I don’t know what Ad-

am thought of it - not much I would guess. We played games designed to be unfair and to illus-

trate a point. I remember one where we were divided into teams, some with cardboard, some

with scissors, some with both with some sort of trading value placed on cardboard shapes which

could only be made by cutting the cardboard with the scissors. It was set up such that those

teams with only cardboard were doomed to be at the mercy of the scissors teams and were al-

most guaranteed to lose. Steven hated the unfairness, I was unpopular with the organisers by

suggesting the cardboard teams form an alliance and steal the scissors by force. (Another ‘game’

the church had organised but which we didn’t play at Othona was to invite members of the con-

gregation to an evening supper in the church hall. When the supper was served, every third per-

son had a proper meal whilst the remainder had a small bowl of rice, there’s a message there

somewhere). Jane spent most of her time with the Othona community people feeding the chick-

ens, grinding the corn and generally mucking in - to this day she says she would love to live in a

commune.

On the Sunday a service was held in the Chapel of St Peter-on-the-Wall.

In 654 AD St Cedd founded a Celtic style community at Othona, built his Cathedral of

St Peters on the foundations of the Roman fort and was consecrated Bishop of Essex.

In fact Cedd's Cathedral was built where the gatehouse of the fort had been - so it

was built on the wall of the fort - hence the name - Saint Peter-on-the-Wall.5.12.

Pat and I and the kids didn’t attend but instead strolled along the wall - today I somewhat regret

not taking part as the old chapel was created by the Celtic Christian community before the synod

of Whitby decided on the Roman form of Christianity. The Celtic version of Christianity was closer

to the Druidic tradition with closer connection to the spirituality found in nature. Today, I would

like to absorb and appreciate the spirituality of the old chapel in a way I was not able in the

1970’s.

The Enfield Arts Union  met sort of regularly at St Barnabas Hall , it’s one major activity was the

production of ‘Deep Space Dreams’ which was performed in St James’ Church as part of the ‘East-

ern Enfield Community Festival. The following is an entry from the local newspaper:
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PROJECTS for the week-long Eastern Enfield community festival, starting on June 29, are already

being planned.

One of the most exciting items is a multi-media drama to be produced in St. James's Church.

This is the brainchild of Brian Gardner, who lives at 24 Carterhatch Road, Enfield Highway.

He envisages using actors, rock bands and a light-show around the church. Brian helps to run

the Enfield Arts Union, which meets on Thursdays in St. Barnabus Hall, Addison Road, Enfield

Highway..........

Unusual drama in church

DEEP SPACE DREAMS, which was staged in St. James's Church on Friday, was certainly the most

unusual event of the festival.

Developed from an idea by Brian Gardner, who founded the Enfield Arts Union, it involved a local

rock band, Wandering Spirit, the Amoeba Lights light-show, dancers, and tapes.

The church proved to be an ideal venue—the interior changes since the fire several years ago

have made it much more open in character.

So there was plenty of room to hang the backcloth for the light-show and the large space at the

front of the church was used as a stage for the band and the actors.

Deep Space Dreams, explained the programme, was a "parallel to the Tibetan Book of the Dead,

which is a manual of Buddhism used to guide the soul after death."

Wandering Spirit-—a five-piece band with drums, bass, two guitars and a synthesiser—started

the evening and during the drama they provided some interesting sounds.

The most startling part came with the introduction of the light-show, which exploded into action

to the noise of a loud scream.

The tale unfolded in the church by the Girl (Christine Vial), the dancers, led by Barbara Windsor

and the other contributors, was about a voyage of self-discovery.

Patrick Newman's "psychological drama" took the audience on a voyage through the agony of

isolation, the tranquillity of loss of self, the peace and war existing on earth and the "fulfilment of

human love,"

The drama was an exciting event to place in the community festival and it was watched by a

large crowd in the church.

A typical local paper piece of journalism - the misspelling of ‘Barnabas’, Wandering Spirit always

produced ‘interesting sounds’ - they were awful, and I must point out Barbara Windsor was not

the actress of ‘Carry On’ fame although ‘Carry On at St James’ might have been an appropriate

alternative name for the production. There was however, an ‘unusual drama in church’ during a

rehearsal. After the usual loud session from Wandering Spirit as the lads settled down to eat

their chips from off the altar, a great voice boomed out from the back of the church ‘is this the

way you worship your God’ to which one of the band replied ‘it’s only a building man’. I hurried

over to the irate member of the God fearing public and explained that we had full permission
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from the vicar and suggested he popped over the road to the Vicarage to debate the matter with

him, which is I suppose what he did as we heard no more from him. The Church authorities were

very supportive and we had a free hand to do almost anything we wished except  the burning of

incense which was strictly taboo, they were perfectly happy about the theatrical maroon explo-

sion we carried out complete with clouds of smoke. One of the light show effects we used was to

project live daphnia (commonly known as water fleas) behind a scene which had obscure sexual

connotations as daphnia swimming about had a rather sperm-like appearance.  The projection

had to be precise and for only a short moment as, in the light of the projector, the water in the

little tank we had made for them had a tendency to reach boiling point rather quickly which had

obvious consequences for the daphnia.

Deep Space Dreams was certainly the Arts Unions most ambitious effort. At this time I was very

keen on art especially oil painting but also silk screen printing. Screen printing is essentially a

stencil process with the stencil supported on a fine mesh material to allow for fine detail. As actu-

al silk was very expensive I used old nylon curtains stretched over a homemade wooden frame.

The stencil was cut into ‘profilm’  which was a sandwich of transparent iron on film on a backing

paper support. The art was to cut with a craft knife the transparent film the stencil detail without

cutting through the backing paper support. The film was then ironed on to the fabric and the

backing paper peeled off leaving the film adhered to the fabric mesh. Ink was then forced

through the stencil using a squeegee. I bought my profilm and inks from a company called

Sericol.5.13. A tricky process when working on the floor of the living room using old curtains and

a household iron. Fine detail could take hours to cut which could all be lost in a moment when

small pieces come away with the backing paper instead of adhering to the mesh. This could and

did cause much frustration and bad language. However, when it worked, the process was effec-

tive for making multiple posers and the like. It was always a problem where to hang the posters

to dry when creating a large run and on one occasion Derek arranged for me to borrow the

church in order to hang the posters over the pews.

The Arts Union held a public exhibition and concert in the main Church Hall situated next to the

church itself. We borrowed display stands from the local arts council and invited members to

display work which included a potter as well as painters, poets and musicians. I displayed several

oil paintings. I was interested in combining geometrical optical ideas with projected images

brought together in an oil painting. On looking back they weren’t bad, not brilliant, but not bad

either, however later in life I found them unsatisfactory and virtually destroyed them all. We

have a couple of examples only left in our loft at the time of writing.  In the evening we had a

variety of musicians (including a session from Derek) supported by the light show. During the

day we had poetry readings concurrently running alongside the visual displays.

My brother John and his family had moved into the flats in Ponders End5.14 where he had become

a member of the tenants association. As part of the complex of tower blocks a purpose built hall

had been provided for the residents use managed by the association. Here John organised discos
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and rock music sessions in which the light show was involved. One band ‘The People Band’ was a

freeform jazz group which was totally anarchic (discordant) in its music. A rather ‘straight’ (i.e.

non hippie) resident who managed the refreshments was heard to say, tongue in cheek,  ‘I

wasn’t too keen on the second number’.

Other gigs that Amoeba Lights shone included such places as the Enfield Teachers Centre; Lon-

don University; Enfield Poly; Hatfield Poly; The Regal Edmonton (whilst renamed as ‘The Sun-

down’); The Fishmonger’s Arms and Maidens Bridge Hall.

Bands ‘illuminated’ included:

The Edgar Broughton Band; (The band started their career as a blues group under the name of

The Edgar Broughton Blues Band, playing to a small following in the region around their home-

town of Warwick. However, when the band began to lean towards the emerging psychedelic

movement, dropping the 'Blues' from their name as well as their music)5.15

This gig was at the Fishmonger’s Arms pub in a smallish upstairs room. The band were very loud

and we were situated on a scaffold immediately in front of some very big speakers . I was deaf

for a couple of days with ringing in the ears. I suffer from tinnitus to this day (2014) and now

need hearing aids - thanks Edgar. The band were best known for their rendition of ‘Out Demons

Out’.

Kenny; (Kenny were an English pop and glam rock band who had several hit singles in Britain in

the mid-1970s, including "The Bump" and "Fancy Pants".)5.16

We lit ‘Kenny’ at Maidens Bridge Hall, Enfield. They were a local band on the way up in the new

‘glam rock’ scene. At the time we lit them they had just released their record ‘The Bump’ which

had been broadcast on the radio and was on its ‘way up’ the record charts. They brought some

female ‘fans’ with them and were generally acting up and behaving badly making life difficult for

the other bands booked to play. We rather paid them back with some vicious strobes from the

light show which put the singer completely off his stride forgetting his words and eventually giv-

ing up.

The Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band; (also known as The Bonzo Dog Band) was a band created by

a group of British art-school students of the 1960s. Combining elements of music hall, trad jazz

and psychedelic pop with surreal humour and avant-garde art, the Bonzos came to the attention

of a broader British public through a 1968 ITV comedy show, Do Not Adjust Your Set.)5.17

We lit the Bonzos at London University in the smaller of the two halls being used for the bands

that night. In the main hall were the big named bands including ‘The Paul Jones Blues Band’ and

an early set from Paul McCArtney on the road soon after the Beatles had broken up. Needless to

say there was only a small audience for the Bonzos and our light show.
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Global Village Trucking Company; (James Lascelles was a co-founder of the Global Village

Trucking Company, known to its fans as "The Glob's", in the early 1970s. The band, the road

crew and their families all lived together in a Norfolk commune, and undertook numerous benefit

concerts and free festivals, playing extended free-form jams, making them a well known UK live

act. The band shunned record companies, but played on the Greasy Truckers Live at Dingwalls

Dance Hall benefit album in 1973, and in November 1974 they recorded an eponymous album.

at Rockfield studios, Monmouth, Wales.

In 1973 the BBC made a documentary about Global Village Trucking Company, their communal

living and their aim to make it without a record company. The BBC updated the documentary for

the What Happened Next series, shown in May 2008, which included their first gig in 30 years.

This re-union led to other Global Village gigs at Glastonbury 2008 and other festivals; James Ed-

ward Lascelles (born 5 October 1953), styled The Hon. James Lascelles, is a British musician and

the second son of the 7th Earl of Harewood and his first wife, the former Marion Stein (now Mrs.

Jeremy Thorpe). His father was a first cousin to Queen Elizabeth II, making Lascelles a first cous-

in, once removed of Queen Elizabeth II and he is 55th in line to the British throne5.18

Jimmy Lascelles and his brother Jeremy were the nearest we ever got to working with royalty.

We lit them at Enfield Poly and at a club in Palmers Green. They would turn up in a coach with

the roadies and all their ladies and kids. On arriving at a gig, the first thing they did was to find

the showers and wash all the kids as the facilities back on their commune were basic in the ex-

treme. A lovely bunch of people, I had a nice letter from Jimmy thanking us for the light show.

Ian Dury (Kilburn and the High Roads); Kilburn and the High Roads were a British rock and

roll band formed by Ian Dury in 1970, and was the first band formed by Dury. The band released

two studio albums and had one compilation, and separated in 1977 when Dury left to form the

more prominent band The Blockheads;5.19

We lit the Kilburns at the Regal Edmonton cinema reformed as the Sundown. Ian became famous

later for the group the Blockheads who released the single ‘Sex and Drugs and Rock and Roll’

and the album ‘New Boots and Panties’. His big hit was in 1979 with ‘Hit Me with Your Rhythm

Stick’. He had suffered from polio as a child and Ian Dury died far too young on March 27th 2000.

I also acted as a ‘roadie’ for Quintescence 5.20 at the Cambridge Corn Exchange. Quintessence

was a rock band formed in April 1969 in Notting Hill, London, England. Their style was a mixture

of jazz, psychedelic rock and progressive rock with an influence of music from India.5.20

Jerry Floyd who was the resident DJ at the Marquee Club 5.21 and who was involved in the early

Reading festivals was booked to DJ at the Cambridge Corn Exchange for the gig which included

the band Quintessence. Unfortunately he had no transport an so asked me to drive him to the

gig, which I agreed to, but failed to tell me it was an ‘all nighter’. Rather than stand around I
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mucked in with the bands roadies and helped to set up the amps and speakers. I ended up

spending the rest of the night  in the back of my van with the roadies who were passing round

their ‘joints’  (marijuana cigarettes). The organiser of the gig did a runner with all the takings

and so nobody got paid, however I was given a copy of the bands latest album and a pleasant

night with the lads for my pains, I’m sure though that I had to pay for the petrol. Jerry died in

about 1983.

This was a happy time, lots of friends, lots of activity but of course tragedy is always just around

the corner and in 1977 we were brought down to earth by the news that Pat’s dad Syd had died

aged only 63. Totally unexpected we were stunned by the news, the first of our parent’s genera-

tion had gone from us. Syd had retired early on advice from his doctor, Syd and May had suf-

fered greatly after the tragic death of Barbara in 1970, the loss of a child to a verdict of suicide is

unimaginably hard to comprehend. Syd and May had moved to Holland-on-Sea on the Essex

coast, close to the popular seaside town of Clacton. Syd’s brother, Pat’s Uncle Jim, had already

retired and was living with his wife, Auntie Kath, in Holland-on-Sea a place that had been  a fa-

vourite with the family when Pat and Barbara were children and so it was an obvious choice for

Syd and May’s retirement.

They bought a detached bungalow with two upstairs dormer bedrooms and a large garden. They

joined the local bowls club and were active members making many new friends in the process.

Syd always seemed a naturally happy sort of man, whistling and striding along with a particular

jaunty walk. A keen sportsman in his youth and a strong supporter of Tottenham Hotspur foot-

ball club. He was goalkeeper for an amateur team who had at one time been trialled by Spurs as

a goalkeeper. Whilst working for Halex he had played cricket and tennis at the company’s sports

and social club. In retirement he cycled about Holland-on-Sea and so it came as a great shock

when he keeled over with a heart attack whilst cycling home. He died later in hospital.

Syd and I had had a formal sort of relationship, we had never really got close. I believe I was

not what they had wanted for Pat as a husband and yet things had worked out. I doubt that he

understood the hippie ethos, long hair, beards and beads were probably an anathema to him.

We had never argued, I don’t believe Syd like to argue, we always shook hands when we met

and he loved being a grandfather to our kids. It’s a sad fact that it was only towards the end of

his life that we had got to know each other better.

This had come about when the bowls club he belonged to was in a state of re-decoration in prepa-

ration for some important function. Time was running out and it looked as though the job was

not going to be finished on time. For some reason we were staying with them at that time, proba-

bly for a cheap holiday by the sea, so I volunteered to go along with him to help with the paint-

ing. I guess it must have been hard for him to accept knowing that he would have to introduce

his hairy son-in-law to his friends at the club, but needs must and he accepted. I got stuck in,

emulsion painting the club’s kitchen walls and, of course, I mixed in well with all his men friends,
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we all had  typical male laughs together, ribald and otherwise. After this we seemed to get on

better, I knew him as one of the blokes and he knew me as just one of the blokes and he was

grateful for my help and, I guess, for not showing him up in front of his friends. In hindsight I

wish we had got to know each other sooner.

We took the whole family to the funeral, I believed then as I do now that children should not be

‘protected’ from the reality of death. But after the ceremony at the crematorium and the guests

had returned to the house, I took them on the beach to play. We were dressed in our best and

must have looked incongruous playing in the sand and mud at low tide. I expect I took them

back a bit messier than when we went.

We often went to Holland-on-Sea for a cheap holiday. When working for schools I was supposed

to work full-time during school holidays, but as long as animals were fed, plants watered and

labs tidied, the strict attendance rules were seldom imposed as the teaching staff would seldom

break into their own holidays to work at school we were left to our own devices. The exception

was Ted V at Stopfords, who of course left great lists of tasks to be carried out to strict instruc-

tions and who would pop in un-announced to check up.

After Syd died, our visits to Holland-on-Sea were maintained, if I was working I would join Pat at

the weekends, travelling by coach to Clacton which made a stop in Nags Head Road Ponders End

en-route. Although May could drive, she was not confident to drive their Wolseley 1500 saloon

car5.22 and so passed it on to us as we had been without a car for some time and unable to af-

ford a replacement. She bought herself a smaller car to drive locally and on a couple of occasions

she managed to drive to us in Enfield. However, on one occasion she had given herself a fright

by some sort of near miss or minor accident (she never revealed the details) and gave up driving

other than locally.

We loved the Wolseley, which we kept until it’s sad demise in the 80’s.

We had a reliable and comfortable car for the first time and in 1979 we changed our usual holi-

day at the seaside for a walking holiday in the country. We chose to visit Matlock Bath 5.23 in Der-

byshire. My birth certificate states that I was born in Willersley Castle 5.24, Matlock and I became

keen to see this romantic sounding place. We rented a holiday house situated part way up the

‘Heights of Abraham’ overlooking Matlock Bath and we discovered that Willersley Castle is actual-

ly situated in Cromford and was not really a castle at all, but a mansion built for Richard Ark-

wright 5.25 the famous mill owner and entrepreneur of the industrial revolution. We walked the

hills, hired bikes and cycled the High Peak Trail, visited Chatsworth House 5.26 and Arbor Low

stone circle 5.27 and rowed boats on the Derwent.  This holiday was a very significant change for

us, the start of many more walking holidays and holiday cottages and the Peak District, by

chance, became where we gravitated towards much later when we eventually moved away from

Enfield.
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In 1980 we returned to Derbyshire and hired a holiday flat in Tideswell 5.28. The flat was situated

in a building known as ‘The Old Collage’  and was owned by an elderly retired scientist who had

developed a method of recycling waste into building materials using pressure and resin of some

kind. He had a workshop at the back of the building and would spend hours chatting with you

about his invention if you let him.

We walked the hills and dales and visited all the local places of interest including Eyam (the

plague village) and Great Hucklow where I wished to see the Unitarian Chapel 5.29 I had become

interested in Unitarianism and had joined the Unitarian Fellowship;

a nationwide network, for the exchange of ideas, opinions and news; a point of con-

tact for all with similar ideas whether they belong to a church or not and is, perhaps,

especially attractive to those who live in remote areas, are on the move or who work

on Sundays.5.30

One major problem occurred when Jane went on a school trip to Switzerland. Pat and I were at

Holland-on-Sea with Adam, Jane was in Switzerland, Steven had stayed at home to be with

friends. The moment we returned home Steven informed us of a phone message, we were to

phone a certain number as soon as possible. It transpired that Jane had had a road accident, she

had forgotten that the rule of the road was opposite to ours and had run out in front of a car.

She had been knocked down and was suffering a damaged pelvis and was in hospital while the

rest of the school party was about to return home without her; the message: “would a parent

come to Switzerland and deal with the problem immediately please”.

With no money for the air fare a visit to the bank manager was hastily arranged, a loan was

agreed so that  tickets and a flight could be booked. Pat flew out from Heathrow at very short

notice, she was met by a teacher at Zurich Airport who accompanied her to Lugano and took her

to a ‘pension’ which the school had booked for her accommodation.  Just in time - the school

party left for home and Pat was alone to manage the situation. Mum-in-law to the rescue, May

on hearing the news immediately flew out to to join her which must have been a great comfort

and help for Pat, it also was of some relief for me to know that Pat was not on her own.

The school insurance paid all the bills for fares, accommodation and hospital fees so ultimately

we were not out of pocket. Jane had first class treatment in a hospital perfectly equipped for

treating skiing accidents. However, Jane was in Switzerland with no passport as she had been

covered by the school party documentation. Pat had to visit the British Embassy in Zurich to ar-

range for paperwork which would allow Jane back into Britain. On the flight back, Jane was

booked into a special front seat on the plane to allow for easier access and with space for her

Swiss made crutches.

Back home she was visited by our Doctor who arrived with a full set of X-rays sent from Switzer-

land. Dr. Sawdy (our GP.) was impressed by the  quality and detail of the X-rays but was con-
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fused as to how the  bone damage illustrated could have been caused by what he assumed had

been a skiing accident, it only made sense to him when told that she had been hit by a car.

As a post-script to the story we received a letter from the Swiss authorities informing us that our

daughter had been registered as a juvenile offender as under Swiss law jaywalking was illegal. It

was, of course, Jane’s fault that the accident occurred and so the expensive damage to the car

was also her responsibility which was fortunately also covered by the school’s insurance.

In 1980 Steven, who had always loved his football, trained to be a qualified football referee. I

took him to his classes and to his final examination which he passed first time. As a qualified ref.,

he became scheduled to officiate as linesman or ref at local youth football matches which includ-

ed a youth international match plus a couple of cup finals. I especially remember a youth interna-

tional in which he had to manage a penalty shootout after an extra time drawn game. I drove

him to his fixtures and obviously stood and watched the game. I always saw myself as a neutral

observer with regard to which team won, but was the only spectator to be supporting the ref. I

was proud to see how he dealt with an obviously bad decision, he gave an offside call for a for-

ward pass in the wrong half of the field, realising his mistake he calmly moved the stationary ball

forward the necessary couple of feet and gave the free kick anyway - quick thinking.

All in all we were a happy family living at a happy time with lots of friends, we had our problems

as families do, but we were coping as a family - but times were changing . ‘The best of times’

had no beginning nor well defined end but in the world at large ‘the times they are a-changing’

but not in the way Bob Dylan had sung about or we had hoped for or imagined.

The World at Large

Technology continued to advance especially in the field of electronics and computers. Application

of the new technologies started to impact on consumer products with America leading the way.

Bar codes started to appear in supermarkets in 1973. Electronic calculators were first developed

in the 1960’s but affordable models first appeared on the market in the 1970’s.  Calculators ini-

tially were non-programmable however with the event of the microprocessor chip, software de-

velopment continued to progress into the world of micro-electronics and in 1975 the first

programmable personal computer (PC) was marketed in the USA. The first mass-produced Apple

PC appeared in 1977. In 1975 Bill Gates and Paul Allen formed a partnership called Microsoft

which was approached by the giant computer company IBM  for whom they developed an operat-

ing system for microcomputers called MS-DOS, the first IBM PC running MS-DOS appeared in

1981. Software for the new PC’s swiftly followed, the first spreadsheet for PC’s appeared in 1979.

As we have seen, ‘home brew’ kits  became available for the amateur enthusiast in the form of

the UK101 and this development  had great significance for me and my career and also for my
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children all of whom eventually had careers in or associated with the computer industry. From

the late 1970’s onwards, the house was never without one PC or another of various models.  To-

day in 2016, I am writing this on a PC running a Microsoft operating system version Windows 10

and so it goes on.

The politics of the period from the end of the war until the election of Margaret Thatcher in 1979

is sometimes known as the post-war consensus.  Broadly speaking it meant that there was a

general consensus among the whole of the political spectrum, from Labour to Conservative,  in

certain core values. These values included the need for a welfare state with a mixed economy

with the nationalisation of major industries, the establishment of the National Health Service and

the creation of a modern welfare state. 5.31. It is my opinion that this was a major factor in my

view that I lived in ‘The Best of Times’.

During this period there was general optimism that things were getting better for everyone.

There was full employment, trades unions had real power over pay and conditions and had a

meaningful relationship with the Labour Party, the health service was working for everyone, the

police were seen as helpful guardians of the peace by all but criminals. People helped people,

and as a child there was no such thing as ‘stranger danger’. Consumer goods were increasingly

affordable by all  and were becoming increasingly available.

Governments swung back and forth between Labour and Conservative:

1945 - 1951 : Labour (PM Clement Atlee)

1951 - 1964 : Conservative (PM Winston Churchill, Anthony Eden, Harold Macmillan, Lord Home)

1964 - 1966 : Labour (PM Harold Wilson)

1970 - 1974 : Conservative (PM Edward Heath)

1974 - 1979 : Labour (PM Harold Wilson, James Callaghan)

1979 - 1997 : Conservative (PM Margaret Thatcher, John Major)

The 1970’s is usually given a bad press by political reporters and historians. I’ve no idea how the

long term future might view this era. Certainly the left wing press gives a very different interpre-

tation of these times to the right wing view that all the problems were caused by the trades un-

ions and the strikes, wild cat or authorised. My quotes here are from a left wing viewpoint and

are from ‘The Myth of the 1970s’ article from the left wing ‘Red Pepper’ website.5.33

MYTH: Britain was in economic crisis and decline in the 1970s

The reasons the British economy was in difficulty in the 1970s had little to do with the welfare

state or nationalised industries (which provided a cheap subsidy to underperforming private in-
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dustry) but reflected the failures of British capitalism. Since 1945, European countries such as

France, Italy and Germany, as well as Japan, had outstripped Britain in productivity and econom-

ic growth. This was due to the sustained and government-planned and supported investment

those countries put into their industries.

In contrast, Britain was badly served by the City and its financial institutions, which prioritised

short-term profits, immediate shareholder return and overseas investment. As a result there was

a decline of UK industry. Labour’s industrial strategy in the 1970s aimed to provide greater stra-

tegic direction and investment through a national enterprise board, planning agreements and

targeted regional investment. The City and Conservative Party opposed this.

MYTH: In the 1970s Britain was an ungovernable ‘failed state’

Britain was so far from being a ‘failed state’ in the 1970s that a survey by the New Economics

Foundation – based on social inequality indices, investment in public services, levels of pay and

other benefits to ordinary workers – found that 1976 was the ‘happiest year’ in the period 1945

to date. There were major advances on sexual equality, such as the Equal Pay Act, the Domestic

Violence and Matrimonial Proceedings Act, and child benefit. Britain in the 1970s was also charac-

terised by vibrant and original popular music, design and fashion industries.

Although there were significant miners’ strikes in 1972 and 1974 and the so-called ‘winter of dis-

content’ disputes in 1978/79, these arose from legitimate wage grievances as trade unions tried

to ensure their members’ pay kept pace with inflation. The strikes were lawful industrial actions

and were accompanied by three general elections (February and October 1974, and March 1979)

in which political power changed hands peacefully and constitutionally.

The main threat to British democracy in the 1970s arose from the activities of the political right

and the security services. Unaccountable elements in the security services and military intelli-

gence created covert operations such as ‘Clockwork Orange’, which smeared left wing figures in

Northern Ireland and Britain, as well as providing Protestant paramilitaries with the names and

addresses of Catholic activists. Paramilitary organisations such as GB75, which sought to organ-

ise strike-breaking armies and prepare for a possible military coup, were supported by senior

figures in the security services, the military and the Conservative Party. Many on the right, in-

cluding Margaret Thatcher, supported General Pinochet’s 1973 military coup, which removed

Chile’s democratically elected socialist government and murdered thousands of its supporters.

MYTH: Inflation was out of control in the 1970s because of trade union pay demands

Inflation went up considerably between 1972 and 1976, when it began to go back down. It was

mainly driven by the Heath government’s relaxation of the Bank of England’s competition and
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credit control rules, which had ensured that the ratio of bank deposits to lending should broadly

balance out. Without these controls, the banks expanded their ‘reserve assets’ to support mas-

sive lending, resulting in an inflation and credit boom. Heath refused to raise interest rates to

counter this and by the end of his government the rate of inflation was rising remorselessly – it

would increase from 10.2 per cent in 1973 to 24.6 per cent in 1975.

Despite being the root cause of the problem the banks and the financial sector demanded more

freedom to lend and speculate, and resisted any attempt to re-impose the regulatory rules that

had ensured stability since the war. Instead, they and their media allies blamed inflation on the

unions’ annual wage claims, which were constructed merely to keep pace with the rise in the

cost of living.

MYTH: Trade unions behaved irresponsibly and ‘held the country to ransom’

Most of the unions’ industrial actions of the period were reactive, either seeking to resist wage or

job cuts, or political attacks such as the 1972 Industrial Relations Act. In industry (private and

nationalised) most British companies, instead of prioritising research, reinvestment and restruc-

turing, preferred to simply lay off workers, prompting industrial militancy in response.

MYTH: The dead remained unburied because of strikes

In early 1979, as part of industrial action across public services, grave diggers at two cemeteries

(one in Liverpool and one in London) took unofficial strike action. These actions lasted for a few

weeks, during which bodies that would have been buried in those cemeteries were kept on ice.

In all other cemeteries across the UK the dead were buried as usual.

MYTH: Margaret Thatcher saved the country from the decline of the 1970s

By 1979 inflation was going down and North Sea oil was coming on stream. The 1974–79 Labour

government was unlucky in that its time in office coincided with the capital investment phase of

North Sea oil exploration rather than the results of that investment. Its Tory successor reaped

the benefits and then squandered them, using North Sea oil revenues to fund tax cuts for the

middle class and pay benefits to the more than three million it allowed to become unemployed,

instead of using it as the basis for national economic recovery.

Thatcher applied an extreme economic dogma that had the immediate effect of plunging the

country into the deepest recession since the war, which it did not begin to emerge from until

1988. For most of the 1980s UK growth was the same as the 1970s and on a par with average
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growth rates in other western European countries of the time. Inflation was higher when Thatch-

er left office than we she entered it, and the effect of mass unemployment on British society was

devastating.

I wonder what the ‘official’ history of this era will read like, I suspect it depends on the colour of

politics at the time. Today as I write in 2016 the colour is blue but there is a swelling undercur-

rent of left wing politics with a new labour leader Jeremy Corbyn so who knows. My opinion is

that things will only get better for the working class only after they have got a lot worse.

With Margaret Thatcher the post-war consensus came to an end with a lurch to the right in post-

war politics, and this I believe led to the end of ‘The Best of Times’.

She arrived on the scene in a blaze of hypocrisy as outside number ten Downing Street she para-

phrased a prayer of St. Francis:

“Where there is discord, may we bring harmony. Where there is error, may we bring truth. Where

there is doubt, may we bring faith. And where there is despair, may we bring peace”

In this she failed so completely that to this day she is one of the most hated persons in recent

history especially among a great number of people who lost homes, jobs, self-respect, and hope

for a better future. She is also one of the most celebrated and loved persons in recent history

among a wealthy minority who made their fortunes from her policies.

She died in 2013. Reactions to the news of Thatcher’s death were mixed in the UK, ranging from

tributes lauding her as Britain’s greatest-ever peace time Prime Minister to public celebrations of

her death and expressions of personalised vitriol.5.32

On her death a song from the Wizard of Oz ‘Ding-Dong The Witch is Dead’ reached number 2 in

the singles chart and number 1 in the Scottish Singles chart although the BBC refused to play it.

This is a measure of how successful she had been in bringing harmony out of discord.

Of course as far as this chapter is concerned, this was all in the future. However, on writing this,

in hindsight I consider the election of Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government in 1979 as

the point at which ‘The Best of Times’ can be seen as coming to an end for many people. For

myself, I continue to live in ‘The Best of Times’ up to writing this chapter in 2016. However I

don’t believe that my generation has left a legacy of good times for my children and their heirs

but that’s not for me to judge.
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1973 - Niton - Isle Of Wight

Adam (2), Jane (7) and Steven (10)

1978 - Arbor Low - Derbyshire

Brian, Pat, Steven (15), Jane (12) & Adam (7)

1979 - Tideswell - Derbyshire

Brian, Pat, Steven, Jane & Adam
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Enfield Arts Union

Multi-Media Arts Weekend

Held at St. James Church Hall

1975

A - Poster

B - Interview by the local press

C - Setting up

D - Mick Setting up the Lightshow

E - Brother John setting up the disco

F - Friends poetry reading

G - Pat and Sister-in-law Mag under the watchful eye of the constabulary

H - My paintings packed ready for transport

A B C

D E
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F

G
H

Father-in-law Sydney Foulston

1914 - 1977

Home of Syd and May Foulston

Holland-on-Sea
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I serve on an EITB Working Party for Apprenticeship Training



6. Times are Changing

The 1980’s

1982 - 1992

With family walking the hills.
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1980's

1982 to 1992

The Thatcher Years

After sometime away from writing this saga of ‘The Best of Times’, I pick up the thread once

again now in 2016, a short time after my 74th birthday and writing from our new home in Chapel-

En-Le-Frith, Derbyshire.

I finished the 1970’s with the pessimistic view that ‘The Best of Times’ were coming to an end

with the election of a right wing Tory government under the loved/hated Margaret Thatcher. Of

course at any moment the past is history, just a memory and the future a mystery, an extrapola-

tion, guesswork, educated or otherwise. Therefore as 1982 arrived I was not aware of a turning

point in ‘the best of times’ that I have described as I write some thirty years later, but I was

aware of a deterioration in social values. The Socialist ideal of ‘from each according to his ability,

to each according to his needs’ was discarded in favour of selfish aspirational greed. ‘Yuppies’

appeared on the scene.

From each according to his ability, to each according to his need (or needs) is a slogan that Karl

Marx made popular in his writing Critique of the Gotha program, published in 1875 6.1

A yuppie … short for "young urban professional" or "young upwardly-mobile professional" is de-

fined by one source as being "a young college-educated adult who has a job that pays a lot of

money and who lives and works in or near a large city". This acronym first came into use in the

early 1980s6.2

And, of course, the hippie ideal of ‘All you need is love’ was, by the eighties, viewed as naïve and

generally passé, it had become more like ‘All you need is cash’.

The Thatcher decade began with the Falklands War (2/4/1982):-

The Falklands War (Spanish: Guerra de las Malvinas), also known as the Falklands Conflict,

Falklands Crisis, and the Guerra del Atlántico Sur (Spanish for "South Atlantic War"), was a

ten-week war between Argentina and the United Kingdom over two British overseas territories in

the South Atlantic: the Falkland Islands and South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands. It

began on Friday, 2 April 1982, when Argentina invaded and occupied the Falkland Islands (and,

the following day, South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands) in an attempt to establish the

sovereignty it had claimed over them. On 5 April, the British government dispatched a naval task

force to engage the Argentine Navy and Air Force before making an amphibious assault on the

islands. The conflict lasted 74 days and ended with the Argentine surrender on 14 June 1982,
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returning the islands to British control. In total, 649 Argentine military personnel, 255 British

military personnel, and three Falkland Islanders died during the hostilities.6.3

Historical events are not reported without opinion and we tend to accept reports that most close-

ly match our own opinions. In my case, an old Hippie, the son of a pacifist and conscientious ob-

jector to war, I will gravitate to views which most closely match my own. Hence my views of

historical events may well not match the readers. I strongly suggest that they research for them-

selves other viewpoints if they wish for a more balanced view of historical events. Having said

which, I make no apology for quoting from an anti-war website.

Thatcher's willingness to sacrifice the lives of others.

Whilst the Argentineans, under the leadership of Dictator General Galtieri were being whipped up

into a patriotic fervor, the UK Government under the leadership of Maggie Thatcher seized at the

chance to whip up the same patriotic fervor here. It wasn't going to be easy, as the average Brit

thought the Falklands were maybe close to Scotland or just off the Isle of Man. The media helped

by reminding us the Islands were indeed 'British' and the people who lived there, the Falkland

Islanders, were British too. The media took up the cause, and the Argentineans were portrayed

as blood thirsty opportunists who would destroy the British way of life on the Islands. Despite the

Islanders having to rely on Argentina for post, education, supplies, medical treatment and almost

everything else, we were fooled by some old Empire myth into accepting that we could actually

lay claim to Islands 8000 miles away. Thatcher, like Galtieri was going through a massive loss of

domestic support and elections were looming. Thatcher knew the patriotic cheer leading would

lead to death , but politicians are more than willing to sacrifice others so that they can hold onto

power.6.4

Pictures from the time also will show a bias, but they are evidence of a certain truth.

We
won

They
lost

They
died

But
not all

the
battles
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The next example of Thatcherite ‘harmony’ is from 1984 - The Miner’s Strike. (Circa 6/3/1984)

The UK miners' strike of 1984-85 was a major industrial action affecting the UK coal industry.

The strike by the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) was led by Arthur Scargill, although some

NUM members considered it to be unconstitutional and did not observe it. The BBC has referred

to the strike as "the most bitter industrial dispute in British history." At its height, the strike in-

volved 142,000 mineworkers, making it the biggest since the 1926 General Strike.

The coal industry in the UK, nationalised by Clement Attlee's Labour government in 1947, was

encouraged to gear itself toward reduced subsidies in the 1980s under Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher. After a narrowly averted strike in February 1981, a series of pit closures and pay re-

straint led to a series of strike ballots and unofficial strikes. The 1984–85 strike is usually dated

as beginning on 6 March 1984 with a walkout at Cortonwood Colliery in Brampton Bierlow, South

Yorkshire, which led the Yorkshire Area of the NUM to call an official strike. The Polmaise colliery

in Scotland was the first pit to be on full strike, having come out in January 1984 in protest at

the decision to close both Polmaise and Bogside, but this was initially not supported by the Scot-

tish NUM.

The strike ended on 3 March 1985 following an NUM vote to return to work. It was a defining mo-

ment in British industrial relations, and the union's defeat significantly weakened the British trade

union movement. It was a major political victory for Margaret Thatcher and the Conservative

Party. The strike became a symbolic struggle, as the NUM, one of the strongest unions in the

country, was viewed by many, including the Conservatives in power, as having brought down the

Heath government in the union's 1974 strike. Unlike the 1970s strikes, it ended with defeat for

the miners and the Thatcher government was able to consolidate its economically liberal pro-

gramme. The political power of the NUM and most British trade unions were severely reduced.

Three deaths resulted from events around the strike: two pickets and a taxi driver taking a non-

striking miner to work.6.5

The
Wives

The
Families

The
Men The

Police
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In 1985 a further example of Thatchers idea of ‘harmony’ was the disgraceful ‘Battle of the Bean-

field’ (1/6/1985). This time she picked on the New Age Travellers (Hippies). The Hippies were an

anathema to her, they represented anarchy, pacifism, disobedience, anti-capitalist, anti-establish-

ment individuals who were likely to demand the right to think for themselves - drop-outs.

The Battle of the Beanfield took place over several hours on 1 June 1985, when Wiltshire Police

prevented The Peace Convoy, a convoy of several hundred New Age travellers, from setting up

the 1985 Stonehenge Free Festival in Wiltshire, England. The police were enforcing a High Court

injunction obtained by the authorities prohibiting the 1985 festival from taking place. Around

1300 police officers took part in the operation against approximately 600 travellers.

The convoy of travellers that were heading for Stonehenge encountered resistance at a police

road block seven miles from the landmark. Police claim that some traveller vehicles then rammed

police vehicles in an attempt to push through the roadblock. Around the same time police

smashed the windows of the convoy's vehicles and some travellers were arrested. The rest broke

into an adjacent field and a stand-off consequently developed that persisted for several hours.

According to the BBC "Police said they came under attack, being pelted with lumps of wood,

stones and even petrol bombs". Conversely, The Guardian states the travellers were not armed

with petrol bombs and that police intelligence suggesting so "was false".

Eventually the police launched another attack during which the worst of the violence is purported

to have taken place. According to The Observer, during this period pregnant women and those

holding babies were clubbed by police with truncheons and the police were hitting "anybody they

could reach". When some of the travellers tried to escape by driving away through the fields, The

Observer states that the police threw truncheons, shields, fire-extinguishers and stones at them

in an attempt to stop them.

Dozens of travellers were injured, 8 police officers and 16 travellers were hospitalised. 537 travel-

lers were eventually arrested. This represents one of the largest mass arrest of civilians since at

least the Second World War, possibly one of the biggest in English legal history.

Two years after the event, a Wiltshire police sergeant was found guilty of Actual Bodily Harm as a

consequence of injuries incurred by a member of the convoy during the Battle of the Beanfield.

In February 1991 a civil court judgement awarded 21 of the travellers £24,000 in damages for

false imprisonment, damage to property and wrongful arrest. The award was swallowed by their

legal bill as the judge did not award them legal costs.6.6
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The violent ‘trespassers’

Arresting a ‘violent’ protester

Dealing with ‘resistance’

The wounded
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Last but not least in our quatrain of Thatcher harmony is the ‘Poll Tax Riot’ of 31/3/1990

The Thatcher government had long promised to replace domestic rates, which were unpopular,

especially among Conservative voters. They were seen by many as an unfair way of raising reve-

nue for local councils. Levied on houses rather than people, the rates meant that someone living

alone had to pay the same amount towards the cost of local services as a multi-person household

living next door, even though the latter had a much larger combined income and were using

more services.

The proposed replacement was a flat-rate per capita Community Charge - "a head tax that saw

every adult pay a fixed rate amount set by their local authority." The new Charge was widely

called a "poll tax" and was introduced in Scotland in 1989 and in England and Wales a year later.

The Charge proved extremely unpopular: while students and the unemployed only had to pay a

small percentage, large families using a relatively small house saw their charges go up considera-

bly, and the tax was thus accused of saving the rich money and moving the expenses onto the

poor.

In November 1989 the All Britain Anti-Poll Tax Federation was set up by the Militant tendency.

Other groups such as the 3D (Don't Register,Don't Pay, Don't Collect) network provided national

coordination for anti poll tax unions who were not aligned to particular political factions. The All

Britain Federation called a demonstration in London for 31 March 1990 which all of the major

networks organised for. Three days before the event, organisers realised the march would be

larger than 60,000 (the capacity of Trafalgar Square) and asked permission from the MPS and

the Department of the Environment to divert the march to Hyde Park. The request was denied on

the basis that the policing had been arranged for Trafalgar Square and there was no time to re-

plan it. A building site on Trafalgar Square with easily accessible supplies of bricks and scaffold-

ing was left largely unsecured while the police set up their centre of operations on the other side

of the square. In the days before the demonstration, two "feeder" marches had followed the

routes of the two mob armies of the Peasants' Revolt of 1381. These arrived at Kennington Park

in South London on 31 March.6.7

The protest Dealing with non-violence
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Remember: “Where there is discord, may we bring harmony. Where there is error, may we bring

truth. Where there is doubt, may we bring faith. And where there is despair, may we bring

peace” Thatcher’s speech on being elected as Prime Minister in 1979

Remember too that ‘History is written by the victors’, and at the time of writing (2016), since

Thatcher, the victor has been the right wing of politics, hopefully the future will see a more bal-

anced view of Thatcher hypocrisy.

Her reign as PM ended in 1990 when she was ousted in a leadership challenge from her fellow

MP’s.

The 1990 Conservative Party leadership election in the United Kingdom took place on 20 Novem-

ber 1990 following the decision of former Defence and Environment Secretary Michael Heseltine

to challenge Margaret Thatcher, the incumbent Prime Minister, for leadership of the Conservative

Party.

Thatcher failed to win outright under the terms of the election in the first ballot, and was persuad-

ed to withdraw from the second round of voting. She announced her resignation on the morning

of 22 November 1990, ending more than 15 years as Conservative leader and 11 years as prime

minister.

Critics of Thatcherism claim that its successes were obtained only at the expense of great social

costs to the British population. Industrial production fell sharply during Thatcher's government,

which critics believe was the reason for increased unemployment during her early years as prime

minister. There were nearly 3.3 million unemployed in Britain in 1984, compared to 1.5 million

when she first came to power in 1979, though that figure had fallen to some 1.6 million by the

end of 1990.

When she resigned in 1990, 28% of the children in Great Britain were considered to be below the

poverty line, a number that kept rising to reach a peak of 30% in 1994 during the government of

Thatcher's successor, John Major.

While credited with reviving Britain's economy, Thatcher also was blamed for spurring a doubling

in the poverty rate. Britain's childhood-poverty rate in 1997 was the highest in Europe.6.8

Dealing with non-violence Inevitable outcome?
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Family Life

Moving on from the background politics we were fortunate enough to continue with our ‘Best of

Times’ as a family with many changes in all our lives. Steven and Jane now young and independ-

ent adults both end this decade as parents whilst Adam became an independent young man of 21.

The chicks were fleeing the nest but family ties were still strong and we had several holidays with

various combinations of family members.

We rented holiday homes particularly in the Yorkshire Dales, the Lake District and in Wales. In

1982 our first Yorkshire trip was to Smeaton in Yorkshire with Jane and Adam (Steven by this

time would probably have been at University and already independent).

In 1983 we booked an old farmhouse in Sedbusk, Yorkshire. For one week we were joined by my

Mum and Dad who travelled up and back by train to be with us, for the other week Steven with

girlfriend Sue joined us.

In 1984 we rented a cottage in Hardraw again in the Yorks dales, this time with Adam and with

Steven and Sue alternating with Jane and boyfriend Steven Stamford, who went by the name of

Steev which helped with differentiating the two Stevens. Steev would become a significant con-

tributor the a branch of the Gardner dynasty.

In 1985 we booked a house in Keswick in the Lake District accompanied by Adam, Steven (with

no girlfriend - don’t know what happened there) and with Jane and Steev (now going steady).

In 1986 we went to Snowdonia in Wales renting a house over which Mount Snowdon loomed

large. The village was called Rhydd Ddu and we shared the house with Steven and his new part-

ner Janice who was to become another significant contributor to the Gardner dynasty. Along with

Janice came her two children Helen and James from her marriage with A.N.Other which was on

the blink at the time. We got to know Helen and James very well.

1987 brought a major change to Pat’s and my life, one which was to influence the next 30 plus

years of our lives.

I began the decade working at STC as an instructor in the Training Department. It was at STC

that I developed my software skills which involved attending several courses in Swindon at Intel

(the chip manufacturer)’s premises to learn the instruction sets for their latest microprocessor

chips. It was here that I met with IBM engineers who were developing the IBM microcomputer

which became an important standard at the time. Also, whilst at STC, I spent two or three weeks

in Antwerp training telephone engineers the basic principles of software. However, STC as a com-

pany was struggling, they had backed the wrong telephone system.

On 19 July 1982, the Government formally announced its intention to privatise British Telecom

with the sale of up to 51 per cent of the company's shares to private investors. This intention was

confirmed by the passing of the Telecommunications Act, 1984, which received Royal Assent on
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12 April that year. The transfer to British Telecommunications plc of the business of British Tele-

com, the statutory corporation, took place on 6 August 1984 and, in November 1984, more than

50 per cent of British Telecom shares were sold to the public.

The new legislation had to enable British Telecom to become more responsive to competition in

the UK and to expand its operations globally. Commercial freedom granted to British Telecom

allowed it to enter into new joint ventures and, if it so decided, to engage in the manufacture of

its own apparatus.6.9

STC’s success in telecommunications was historically linked closely to the G.P.O (General Post

Office), when the G.P.O. (by the eighties British Telecom) became privatised by the Thatcher gov-

ernment relationships became strained as competition set in and STC lost out to other manufac-

turers over the installation of the new generation of computerised telephone exchanges.

The company was established in 1883 as an agent for the US Western Electric company that also

had a factory in Antwerp, Belgium. The London operation sold US-designed telephones and ex-

changes to fledgling British telephone companies.6.10

The remainder of the 1980s saw STC lose its way. An attempt to enter the mainframe computer

market with the takeover of ICL, led to financial strains. The rationale was the convergence of

computing and telecoms but the vision was too early. Almost immediately STC had financial prob-

lems and ICL was ring fenced to preserve it as a profit centre. By 1991, with an aging workforce,

loss of business from the newly privatised BT, production spread over too many expensive sites

and no clear leadership succession to its former chairman, Sir Kenneth Corfield, STC was bought

by Northern Telecom6.10

At STC I had been training telecommunication engineers the fundamentals of software. The engi-

neers were mainly brought up on electro-magnetic systems, relays and uni-selectors etc.

In electrical controls, a stepping switch or uniselector (UK), also known as a stepping relay, is

an electromechanical device which allows an input connection to be connected to one of a

number of possible output connections, under the control of a series of electrical pulses6.11
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In order to get a better understanding of the function of a software program control in a switch-

ing system I would get the engineers to write simple system which could connect selected phone

lines without the need for electro-mechanical switching. Real systems at that time were being

programmed in a language called CHILL (CCITT High Level Language). As no development soft-

ware was available for use on desk top computers, I chose to use Pascal as a structured language

in many ways similar to CHILL.

Pascal is a historically influential imperative and procedural programming language, designed in

1968–69 and published in 1970 by Niklaus Wirth as a small and efficient language intended to

encourage good programming practices using structured programming and data structuring6.12

The training school had been funded from a ring fenced percentage of each department’s yearly

budget and it was the responsibility of the training school to provide appropriate courses at each

department’s request. That all changed, departments became free to spend the whole of their

budget as they wished and the training department was required to compete with outside training

agencies as to costs. Of course it became inevitable that departments reduced their spending on

training all together, even if STC survived, it became likely that the training schools future was in

jeopardy.

By 1987 morale was low and it was time to look for yet another job.

Me on the right demonstrating to some local digni-

taries the work of the training school for a local

newspaper
We were all given a copy of this book
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Checking the jobs vacancy pages in the newspapers regularly I came across an advertisement for

a Software Development Manager required in Staffordshire to manage a group of programmers

involved in writing software for the Education Department. The job was located in Hanley (Stoke

On Trent), the employer Staffs County Council Education Department. It looked interesting and

so, nothing ventured, nothing gained I applied with the usual C.V as one does and then forgot

about it. Unexpectedly I was asked to attend an interview at Unity House, Hanley on a given date

at 9.00 a.m. I agreed to attend.

With Pat and Adam in the car, we started out early for Stoke-on-Trent. Pat and Adam came too as

I wanted them to look around the locale whilst I was being interviewed just in case I was offered

the job. I wanted them to have a say as to the suitability of a move to the area. I had never been

to Stoke-on-Trent but knew it was close to attractive countryside and even to the Peak district

region where we had holidayed.

No satellite navigation systems in those days, finding the city by road map would be easy but

finding the actual location of Unity House in Hanley might have proved more difficult. We turned

off the motorway and approached Stoke at rush hour and crawled towards Hanley. Following our

noses and sign posts we found Unity House and managed to park the car just before 9.00 a.m. I

left Pat and Adam to their own devices and hurried up to the right floor and headed to the inter-

view room - spot on 9.00 o’clock. I was interviewed and offered the job on the spot but had to

make the decision there and then - I said yes I would take up the offer and a start date was de-

cided.

Unfortunately the immediate area around Unity House Hanley was not particularly attractive to

put it mildly And neither Pat nor Adam were particularly impressed by my decision.

We had time to spare before leaving for home, so we headed for more pleasant locations from

which it would be possible for me commute to work and to try to find some Estate Agents to get

some idea of the price of housing. I remember driving to Leek6.13 and to Cheadle (Staffs)6.14, driv-

ing in misty conditions through Froghall6.15, down narrow lanes and up steep hills and through

wild landscapes with a couple of subdued and less than enthusiastic passengers. However, the

Estate Agents literature was very encouraging as the price of housing seemed amazingly cheap

compared with the Enfield area. The die was cast, the move from Enfield was on.

Steven had left home to live with Janice whilst Jane had moved in with Steev, only Adam (who

was still in the sixth form) would have to move with us. We felt bad about Adam having to

change school halfway through sixth form but STC was looking dodgy so a move might have be-

come inevitable and more critical as time went on.

My new boss was to be John W. who turned out to be very helpful and significant to our house

move. Twenty four Carterhatch Road was put on the market at a price significantly higher than

equivalent houses in the Staffordshire area. I was hoping that at last we might be able to afford a
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semi-detached house with room to park the car off of the road. John W. Invited Pat and me to

stay with him while we went house hunting in the area, we took up his offer and arranged for a

weekend visit. From our estate agent literature, we had several possible affordable leads to follow

up, we found a nice four bedroom detached house in Froghall6.15 and put in an offer. Back at John

W’s house we were discussing what we had achieved when John pointed out that his house where

were were staying in Lower Tean6.16 was also on the market, and also at a price within our budget.

This seemed too good to be true as the house was a very big detached four bedroom house with

a good garden and a drive leading to a double garage situated in a quiet cul de sac which in size

could have swallowed up our Enfield house at least two times over. We made an offer and John

accepted.

John W. continued to be of great help, he recommended the Sixth Form college in Fenton6.17 as

being the best option for Adam. As we were working for the Staffs Education Committee, John

pointed me in the right direction to make the appropriate request and as a result, Adam was ac-

cepted to start after the Summer break at the same time as I was committed to start work for

SECC (Staffordshire Educational Computing Centre) at Unity House in Hanley.

Selling number twenty four took rather longer and since Adam and I were committed to start

school and work in September we would have to move north whilst Pat would have to stay in the

south until our house sale was completed. John W. Helped out again by accommodating Adam

and me at the house in Tean until it eventually became our house and we all could move. And so

it was that we went on holiday to Thorpe in the Yorkshire Dales accompanied by Steven, Janice,

Helen and James, Jane staying behind with Steev, our last holiday from Enfield. At the end of the

holiday we took Pat back to Carterhatch Road, Adam and I moved into Teanhurst Close, a dis-

tance of about one hundred and fifty miles apart.

Until the 24 Carterhatch Road sale eventually went through, Adam and I lived and

worked/schooled in Staffordshire, living at 5 Teanhurst Close whilst Pat stayed in Enfield whilst

continuing to work at Spears.  I took Adam to and from school and on Fridays we would leave

early and travel south to spend the weekend with Pat at our old home, returning north early on

Monday mornings. Adam would sleep most of the way back only waking up as we neared Stoke-

on-Trent.

Eventually the sale of 24 Carterhatch went through successfully and we were all able to move to

Lower Tean early in December 1987. We sold our old Edwardian terraced house (bought for

£4000 in 1965), for about £65,000 (approximately £170,000 in 2016 values3.3) with which we

bought our modern large four bed roomed detached house with double garage for about £60,000

(approximately £158,000 in 2016 values3.3), so we had some spare cash to spend on furnishing

the extra spaces.
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With little furniture and stuff to move, we were able to transport everything with the help of Jane

and Steev. Steev found a supplier of cardboard boxes for packing and he drove a hired van with

most of our stuff, the rest (including the cats) we took cars. A new era had begun in earnest.

The 1980’s saw a mass exodus of the Gardners from the Greater London area. My brother John

and his family moved from Edmonton to Bishop’s Cleeve near Cheltenham in Gloucestershire,

shortly after my mum and dad (Peggy and Percy) sold up and followed suit to a bungalow also in

Bishop’s Cleeve near to John. Steven moved in with Janice in Bishop’s Stortford, Hertfordshire.

Jane moved in with Steev in Chelmsford, Essex, we moved to Staffordshire. The Foulstons, Pat’s

mum (May Foulston) remained in Holland-on-Sea as did her aunt and uncle (Kath and Jim). We

were all now well dispersed around the country.

My employment contract with Staffs. County Council included ‘flexi time’ working. This meant

that there was no set start and finish times and if you worked more than the required number of

hours per accounting period, you were able to take time off of work in lieu of overtime. There was

no overtime pay option and ‘time off in lieu’ was limited to a maximum amount. I found this ar-

rangement very convenient and we were able to use this time to our advantage by exploring the

Derbyshire Dales and other local beauty spots on a regular basis.

Throughout the rest of the decade, we continued to holiday with various combinations of family

members.

In 1988 with returned to the Yorkshire Dales by staying in a house in Gunnerside along with Ad-

am, Steve Janice Helen & James.

The Family grows up.

But more importantly, 1988 was a significant year in the family’s history as the younger genera-

tion grew up. On 10th June, Jane and Steev were married, we had a new son-in-law. And on 20th

September 1988 Pat and I became grandparents for the first time with the birth of Charlotte May

Gardner to Steven and Janice.

The 1989 family holiday was also a first for us. Jane and Steev were very keen on canal boating

and were even considering living permanently on a narrow boat, an idea that never came to frui-

tion. However holidaying on a narrow boat was possible, and Pat and I joined with the family holi-

day on the Stratford and Avon canal. Two boats were hired and the crews were Jane, Steev,

Adam, Pat  and me on one boat with Steven , Janice, Helen, James and baby Charlotte on anoth-

er.

The 1990 holiday was another canal trip as we joined with Jane and Steev boating on the Wren-

bury and Llangollen Canals, and we continued in the same vein in 1991 when Adam joined with

Jane and Steev, Pat and I for a narrow boat cruise on the Silsden canal .
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The year 1991 ended on a high note as Pat and I became grandparents for the second time. Phil-

lip was born on 21st of December to Jane and Steev.

This decade also had its sad moments. Pat’s mum, May Foulston,  came to stay with us over

Christmas 1987, our first Christmas in our new house. She was obviously very happy for us that

we had found such a nice place to live. She was also very quiet and slept a great deal. We took

her back to Holland-on-Sea soon after Christmas and said goodbye. We returned home, not too

concerned about her but obviously, as it turned out, things were far from right. Within a short

time later we had a phone call from Pat’s uncle Jim (May’s brother-in-law) who lived local to May

in Holland-on-Sea to say that she had died. The post mortem verdict was a heart attack. In hind-

sight, we should have noticed that there was something wrong, but May was not one to complain

or make a fuss. If she was suffering, she suffered in silence. Pat had by 1988 lost both her father

and mother and also her sister and as the only surviving offspring she inherited Syd and May’s

house.

All this happened at a time when we had recently moved into our new house in Lower Tean, I had

a new job with Staffs. County Council and Adam had a new school, the Fenton Sixth Form College.

We had gained some financial profit from our house move topped up by a small mortgage we had

been able to furnish the the bigger house. We had no motivation for a move to Holland On Sea,

so putting May’s house on the market seemed the sensible thing to do.

Pat and I spent some time clearing out her mum’s home with many trips to the dump. Some fur-

niture we saved, the exact details I forget but I know some furniture survives even to this day in

2016. We may have hired a van, brought stuff back to Lower Tean and stored it in the garage.

Some found a use fairly soon after as will soon become evident.

With May’s house sold and the money in the bank we had to decide how best to invest it. Having

spent many happy holidays in hired cottages, we came up with the idea of buying a holiday cot-

tage for ourselves and hiring it out such times as we didn’t use it. We decided on the Peak district

as the area was relatively local to Lower Tean and the journey would be easily managed for main-

tenance purposes. Hunting around the estate agents and viewing various properties we eventual-

ly decided to buy ‘Sunny View’, a bungalow in Earl Sterndale6.18 within the Peak District National

Park and close to Buxton6.19.

The bungalow needed decorating and furnishing. I built the kitchen furniture and, of course, some

of May’s furniture was put to good use. We hired a holiday booking agency to handle the holiday

lets - we were in business.

Holiday lets proved to be popular and over the next four years we had many satisfied customers

with mostly positive comments in the visitors book. However it meant that at changeover week-

ends whereby one party left on the same day as the next party arrived proved to be challenging

as we would have to drive to Earl Sterndale to clean up the bungalow. Many of our guests left the

place in good order,nice and clean and tidy, but not all and then we were kept very busy making
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the place spick and span before the next guests were due. The worst case situation was when the

guests had washed a dog in the bath and left the mess behind.

We left our phone number to ring in case of any difficulty and I only remember one occasion when

we were called up to solve a ‘problem’. The hot water was controlled from inside the airing cup-

board, as was usual, but people would fiddle unnecessarily with the thermostat setting. In one

case we were phoned during the evening with a complaint of no hot water, we tried to explain

how to set the thermostat correctly but to no avail, they wanted help immediately. We drove to

Earl Sterndale and easily resolved the ‘problem’ whilst trying to remember the old adage ‘the cus-

tomer is always right’.

As well as holiday lets, Pat and I stayed there for short breaks from time to time.

We continued letting Sunny View (which we generally thought of as ‘the cottage’) for four years

from 1987 to 1991.

     Sunny View 1989

In 2016 as I write this Pat still has the Guest Book that we left in the cottage for the paying

Guests to leave comments. Browsing through I found virtually all satisfied customers with only a

few criticisms such as “The double bed does rather sag in the middle” and “Where is the shaver

socket?” - there wasn’t one. Some confessions “Apologies - accident in single bed last night. All

washed out and drying. May I suggest mattress waterproof covers to save the mattresses. Also a

clothes line for the bathroom”. Good idea. Many references to “very clean and comfortable” and

as we let it for the whole year many appreciated the coal fire in the winter. One guest was a bud-

ding poet:

Super Cottage for our stay,
Rather nice weather as its only May.
At Alton Towers had a lovely time
And we’ve all enjoyed the hills to climb.
This type of holiday you couldn’t knock
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Except every night, the terrible shock,
Of the hourly DING-DONG of the village clock.

I hope he didn’t give up the day job.

Allowing dogs proved popular. Entries included ‘shep’, ‘muffin’, ‘Danny’, ‘two border terriers’, ‘a

bearded collie’, and ‘our dog will sleep for weeks’. Presumably it was one of these that had the

bath.

One visitor had trouble with the local brew ‘Should have shown more respect for the local “Pedi-

gree” bitter in the “Quiet Woman” - HEAVY!”. The Quiet Women was the local pub’.

Many entries included references to the weather - always unpredictable in the Peak District. One

entry states ‘A bit of mist a lot of snow and some sunshine’.

We had visitors over the Christmas period and New Years Eve. We sometimes used ‘the cottage’

for our own breaks including one with my mum and dad (Peggy and Percy). Their entry was dat-

ed 4th - 6th April 1990 and stated ‘Cottage very comfortable. Only thing missing was a cup of tea

in bed’

Pat’s entries in the visitors book for the times we used the cottage usually included such state-

ments as ‘.. To do a few repairs and spring clean’ and ‘did a few repairs’ there always seemed to

be something needed mending. I particularly remember one time we stayed and sitting in the

garden imagining one day retiring and living permanently in Earl Sterndale, it was not to be.

Towards the end of 1991 Jane and Steev were having housing problems owing to the Thatcher

governments interest rate and other policies. The property they were buying in Chelmsford be-

came affected by ‘negative equity’. ‘As a result of the Thatcher government's decision to target

and control inflation – seen by many people then and now as a necessary move – interest rates

(and therefore mortgage repayments) never fell below about 7.4% during Thatcher's premiership,

and peaked at 17%’.6.20

The term negative equity was widely used in the United Kingdom during the economic recession

between 1991 and 1996, and in Hong Kong between 1998 and 2003. These recessions led to in-

creased unemployment and a decline in property prices, which in turn led to an increase in repos-

sessions by banks and building societies of properties worth less than the outstanding debt.6.21

This is all part of Jane’s story and so it’s not appropriate to write more here. However, the result

of these problems were exacerbated by her pregnancy in late 1991 and it became expedient that

she should move into 5 Teanhurst Close with Steev as her due date approached. And so Phillip,

our eldest grandson, was born in Stoke-on-Trent maternity hospital on 21 Dec 1991.

It seemed only sensible that Jane, Steev and Phillip should move into Sunny View and make it

their family home and so we closed our holiday letting business with the agency and Jane’s family

became based in Earl Sterndale Derbyshire.
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In 1991 Pat’s aunt Kath, Uncle Jim’s wife, who lived in Holland-on-Sea died aged about 90, Jim

had become the sole family member living in Holland-on-Sea, a fact that became significant later.

Epilogue to the 1980’s

Writing this chapter in 2016, the 1980’s seems long ago, but an event in 1989 has recently be-

come current news - the Hillsborough disaster. The Hillsborough disaster was a human crush that

caused the deaths of 96 people and injured 766 others at a football match between Liverpool and

Nottingham Forest at Hillsborough Stadium, Sheffield, England, on 15 April 1989. The match was

the 1988–89 FA Cup semi-final, with Hillsborough, home ground of Sheffield Wednesday, selected

as a neutral venue. The crush occurred in pens in the Leppings Lane stand, allocated to Liverpool

fans. Steel fencing between the spectators and the playing field prevented victims from escaping

the overcrowded western stand. At the time, such fencing was commonly used in English football

stadiums to prevent friendly and hostile pitch invasions. The interim report in the 1989–90 official

inquiry into the disaster by Lord Taylor said that "the main reason for the disaster was the failure

of police control" by South Yorkshire Police. In 2016, a new inquiry returned a verdict that the

victims were unlawfully killed as a result of many reasons including poor police management,

stadium design and maintenance and inadequate response by emergency services6.23

At this moment in time (May 2016) it remains to be seen if the verdict of unlawful killing leads to

any prosecutions.

The 1980’s saw great changes in attitudes, for me it seemed that the post-war years were finally

over and the ties of suffering that had brought people together to create a consensus viewpoint in

politics and attitudes was now outdated and superceded by aspirational individualism, ‘every man

for himself’ and let the ‘devil take the hindmost’. Greed was good (apparently). As Margaret

Thatcher said in 1980 "Nobody would remember the Good Samaritan if he had only good inten-

tions. He had money as well."6.22 And in 1987 “There is no such thing as society. There are indi-

vidual men and women and there are families.”6.22

But the decade had once again been good to us as we continued to live in our best of times.
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Steven with Charlotte - born 20 Sep 1988

Jane with Phillip - born 21 Dec 1991

Our first two grandchildren
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5 Teanhurst Close



7. Towards a New Millennium

The 1990’s

1992 - 2002

Beacon Hill - The highest point in Norfolk at 338 feet.
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1990's

1992 to 2002

Towards a New Millennium

This decade began with a great sadness. On 3rd Feb 1992, Percy William Gardner, my dad, died

of a heart attack. No one, as far as I am aware, had any idea that he was ill or that he had any

sort of heart problem. Although, it would be in character for dad not to have informed anyone if

he knew there was a problem. Later, I asked mum if she was aware of any health issues but

hadn’t kept us informed (as dad would have wished), but she insisted that she was as much

shocked and surprised as the rest of us. He was 75 years old.

Even today, 24 years later, I still miss him, a great influence in my life. A gentle, totally honest

and honourable man. A committed pacifist who only once slapped (tapped) me as a child - a

deed which mum confided in me, he took weeks of guilty self reproach over. (I bet I deserved it,

I must have really wound him up over something). A lifelong socialist, the proper kind, how he

would have hated ‘New labour’.

A talented pianist who, in different circumstances, would have been a great pianist (he would

never have agreed to that statement). And he could be great fun. I always asked him to play

Rachmaninoff’s Prelude in C# Minor which, for those who don’t know the work, begins with three

powerful descending chords. He would ostentatiously adjust his sleeves, re-arrange the piano

stool, pause dramatically with hands raised over the keyboard then crash down the descending

chords only to miss the keyboard entirely on the last chord.

He was unashamedly working class but also unashamedly intellectual in his love of classical mu-

sic and literature. I believe he had some involvement with, or at least, supported the ideals of

the WEA (Workers Educational Association)

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE EARLY YEARS OF THE WEA

THE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN LABOUR AND LEARNING

The founder of the WEA was a man who had left school at the age of fourteen and started life as

an office boy. Albert Mansbridge, while still in his fourteenth year, enrolled in a University Exten-

sion Course on "The Chemistry of Everyday Life" and won a certificate with distinction at the end

of it. As a young man he continued to make considerable use of University Extension lectures and

became very involved in the educational work of the Co-operative movement. His

interest in these two spheres involved a realization that the University Extension movement was

failing to attract working people despite their need for higher education and he felt that, though

the Co-operative Movement was doing much good educational work and had itself made consider-

able use of Extension education, providing ready-made audiences for university lecturers, it was
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not enough to confine the initiative on the workers' side to the Co-operative

Movement. He began to talk of an alliance between labour and learning, in which University au-

thorities could be brought in touch with the workers through their various organisations. He be-

lieved that such an association would help to show that working people had the determination

and ability to undertake serious, systematic study of a university standard and would represent

their educational needs on a national scale. The "partnership between labour and learning" was

not to be merely a convenient administrative arrangement; it would be a true partnership in

which the workers would be helped in an objective search, in all branches of learning, to acquire

knowledge which would enable them to decide for themselves what to think about the society in

which they lived and worked.7.1

TRADE UNION LINKS

The interest of the trade unions in the educational opportunities provided by the WEA built up

steadily in the early years and many trade union branches became affiliated to WEA branches. To

strengthen and give cohesion to this educational work, the Workers' Educational Trade Union

Committee (known as the WETUC) was formed in 1919. An educational service was designed on

the broad framework of the WEA's branch and district programmes but with special

relevance to trade unionists. The Iron and Steel Trades' Confederation under the leadership of

Arthur Pugh (later Sir Arthur) played an important part in the formation of the Committee and

some 42 other unions, including the Transport and General Workers' Union, the Union of Shop.

Distributive and Allied Workers and the General and Municipal Workers' Union, affiliated and were

able to take advantage of the WEA's considerable organisational experience and

professional teaching resources.  The WETUC occupied an important place in the organisation of

trade union education until 1964 when the TUC's reorganised education scheme came into

effect.7.1

He was a onetime member of the SPGB (Socialist Party of Great Britain) which still exists to this

day (2016).

The Socialist Party is like no other political party in Britain. It is made up of people who have

joined together because we want to get rid of the profit system and establish real socialism.

Our aim is to persuade others to become socialist and act for themselves, organizing democrati-

cally and without leaders, to bring about the kind of society that we advocate.

We are solely concerned with building a movement of socialists for socialism. We are not a re-

formist party with a programme of policies to patch up capitalism.7.2

A registered conscientious objector during the war although I suspect as someone working in the

radar industry he could have been classified as having a ‘reserved occupation’ and thus could

have avoided attending a trial to prove his case - this I do not know for sure but would have cer-

tainly been in character.
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A committed atheist he would not have wanted a religious ceremony for his funeral. Mum knew

this and was desperate to avoid involving any member of the clergy of whatever denomination.

To do so would have been a travesty and an insult to everything he stood for. John (my brother)

and I researched the situation and discovered that there was no legal requirement to employ

anyone to officiate at a funeral ceremony, i.e. we could do it ourselves. This we did. John organ-

ised a document full of entries from family members of their favourite memories, I organised a

soundtrack of music and poems associated with dad.

The first track was the first movement of Beethoven’s Violin Sonata in F Major op 24 “Spring”,

this was very personal for me as I used to attempt the violin part to dad’s piano accompaniment.

My crude scraping and error rate contrasting with dad;’s accomplished piano performance. The

second track was a recording of the poem Sea Fever by John Masefield:

I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by,
And the wheel's kick and the wind's song and the white sail's shaking,
And a grey mist on the sea's face, and a grey dawn breaking.

I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied;
And all I ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying,
And the flung spray and the blown spume, and the sea-gulls crying.

I must go down to the seas again, to the vagrant gypsy life,
To the gull's way and the whale's way, where the wind's like a whetted knife;
And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow-rover,
And quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the long trick's over.

Track 3 was Prospero’s lines from the Tempest by William Shakespeare:

You do look, my son, in a moved sort,
As if you were dismay'd: be cheerful, sir.
Our revels now are ended. These our actors,
As I foretold you, were all spirits and
Are melted into air, into thin air:
And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,
The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,
Ye all which it inherit, shall dissolve
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,
Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.

Track 4 was Chopin - Etude in C minor op.10 no.12 "Revolutionary". A very complex, fast piece

which, when dad attempted, involved strong words not suitable for young people or refined com-

pany.

Track 5 was Abou Ben Adhem by James Leigh Hunt
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Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase!)
Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,
And saw, within the moonlight in his room,
Making it rich, and like a lily in bloom,
An angel writing in a book of gold:

Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold,
And to the presence in the room he said,
"What writest thou?" The vision raised its head,
And with a look made of all sweet accord,
Answered, "The names of those who love the Lord."
"And is mine one?" said Abou. "Nay, not so,"
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low,
But cheerly still; and said, "I pray thee, then,
Write me as one that loves his fellow men."
The angel wrote, and vanished. The next night
It came again with a great wakening light,
And showed the names whom love of God had blest,
And lo! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest.

I don’t know if this was a favourite of dad’s but the sentiment behind the poem is very much dad.

Percy Gardner’s name would lead all the rest I’m sure.

Track 6 was the finale of the last movement of Mahler’s Symphony number 2 ‘The Resurrection’,

probably the most powerful and moving music ever written. Dad and I shared a passion for Mahl-

er and we had attended several live performances of Mahler Symphonies. This music always

brings tears to my eyes.

Track 7, the last track was the first movement of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, a piece of music

everyone present could associate with dad. As this music played, John and I put our hands to-

gether over the button which sent dad’s coffin away as jointly and tearfully we operated the

switch. I hope we did justice to a great husband, father, father-in-law, grandfather, friend and

thoroughly decent man. If dad was wrong and there is a heaven, I hope they’ve got a decent

piano because, undoubtedly he will be playing there and you can expect to hear the heavenly

Moonlight Sonata.

Dad working for the capitalists

(a rare picture)
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Dad: front row left with younger
brother John.

Dad’s Mum: Ethel Gardner (nee Bar-
trip) : back row left.

with

Dad’s Grandmother: Sarah Bartrip
(nee Crockett)

Mum and dad holidaying in
Bournmouth - late 1940’s

Mum and Dad holidaying 1950’s
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The World of Work

From a job perspective, the 1990’s was the first decade in which I didn’t change my employer, I

had settled down at last. However, his did not mean that I worked at the same location for all of

the decade.

Unity House in Hanley was the property of Stoke-on-Trent City Council, I worked for Stafford-

shire County Council LEA (Local Education Authority). When I joined SECC in 1987, the County

Authority was responsible for schools throughout the whole of Staffordshire which included those

schools within the city of Stoke-on-Trent. As I understand it, the County Council rented space in

Unity House from the city council which was occupied by us. Two factors changed the situation.

Unity House turned out to be a white elephant. It was built in 1975 and used by Stoke-on-Trent

City Council up until 1992 when the City Council moved its base of operations to the town of

Stoke, Unity House being located in Hanley. Stoke is polycentric, having been formed by a federa-

tion of six towns in the early 20th century. It took its name from Stoke-upon-Trent, where the

town hall and the railway station are located. Hanley is the primary commercial centre. The four

other towns are Burslem, Tunstall, Longton and Fenton.7.3. After the City Council operations

moved out, SECC continued in its corner of the building whilst the remainder and majority of the

building became deserted. The main problem this caused for us was the canteen, which used to

be located on the top floor of the building was now gone and so were the cheap hot meals that it

provided.

My role with SECC was originally to manage a small software development team of about six pro-

grammers including me. The work also involved some support work on location, visiting schools

throughout the authority. After the move to Hixon the amount of software development de-

creased and became more integrated with software support. Eventually I became a one man

team working on my own project which involved linking schools to the centre via the telephone

network using a package called pcAnywhere (now long obsolete).

On the whole this was the best and last job I ever had and it lasted until I retired in 2004.

In 1997 the City Council became a ‘Unitary Authority’ the effect of which meant that schools in

the city became managed by the City Council rather than the County Council and were thus no

longer the responsibility of SECC, as a result we were moved from Unity House in Hanley to a

premises in the village of Hixon a few miles from Stafford the County Town of Staffordshire and

where the HQ of Staffordshire County Council was located. Our offices were the redundant class-

rooms at the rear of the village school, the front classrooms remained the local primary school.
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My office

Unity House Hanley

View from my office 1987

Unity House was demolished in 2005.
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Politics of the 90’s

“I mean that the entire system nowadays is only geared to accommodating a tiny minority of polit-

ical opinion. The left’s moved way over to the right, the right’s moved a tiny bit to the left, the

circle’s been closed and everyone else can go fuck themselves.”

Quotation from the novel ‘The Closed Circle’ by Jonathan Coe7.4

Margaret Thatcher resigned as Prime Minister in 1990 her place was taken by John Major who

remained Prime Minister over a Tory Government until the Labour victory in 1997. We were then

to have a Labour Government under Tony Blair followed by Gordon Brown until 2010. But the left

had moved ‘way over to the right’ under the guise of ‘New Labour’.

New Labour refers to a period in the history of the British Labour Party from the mid-1990s to

the late 2000s, under leaders Tony Blair and Gordon Brown. The name dates from a conference

slogan first used by the party in 1994 which was later seen in a draft manifesto published in

1996, called New Labour, New Life For Britain. It was presented as the brand of a newly re-

formed party that had altered Clause IV and endorsed market economics. The branding was ex-

tensively used while the party was in government, between 1997 and 2010. New Labour won

landslide election victories in 1997 and 2001, and won again in 2005. In 2007, Blair resigned as

the party's leader and was succeeded by Gordon Brown.

The "New Labour" brand was developed to regain trust from the electorate and to portray a de-

parture from "Old Labour", which was criticised for its breaking of election promises and its links

between trade unions and the state. The "New Labour" brand was used to communicate the par-

ty's modernisation to the public. It was coordinated by Alastair Campbell, who centralised the

party's communications and used his experience in journalism to achieve positive media relations.

In 2002, following criticism from Philip Gould, Blair announced the need to reinvent the brand

based on a unified domestic policy and greater assertion in foreign affairs. Following the leader-

ship of Neil Kinnock and John Smith, the party under the New Labour brand attempted to widen

its electoral appeal and, by the 1997 general election, had made significant gains in the upper

and middle classes. Labour maintained this wider support in the 2001 and 2005 elections. The

brand was retired in 20107.5

Clause IV was effectively the Labour party’s commitment to socialism adopted by the party in

1918. Its aims:

To secure for the workers by hand or by brain the full fruits of their industry and the most equita-

ble distribution thereof that may be possible upon the basis of the common ownership of the

means of production, distribution and exchange, andi.e the best obtainable system of popular

administration and control of each industry or service.7.6

I.e. New Labour was not a Socialist Party, a move back to socialism would not happen until 2016

when a shift back to the left was the trend among the rank and file of the Labour party.
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Holidays

Holidays throughout this decade included two canal trips, one in 1992, the other at the other end

of the decade in 2001.

In 1992 we took the circular route around the Warwickshire Ring. The crew on this trip consisted

of myself, Pat, Adam, Jane, Steev, Baby Phillip, and Rebo (Jane and Steev’s dog).

In 2001 we travelled up and back along the Llangollen. This crew had a new family member, Fe-

licity, and consisted of myself, Pat, Jane, Steev, Phil, and young Floss (Felicity).

Our third grandchild Felicity Stamford was born on 14th Sept 1993 to Jane and Steev. For many

years we knew Felicity as Floss but in more recent times (2016) Fliss has become Felicity’s pre-

ferred moniker.

We continued throughout the decade to rent self-catering holiday accommodation.

In 1992 we hired a cottage at Walwyns Castle, Pembrokeshire, with Steven and Charlotte. Ste-

ven was experiencing difficulties in his relationship with Janice at this time, difficulties which

eventually led to a breakup. This holiday was significant in that it led to many family holidays in

Broad Haven, Pembrokeshire, holidays that continued until the time of writing in 2016.

In 1993 Pat and I had the first holiday together, just the pair of us, for about thirty years; in fact

since our honeymoon in 1962. We hired a cottage at Dunstan Hill in Northumbria. We explored

around the Northumbrian coast. We took a boat trip to the Farne Islands, we visited Lindisfarne,

we walked to the summit of the Cheviot (The Cheviot is the highest summit in the Cheviot Hills in

the far north of England, only 2 km from the Scottish border. It is the last major peak on the

Pennine Way) 7.8

Holidays other than the, now well established, canal trips and rented self-catering holiday homes,

took on a whole new approach to accommodation. We took to camping in a tent, something we

would not have considered but for a twist in events. In on the 5th Sep. 1993 Steven and Adam

attempted the ‘Coast to Coast’ walk.

The Coast to Coast Walk is a 192-mile (309 km)[2] unofficial and mostly unsignposted long-

distance footpath in Northern England. Devised by Alfred Wainwright, it passes through three

contrasting national parks: the Lake District National Park, the Yorkshire Dales National Park, and

the North York Moors National Park.

Wainwright recommends that walkers dip their booted feet in the Irish Sea at St Bees and, at the

end of the walk, in the North Sea at Robin Hood's Bay7.7

We drove the intrepid pair to St Bees on the West Coast and planned to pick them up from Robin

Hoods Bay on the East Coast on receiving a call announcing the completion of the walk.

Unfortunately things didn’t go to plan. They were carrying on their backs everything they needed
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including the tent. At the end of each day they needed to set up camp somewhere suitable, make

a meal or find a pub or cafe. One of them suffered an injury which made progress increasingly

difficult until it became obvious that they could go no further. They completed about two thirds of

the walk when they phoned from a pub that they needed help home. I took the phone call at

work and left promptly, informed Pat of the problem and drove to the pub in somewhere in York-

shire (I forget exactly where) and drove them home. They got so near yet so far.

In 1994 Pat and I hired a holiday flat in Fort William (Scotland), We shared the long drive north

taking each 100 miles in turn. We used Pat’s Vauxhall Nova for the journey. We had not quite

escaped the family as during one night there was a knock on the door. Cautiously and with great

trepidation I opened the door to discover Adam with a group of University friends. They had driv-

en the long journey and were too late to pitch their tent and so, knowing we were in the vicinity,

somehow they had made enquiries as to our whereabouts. We took them in - for one night only,

our holiday then proceeded as planned, just the two of us.

On Sunday 19th June, we walked to the top of Ben Nevis to find the summit covered in snow.

Ben Nevis (Scottish Gaelic: Beinn Nibheis, is the highest mountain in the British Isles. Standing

at 1,346 metres (4,414 ft) above sea level, it is located at the western end of the Grampian

Mountains in the Lochaber area of the Scottish Highlands, close to the town of Fort William.7.9

We toured all over the Highlands in bright weather, the sky blue, the tops of the mountains in

snow.

But family holidays were not to be abandoned. In August 1994 we hired Millmoor Farm at the

seaside in Broadhaven Pembrokeshire. The party consisted of Pat and myself with Jane and

Steev, Phillip and baby Fliss, Steven and Charlotte, and Adam (plus Rebo the dog). We fell in

love with Broadhaven and have returned many times since.

By 1994 Adam had left school and had been studying as a student at Huddersfield University. In

1995 he was able to spend a year working at a European University in Florence Italy as part of

his studies. In February 1995 Pat and I were able to fly to Italy to spend a week with Adam stay-

ing in his digs (very cheaply). Adam was working so Pat and I made our own way about and visit-

ed the usual tourist sites: San Lorenzo, Ponta Vechio, Uffizi Palace, the Duomo, Fiesole, St Croce,

etc but was able to take some time off and took us by train to Piza for the day.

In September 1995 Steven and Adam decided to tackle the coast to coast walk once more. I al-

ways believed that they should try again but in a more organised fashion. I had noticed that

there were companies that shuttled tents and camping gear ahead of each days walk, setting up

camp at predetermined sites thus relieving the walkers of their heavy loads.

Sherpa Van Project is a daily baggage moving service for the Coast to Coast and all of Britain's

major walking routes.7.8
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Of course there was a financial cost for this, but I wondered if Pat and I could take on the role of

‘Sherpas’.

In addition to a small backpackers tent, Adam owned a two person frame tent made by Cabanon.

We decided that Pat and I could sleep in the Cabanon and use the car to drive across the route

setting up camp ahead of the boys and picking them up at the end of each days walk, setting

them down at the same place the next morning - but that meant camping for all!

We loaded the car with the two tents, sleeping bags, cooking gear and so on 30th August 1995 we

journeyed to St Bees to drop off the intrepid walkers. Pat and I then drove on to a campsite near

Keswick called Dale Bottom Farm (OS map ref 089/297217).7.11

With no difficulty we pitched the tents and set up camp - and we loved it!! (At the time of writing

in 2016 we have since set up camp in tents and campervans at various sites all over the country

a number of times every year with no end in sight as we plan for more trips this year).

We were free during the day to explore the local area and visited Castlerigg Stone Circle7.12 for

the first time. (Stone Circles and ancient sites were to become more significant to us in later

years).

As we ‘sherperd’ our way across to the west coast we pitched up at Kirkby Stephen, (Pennine

View Caravan Park7.13 - OS map ref 091/772075); Richmond, (Brompton on Swale Caravan

Park7.14 - OS map ref 092/197004) and Gt. Broughton,  (White House Farm. Caravan Park - OS

map ref 093/555071)

We collected the triumphant pair at Robin Hood’s Bay7.15 on Sunday 10th September.

Pat and I had so enjoyed the experience that, in 1996, we bought ourselves a tent - a

Cabanon7.16 frame tent of course (see page 148).

In 1996 we were once again required as sherpas, Adam and one of his university friends, Peter,

decided to cycle the coast to coast route. Not the usual route chosen by cyclists, but the route

First Campsite - Keswick Triumphant Walkers - Robin Hood’s Bay
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across country used by walkers - a demanding challenge. We used Peter’s car as it was fitted

with racks for the bikes but I did all the driving. Pat and I, of course, used our new Cabanon tent.

Naturally the bikes crossed the country faster than feet and so we had to pitch at more sites than

last time in order to keep up with the day to day progress. We pitched at Lamplugh; Great

Langdale (National Trust Site); and Kirkby Stephen (Pennine View again) in Cumbria; then Rich-

mond (Brompton-on-Swale again); Osmotherly and Robin Hood’s Bay in North Yorks. One night

in each.

For the rest of the decade, we used the Cabanon to camp far and wide throughout the country:

The Welsh Borders, (Bodfari and Montgomery);

Wales, (St David’s, Rhandirmwyn, Tal Y Bont, Crickhowell);

Cumbria, (Keswick, Kirkby Stephen);

Northumberland, (Haltwhistle, Dunstan Hill);

Lancs, (Clitheroe);

Worcs, (Blackmore);

Wilts, (Devizes, Salisbury);

Dorset, (Cerne Abbas);

Somerset, (Glastonbury);

Isle of Anglesey, (Lligwy Tyddyn Isaf);

Scotland, (Lauder, Dingwall, Wick, Poolewe, Oban, Culzean Castle);

Orkney Islands (Kirkwall);

Notts, (Clumber Park);

Oxfordshire, (Chipping Norton);

N.Yorks, (Sheriff Hutton);

County Durham, (Barnard Castle).

The new Cabanon, Pat & Me Triumphant cyclists, Adam & Friend
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The Millennium Bug

In the final months of 1999 concern grew into panic that the millennium bug was going to cause

computers to malfunction and potentially endanger everything from tills to power stations.7.18

What was this ‘bug’ that caused so much concern, panic even? Actually nothing much at all and

I doubt if there was much in the way of inconvenience let alone disaster.

A ‘bug’ was, and still is and probably will be the shorthand term for an error in a computer sys-

tem. The Millennium Bug was all about the calculation of time difference, e.g. the age of some-

thing or someone as a result of the date year changing from 1999 to 2000.

Early computers were historically always short of storage space. In the very early computers

such as I worked with in the 1960’s, a single ‘bit’ (i.e. a 0 or 1) was stored in a ring of magnetic

ferrite material.

Magnetic-core memory was the predominant form of random-access computer memory for

20 years between about 1955 and 1975. Such memory is often just called core memory, or,

informally, core.

Core uses tiny magnetic toroids (rings), the cores, through which wires are threaded to write

and read information. Each core represents one bit of information. The cores can be magnetized

in two different ways (clockwise or counterclockwise) and the bit stored in a core is zero or one

depending on that core's magnetization direction. The wires are arranged to allow for an individ-

ual core to be set to either a one or a zero and for its magnetization to be changed by sending

appropriate electric current pulses through selected wires. The process of reading the core caus-

es the core to be reset to a zero, thus erasing it. This is called destructive readout. When not

being read or written, the cores maintain the last value they had, even when power is turned off.

This makes them nonvolatile.

Using smaller cores and wires, the memory density of core slowly increased, and by the late

1960s a density of about 32 kilobits per cubic meter was typical7.17

On my desk in front of me now (2016) is a memory stick 5 cm. X 2 cm. X 0.5 cm approx. which

stores up to 32 GB i.e. 274,877,906,944 data bits (0’s or 1’s). And I expect the future will see

even greater storage density.

As storage space was once at a premium, data such as dates were abbreviated so that the value

for the year was reduced by a factor of 2 by storing only the units and tens. For example, my

birth date would be stored as 20 02 42, rather than 20 02 1942.

Calculating my age from a date in the future was no problem so long as the future date was I

the twentieth century. For example, my age in 1992 would be 92 minus 42 = 50 years.
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However as the century became the twenty first century problems arose. In 2002 my age would

have been calculated as 02 minus 42 = -40. And that’s it, that’s the millennium bug.

For programmers, the ‘bug’ was easily fixed. In the case of my job with SECC, a quick phone

call to SIMS who supplied our software resulted in a new version with a software ‘patch’ which

readily dealt with the dates ‘problem’. And this was the case generally, software companies

probably made a fortune out of fixing this dangerous ‘bug’ which was about to bring the world

to a standstill.

There was another and lesser known problem with the year 2000 and the number of days in a

leap year. There is a leap year every year whose number is perfectly divisible by four - except

for years which are both divisible by 100 but not divisible by 400.

So 2000 is perfectly divisible by 4 which would make it a leap year except for the fact that it is

divisible by 100, which should then make it a normal year except for the fact that it is divisible

by 400 which then means that 2000 was in fact a leap year. Not all software recognised the

subtlety of the 400 year rule. But still no airplanes fell out of the sky, no powers stations ground

to a halt, nor cash machines lose or gain money.

The Millennium bug was a damp squib but fun (for some) at the time.

Some Media Reaction:

A government watchdog is warning that some parts of the UK may not be ready for emergencies

caused by the millennium bug.

The National Audit Office is urging the government millennium bug taskforce Action 2000 and

the Cabinet Office to apply pressure to councils to ensure they have contingencies in place.

The NAO's report says the public sector is largely ready for potential bug problems, caused by

computer chips being unable to deal with the year 2000.

But it warns there is still "a wide variation in progress by local authorities".
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The report says: "Despite best efforts, unforeseen disaster could nevertheless arise.

"Local authorities may also find that the normal mutual arrangements cannot be relied upon, and

that any help from the military will be severely limited by other pressures."7.19

Planes would fall out of the sky. There would be drought, famine, thousands of deaths and bil-

lions wiped off the markets. Only the millennium bug never happened. Was it fixed? Or were we

suckered by an opportunistic computer industry? By Andy Beckett7.20

All it needs is for the sun to move across the planet, hauling the darkness behind it, for midnight

to strike, and, hour by hour, country by country, computers will die. And with them may die the

world's electricity grids, its telecommunications, its water supplies, its defence networks: the

entire corpus of veins which carries the lifeblood of an electronic society faces sudden death

from the technological equivalent of a cardiac arrest. The journalists know it is going to happen,

because they themselves have written the stories which have predicted it. The millennium bug

is finally coming.7.21

It was fun while it lasted.

2000 was a leap year
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Back to the real world of family matters.

After Adam left University he was looking for paid work, through my job I heard of a vacancy for

a programmer in a company called SIMS who wrote and supplied school management software.

SIMS were based in Bedford; the company today (2016) exists as CAPITA SIMS7.18. Our Stafford-

shire schools used SIMS software and part of my support role was to liaise with SIMS over prob-

lems, bugs etc. Adam decided to apply and was accepted. One member of the support desk

personnel was Jill Turner. Adam’s relationship with Jill developed until Adam, having married Jill,

another two grandchildren arrived. Gracie was born on 16th May 1998 to be followed by Alex on

13 July 1999.

By the end of this decade, our final tally of grandchildren had become five; Charlotte Gardner,

Phillip and Felicity Stamford and Gracie and Alex Gardner

Jane and Steev were eventually able to buy their own house in Peak Dale.

Peak Dale is a small village in Derbyshire, England. It is located between Dove Holes and Buxton,

between 2 quarries. The population falls in the civil parish of Wormhill.

The village used to house quarry workers and their families, but some of the original houses have

now been demolished. The village has a club, a playground, and a primary school, which are all

used frequently by residents of the village.7.22

Sunny View became vacant once again but we had no desire to let it out again as a holiday home

and so we put it on the market and it was sold in Dec 1999 for £80,000 (we had purchased it for

£45,000).

Phillip & Felicity Gracie & AlexCharlotte

Steven = Janice Glen Jane = Steev Stamford Adam = Jill Turner
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UNCLE JIM

1906 - 2001

Uncle Jim (Ernest Robert James Foulston) was Pat’s paternal uncle. It was during the latter half

of this decade that Jim became significant in our family life.

Jim’s wife, Auntie Kath, who had died in 1991 aged 90, was five years older than Jim. For all of

this decade Jim had been a widower. He continued to live in their bungalow in Holland-on-Sea for

several years after Kath’s death. However as he grew older it became increasingly difficult for

him to manage. He used the ‘meals on wheels’ service and was regularly visited by a social work-

er. His younger sister Ivy had died young in the 1960’s and his younger brother (Pat’s father)

Syd had died in 1977 at the young age of 63, his sister-in-law (Pat’s mother) had died in 1988,

Pat now had become his only living relative.

Holland-on-Sea was about a four hour drive from Lower Tean and so it was not realistic for us to

be able to deal with his everyday needs, and dealing with any emergency was out of the question.

We approached Jim with the idea of living in a residential care home - an idea not well received

however, it became obvious to Jim that a care home was, in the final analysis, the only realistic

solution to his decreasing physical capabilities.

Pat and I visited care homes in the Essex area on Jim’s behalf but we were not impressed. We

also visited several homes local to us with more confidence because we would be at hand to deal

with any problems that might arise. Eventually Jim reluctantly agreed, in fact he realised that

this was the only practical solution. We booked him into a care home local to us which had im-

pressed us with its facilities and ethos. Jim would be a paying guest.

One of the saddest moments came as we collected him from his home, the place he new and

loved and would leave along with particular lady friend he had become close to, and took him

away to an uncertain future. I still feel the anguish of that situation.

For his funeral I wrote out what we knew of Jim’s life story for everyone to read. I copy it here

for generations to come to know something of a truly lovely man.

From "Jim's Story" document distributed at Jim's funeral.

Ernest Robert James Foulston was born on 10 March 1906 in Stoke Newington, London. Named

after his father, the young Ernest was known as, and has always been known as Jim, or in later

life, Uncle Jim. He was the eldest of three children, having a younger sister Ivy and younger

brother Sid.

At about four years of age young Jim contracted polio - or infantile paralysis as it was known at

that time. The disease left him with a withered left leg requiring a leg iron and a built up boot.

Jim told us that - His father would carry him across London to different hospitals where he re-
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ceived various treatments including placing his leg in a bucket of water and receiving electric

shocks." He also told of - Being isolated at school where he was prevented from attending games

and swimming lessons because of his disability.

During the Great War, Jim's father fought with the artillery and some time in 1918 during the last

days of the war lost a leg. Jim told us how -He would travel by bus across London to be with his

father who was convalescing in a military hospital. He told of how he would wait for a particular

bus in which his Uncle was the conductor, in this way he would travel for free. It was during this

period that Jim's father produced the embroidered cushion covers with the regimental badge de-

sign. Jim kept these until late in life he gave them to his niece Pat, who has them still.

As a young man, Jim joined a cycling club. He managed to ride a fixed wheel bicycle which car-

ried the pedals round thus requiring little effort from his left leg. It is as a member of the cycle

club that he met Kathleen McDermott his future wife. Jim told us - Kath was from an Irish family.

She worked in a shoe shop in Romford. This led to many bike rides between Stoke Newington

and Romford - and many late night return journeys.

Jim also told of - London to Brighton runs, multiple pile-ups in the Blackwall tunnel and of push-

ing Kath up the hills, which seems like one leg having to do the work of four. Jim would love to

talk about the cycling club and one got the impression that it was a very happy time in his life.

In 1922 at age 16 Jim had started working for Glover and Main in Edmonton, who were famous

for their cast iron gas stoves and water heating appliances. He rode motor cycles, both solo ma-

chines and with a sidecar combination. He was the first member of the family to own and drive a

car.

On the 7th September 1929 at age 23 years, Jim married Kathleen McDermott at Hackney Regis-

ter Office.

At about this period, Jim was a member of a football club in an administrative capacity, probably

as treasurer. Jim told us - of the time his team turned up a player short so that he played the

match as goalie. He told us that they lost the match but when asked the score, he could never

remember.

A life long Spurs supporter, Jim regularly attended matches at White Hart Lane and travelled to

important away matches. Late in life, in his nineties, he could still quote the whole of the team

from the 1960's era. He would still give his unflattering opinion of Alan Sugar and could never

accept George Graham as manager - an ex Arsenal man.

Although, later in life, Jim and Kath would holiday abroad, Jim spoke of many fond memories of

holidays in Eastbourne, where they would go year after year to the same accommodation.
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During the Second World War, Jim acted as an ARP warden. Whilst on watch he witnessed his

brother Sid's house receive a direct hit from an enemy bomb. Sid being away at work at the time

meant that his wife and baby daughter were alone in the house. Jim arrived to help them out of

the Anderson shelter in the garden. Jim carried the baby, his niece Pat, over the rubble to safety.

He told of his fear of fire from a leaking gas main, he also told of how Pat would not stop crying

until she was returned to her mother.

At some time during the war, Jim received a shrapnel wound in the arm and told of its crude re-

moval by the local doctor. Jim kept the piece of shrapnel in a jar as a memento.

During the war, and after, Jim kept chickens, ducks and rabbits. He proudly told of a favourite

duck that had laid an egg on each of forty consecutive days. He joined a rabbit breeding society

and told of how he had exhibited a special rabbit at Regents Park Zoo. Jim and Kath always had

pets, both dogs and cats, they were particularly fond of Scottie dogs.

In 1947, Jim had received a barometer from Glover and Mains marking twenty five years of serv-

ice to the company. Starting as a 'Commercial Clerk' he had risen to become sales manager and

he often spoke of sales conferences in Scotland. He told of how, unable to join in playing the golf

matches that seemed to be an essential part of the conference, he would volunteer to keep score.

In 1962 he received a gold watch to mark forty years of service. When his sight had deteriorated

to the point were a watch was of no use to him, he gave it to Pat's husband Brian for safe keep-

ing.

Jim became the first member of the family to own a television. Pat remembers watching the tiny

round screen in the darkened room. Pat also remembers day trips to the coast when Sid and May

with the kids, Pat and Barbara went in one car, whilst Uncle Jim and Auntie Kath with Auntie Ivy

and Nanna (Jims mum) and two scottie dogs went in Jim's car. Pat remembers that Kath always

rode in the back with the two dogs even when travelling alone with Jim as the driver. Pat remem-

bers they often visited the Essex coast with Clacton and Holland-on-Sea being favoured spots.

In his early sixties, Jim decided to take retirement an bought a bungalow in Holland-on-Sea, in

order to tend the garden and play bowls and whist.

As for the rest of the Foulston family, his father died in 1953, his sister Ivy died childless in 1967

and his mother died in 1969. His aunts Polly, Dolly and Cicely had all died childless. His known

family then consisted of Jim and wife Kath, his brother Sid and his wife May plus Sid and May's

two daughters Pat and Barbara. Barbara died tragically young aged 21 in 1970. Sid and May suf-

fering from the shock retired early and joined Jim and Kath by buying a property at Holland-on-

Sea. Sid died shortly after in 1977 at the age of 63. May often spoke of her gratitude to Jim at

that difficult time, she was greatly helped by Jim in managing her financial affairs right up until

her own death in 1988. Jim was then of great help to Pat in arranging her mother's funeral.
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As she aged, Kath grew more infirm, and eventually became housebound with very little mobility.

During her decline, Jim nursed Kath for about fourteen years, he cooked and kept the house im-

maculate as well as running errands for the 'old dears' (many younger than himself) who lived

locally. Kath died in 1991 in her own home with Jim on hand, and thus Pat and her family were

left as Jim's only living relatives.

After Kath's death, Jim was helped by his great niece Jane and her husband Steev who transport-

ed him to and from Chelmsford to sort out Kath's affairs. He had given up driving as he consid-

ered himself unsafe and had given his last car to his great nephew Steven who was in need of a

vehicle at the time.

On another occasion, on hearing that his other great nephew, Adam, was unable to afford the

flight from Italy to be home for Christmas, Jim insisted on paying the fare.

With his eyesight failing, Jim was persuaded to visit the opticians for some new glasses. The opti-

cian sent Jim to a specialist who dropped the bombshell that his condition was incurable and reg-

istered Jim as officially blind. His eyesight continued to deteriorate throughout the rest of his life.

Jim soldiered on, managing for himself with the assistance of 'meals on wheels, his friend Burt,

and his 'special' friend Ann, plus a Zimmer frame supplied by the milkman who had noticed, in

advance of Social Services, that Jim was having difficulties with walking. Jim seemed to accept

that Zimmer frames were part of the rounds man's function.

Pat who by this time was living in Stoke-on-Trent, kept in regular telephone contact but became

increasingly worried over Jim's deteriorating condition. After one distressing phone conversation,

Steven and Anna who lived in the London area, made an emergency visit to Jim to check him out.

Pat had researched residential homes both in Stoke-on-Trent and Holland-on-Sea. Unhappy with

what she had seen in some of the homes she visited, she became convinced of the need for Jim

to move to the Stoke-on-Trent area so that she could closely monitor the situation. Having found

a place in a home of her choice, Grindly House in Blythe Bridge, Jim steadfastly refused to move

and managed his independence for a further year. Eventually his failing eyesight, increasing deaf-

ness and poor mobility forced him to agree to a six week trial in the residential home. On leaving

his home, his friends and Ann, we all had tears and Pat and her husband Brian were forced to

promise to take him back to Holland-on-Sea if things didn't work out.

In fact, after a very short while, Jim demanded to be taken back and Brian agreed to take him

home on a day of Jim's choice. However, when forced to make the final decision for himself, Jim

backed down and never again demanded to be returned home. He had given Pat control of his

affairs, he requested that his bungalow be sold and, in fact, simply gave it to Pat to dispose of as

she saw fit, virtually never mentioning it again.
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Grudgingly Jim settled to his new life and got to know the 'females' as he referred to the staff at

Grindly House. He particularly enjoyed visiting Pat and Brian's home especially when their grand-

children (his great-great nephews and nieces), Charlotte, Phillip, Flossy, Gracie and Alex were

about. With his increasing deafness he liked to hear the kids noisy games and with his limited

vision to spot their rushing about. He also liked to stroke Jane's dog and feed him biscuits, an

arrangement that suited them both. He liked a chat particularly with the men of the family, great

nephews Steven and Adam and Jane's husband Steev. He got to know the in-laws Anna and Jill

and always remembered their names and asked after them at every opportunity. In his latter

years at Stoke-on-Trent, he truly became part of Pat's family. On visits without the kids he was

always slightly disappointed and remarked on 'how quiet it was'.

In spite of new boots which Mrs Barker at 'the home' had kindly arranged to have made for him -

his 'damn' leg, as he called it, got worse and he was hardly able to move. This made a wheel-

chair necessary. This had advantages in that we were able to move him from room to room and

he could help with the washing up - a highlight of his visit. His last visit was Christmas 2000,

when in spite of very poor vision he was still able to spot and make a grab for the mince pies.

Ultimately after about 3 years in Grindly House he needed more specialist care within a nursing

home and from there as an emergency to he went into hospital.

Legs had played a big part in Jim's life and the ultimate cruel irony was that his good leg devel-

oped the blood clot that was to cause his demise. He died on Sunday 29th April ten years less

one day after Kath had died.

Jim was notoriously careful when it came to his own needs, resenting every penny spent on him-

self. Some years ago, he gave Pat money to put aside to pay for his funeral. His instructions

were to go to the Coop, offer cash and ask for a discount. This, we are pleased to say we have

done successfully. However, he was also very generous to others particularly to Pat and her fami-

ly and would give without hesitation. He always needed to be of use - he resented very much his

needing the care of others. He had no known interest in music, the arts or literature. A pragmatic

man he seemed to value his life in its usefulness to others. Latterly, blind and virtually deaf, he

would often say 'What good am I like this?'. He could never understand why he, the weakling of

the family, had survived his whole generation - perhaps it was his strength of mind that over-

came all. In any case we are thankful that he did.

He was without sentimentality and had no religious views, and regarding an afterlife he believed

that death was the end. He did, however, believe that things should be done properly at the prop-

er place and time. So we hope that, in arranging this service in this way, we have done right by

you Jim. On behalf of your extended family, the Gardners and the Stamfords, goodbye - we shall

miss you.
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Baby Jim
c 1908

Jim with his first car c 1920’s

Jim & Kath Wedding
c 1928

Jim with great great niece Gracie (Gardner) 1998
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Pat with Phil and Felicity born 14 Sep 1993

Brian with Gracie born 16 may 1998

Gracie with Alex born 13 July 1999

Three more grandchildren



8. Retirement

The 2000’s

2002 onwards

On the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
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2000's

2002 onwards

Retirement

20 02 2002 A significant date? It’s a palindrome (when was the next one?). But more

significantly for me it was my 60th birthday.

I have never been especially aware of birthdays, I forget others, I am not bothered about

receiving cards on my own ‘special’ day. But certainly some numbers when applied to ages sound

older, more significant than others - and 60 for some reason is one of them. People tend to make

a fuss on such days by sending ageist ‘funny’ birthday cards, arranging surprise parties and so

on. But not us (so I thought)

Pat said ‘lets go for a walk’, not an uncommon suggestion and so we went for a stroll along the

road towards Checkley8.1. As we walked along a car passed, I said “that looks like Steev and

Jane’s car”. “No can’t be” said Pat. So we continued along the road.

As we got near to Checkley Pat suggested we turn off the main road and walk through the

village, not an uncommon suggestion and so that’s what we did.

As we were about to pass the Red Lion pub, Pat suggested we could pop in for a drink. Now I

was suspicious, Pat never suggests going for a drink especially at lunch time. Never before and

never since. Something was up.

We entered and instead of heading for the bar, Pat led the way through to the dining room. I’d

been suckered. All the family and friends were there, balloons, decorations, the number 60

everywhere and huge cheers from everyone. It was a wonderful surprise. I was choked with the

joy of it all. They had managed to keep the whole thing secret. Unforgettable.

13 06 2002 A significant date, it was Pat’s 60th birthday. What was I to do?

I knew that I would not be able to fool Pat with a similar ruse that she had used, it couldn’t work

twice. So, in conjunction with the rest of the family we hatched a plot.

I suggested to Pat that we organise a BBQ for her birthday and we would invite all the friends

and family. A good idea. I emailed everyone an invitation and, as we had plotted, one by one

everyone replied with a convincing excuse as to why they couldn’t come. (I think this was known

as the ‘secret sausage plot’). To be quite honest it was a bit cruel as Pat was somewhat upset by

this and not a little annoyed. On the day there was a summer fete at Heath House, a local stately
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home. So along with our next door neighbours Pat and I walked to fete intending to return for

lunch. Pat was enjoying the fete and was not keen to return before she had visited every stall

and attraction. But we managed to cajole her into leaving, just a bit grumpy.

We arrived home and walked into the kitchen and on the kitchen table Pat spotted a mobile

phone which wasn’t one of ours, “Where did that come from?” She said,  rats were rapidly being

smelt and so I opened the dining room door to great cheers from all the family hiding inside.

Surprise, surprise we did it. The BBQ was a great success.

2004 I retired from work aged 62, three years before the official age for retirement.

Staffordshire LEA had been cutting back for a number of years and I had been working only part-

time for a few years before I retired.

My contract had been reduced from full-time to half-time. My pay was halved as were my

pension contributions and rights over this period. It wasn’t important how I distributed my

working half week and so it was possible to work one week then take one week off, or any other

mathematically correct arrangement. In 2004 the LEA was making further reductions and asked

for voluntary redundancy - I couldn’t volunteer fast enough.

I consider myself very fortunate that I was able to end my working life in this manner with a

redundancy payout. During half-time working we had been able to travel in our Hylo campervan

quite extensively. When in 2004 I became fully retired this became even more of an attractive

possibility. Financially we would not be super rich, but with the house fully paid up we could

manage quite nicely.

END OF AN ERA

But the year 2004 was also a year of great sadness. On 28th Nov mum died in The General Hospi-

tal Cheltenham. The cause of death was stated as: 1 Cerebrovascular Event, 2 Dementia.

Mum had been suffering from Alzheimer’s for the last years of her life. Her dementia got so bad

that it seemed to me that her brain had even forgotten how to keep her alive.

We got used to her gradual decline, to keep repeating things we had just said. But it could be

hard and, for me personally, a shock when she turned to me and said ‘who are you’, and she

meant it. At that moment she really didn’t remember who I was. Earlier in her condition, when

she was aware that she had a problem, she related how she had woken one morning looking for

her sister who she expected to be sharing her bed. Her mind had taken her back to her childhood

and looking into a mirror, instead of seeing a young girl, she saw an old woman. The stuff of

nightmares.

As John and I had organised our dad’s funeral at mum’s request, we felt it right and proper to do

the same for mum. We asked everyone to write a memory they cherished and we put these

thoughts into a document to hand out to all at the funeral.
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And, as for dad’s funeral, we recorded some of her favourite music to play. Mum had a particular

delight in the music of her youth, the jazz or swing of the 1930’s and 40’s.

Here are the memories and music we listed:

Mum and Music

First and foremost, Mum loved the music of the 30’s and 40’s, particularly the Dance and Swing

bands of that era. She would speak of enjoying the live music of Nat Gonella’s orchestra who

played the dance halls in the area of London where she lived. Her favourite tune being ‘Georgia

on my Mind’ which was the band’s signature tune. Bing Crosby was another favourite along with

Glen Miller, Hoagy Carmichael and Nat King Cole.

It has to be said that she liked her music to be ‘up tempo’ which makes selecting tunes for this

occasion somewhat difficult as we will all be feeling sad and ‘down tempo’.

We have come up with some tunes which I know she would like but which is a little less jazzy

than much we could have chosen.

 Stardust - Hoagy Carmichael

 Embraceable You - Nat King Cole

 Lazy - Bing Crosby

 Moonlight Serenade - Glen Miller

 Georgia on my Mind - Nat Gonella.

Memories

Blisters from the scissors whilst cutting out toys.

Holidays on the Isle of Wight
Fang gangs and panthers
(now quite a sight)

Tapestry poppies, dolls
Clothes, dressing up clothes

Sewing and knitting
Football with boys
And masses and masses of
Lovely soft toys

Telling off grown ups for telling off the children

Walking to the Green with the baby in the pram, and using her washing machine every Monday.

Cooking the dinner in the dark so I could use the kitchen as a photographic darkroom.
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Dropping in on the way home from school and being fed

My overriding memory of Nan is watching the years fall away from her eyes whenever she saw
one of her great grandchildren and be replaced by the light and joy that only a child’s presence
can bring.

Trying out all the arts and crafts known to man, from enamelling to knitting machines

‘Follow me Nan’ Josh would call and without fail she would follow, wherever that led. Watching
her play football with Oliver. She could barely walk safely but give her an Oliver and a football
and she was dribbling and scoring with the best of us.

From us all Nan, we hope you are now enjoying your new-found freedom from the restraints of
life.

John and I took turns to pay tribute to mum in different ways. John emphasised the bravery of

her later life managing her dementia, refusing to give up, staying in her own home until the end.

I spoke of her life before dementia. I only have copies of my eulogy. I said:

I have written a few words about our memories of Mum and I will try to read them out and hope-
fully get through to the end.

Today is Mum’s birthday, today she would be 82 years old. The last years of her life became in-
creasingly dominated by the diseases of osteoporosis and Alzheimer's. However it is important
for me to remember that for 70 or so years of her life she lived without those dreadful diseases.
So I feel that personally, my memories must be in proportion to the whole of her life.

We all have a different time slot and viewpoint from which to remember Mum.

Her good friend and neighbour Gladys, (and her helper Christine) will remember only relatively
recent and sometimes troubled times but hopefully pleasant times over afternoon cups of tea.

Of her twelve great grandchildren Charlotte (the elder), Phillip, Felicity, Gracie, Alex, Victoria,
Kathleen, Sean, Joshua, Oliver, Emily and Charlotte (the younger), the older ones will remember
Nanny Peg (or just Nan) with affection but also as an elderly lady with memory difficulties.

Her six grandchildren Steven, Jane, Adam, Beth, Sara and Matthew will remember back to their
own childhood. Possibly toy making, sweet making (and eating), and crafts in general will figure
somewhere.

Pat and Mag will have memories back to the 1960’s and their viewpoint will be one of daughters-
in-law.

John and I will have our own childhood memories going back to the 1940’s and 50’s. For myself I
can say that I could not have wished for a happier childhood.

Her sister Daph, who is in her 90’s and unable to be with us today and her younger sister Aunt
Joan – who we are pleased has travelled down from Yorkshire to be with us – will have memories
of even earlier times. As Joan is here, I am too much of a gentleman to say just how much earli-
er. Memories of war years and life in two rooms in Stoke Newington perhaps.

Our combined memories may include life at :-
Hardy Road – Bishops Cleeve;
Oaklands Ave – Edmonton;
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Hillcrest Road – Walthamstow;
Timber Cottage – Writtle;
Pelerin and Bolyn Road – Stoke Newington.

All our memories will be unique, some will overlap with someone else’s in various and many dif-
ferent combinations; but nevertheless unique and precious, especially so in view of Mum’s own
difficulties with her own memories in later life.

But all of these combined memories are woefully incomplete without Dad’s experience of 50
years of marriage to Mum.

Mum was always a great reader but I don’t remember that she had any particular interest in po-
etry. However, I have here Mum’s copy of the poem ‘The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam’ inscribed
To Peggy with love Percy – but with no date. I know it goes back a long way as I can remember
the book from my childhood when I was fascinated by the pictures. The book is a quality bound
and printed book and was probably of some significance to Mum and Dad.
I shall read just the first three verses which somehow seem appropriate for today.

AWAKE ! For Morning in the bowl of Night

Has flung the Stone that puts the Stars to Flight :

And Lo ! The Hunter of the East has caught

The Sultan’s Turret in a Noose of Light.

DREAMING when Dawn’s Left Hand was in the Sky

I heard a Voice within the Tavern cry,

“Awake, my Little ones, and fill the Cup

Before Life’s Liquor in its Cup be dry.”

AND, as the Cock crew, those who stood before

The Tavern shouted-”Open then the Door !

You know how little while we have to stay,

And, once departed, may return no more.”

And, as we had done for dad’s funeral, we included a poem from a commercially recorded

cassette called ‘Your Favourite Poems’ that had been in their collection. The poems were read by

well known actors. For mum we chose ‘Nurse’s Song’ by William Blake read by Prunella Scales.

WHEN the voices of children are heard on the green,

And laughing is heard on the hill,

My heart is at rest within my breast,

And everything else is still.

‘Then come home, my children, the sun is gone down,

And the dews of night arise;

Come, come, leave off play, and let us away

Till the morning appears in the skies.’
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‘No, no, let us play, for it is yet day,

And we cannot go to sleep;

Besides, in the sky the little birds fly,

And the hills are all cover’d with sheep.’

‘Well, well, go and play till the light fades away,

And then go home to bed.’

The little ones leapèd and shoutèd and laugh’d

And all the hills echoèd.

50th anniversary 1991

Mum and me 1942

Circa 2003

Dorothy May Fitzjohn (1922 to 2004) early years
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OBOD

The Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids

The 1960’s/70’s ‘Hippie’ era had left an indelible mark on my attitude to ethics and to the idea of

‘spirituality’. It had introduced me to new ideas which had led me to become fascinated by East-

ern mysticism, by Buddhism but more particularly by the Taoist concept of dualism in the form of

Yin and Yang and over the years I had found great virtue in the study of the I Ching. It is possi-

ble that my work with computer hardware and software contributed to the realisation that only

two states are required in order to create outcomes (e.g. Computer programs) of great complexi-

ty; and possibly my understanding of the power of binary mathematics had nothing to do with it -

who knows?

 The I Ching, like a computer program, delivers complex outcomes from two state, yin and yang

inputs. My introduction to this fascinating book was through a hippie friend who had a copy of

the classic Richard Wilhelm translation rendered into English by Cary F. Baynes and with a fore-

word by C.G.Jung. I obtained a copy for myself.

Over the years I have purchased a number of different translations and interpretations of the I

Ching. Some more accessible and less scholarly, some more trite than others.

But most surprising to me was that I found that the I Ching as an oracle actually made sense

and worked for me.

The I Ching opened the doors to Taoist philosophy and the Tao Te Ching (Tao Teh King) became

another favourite book, it opens:

“The Tao that can be talked about is not the true Tao.
The name that can be named is not the eternal name.”8.2

This, for me, is fundamental to my attitude to religion and spirituality, whenever I read it I tend

to go ‘Wow’, yes, yes, yes. This statement negates fundamentalists who are convinced that they

alone have the true knowledge. It negates all old religious texts which proffer their version of the

‘truth’. And it is the basis of my understanding of spirituality, that is that the absolute nature of

gods, goddesses, the spirit world etc. is essentially and absolutely unknowable, by which it is

important to realise I do not mean unexperiencable (no such word for ‘incapable of being experi-

enced’, which is what I mean, perhaps ‘undefinable’ would be better). But, of course, paradoxical-

ly this means that I am unable to use this reference from the Tao Te Ching either, as any sort of

basis of authority. Another verse states:

“He who knows, speaks not;
He who speaks, knows not.”8.3

Time to shut up.
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This interest in eastern religions or philosophies led me to experiment with meditation and in or-

der to better understand the subject and to improve my practise, I undertook a distance learning

course. I have a diploma as a result which entitles me to the letters BSYA(Mn) after my name

which I have never adopted.

I have always enjoyed learning new things and especially enjoy structured distance learning (cor-

respondence) courses. Over the years I have gathered diplomas for ‘Transformative Art and Mu-

sic Therapy’, ‘Professional Relaxation Therapy’, ‘Huber Astrology’ and ‘Native American Teachings’

(which officially makes me an Adept in Mantic8.4 Arts). Pat also got involved and studied ‘Com-

plete Gardening’ and ‘Herbalism’ giving her the right to use BSYA(Herb) after her name.

Another important influence on my spiritual development was my Acupuncturist, Ian M. Ian treat-

ed me for back pain, he was also a Tai Chi instructor who eventually convinced me to join his Tai

Chi class. I enjoyed my weekly Tai Chi sessions for many years. After Ian moved to Romania the

class was taken over by Peter K. who was also very good but less interested in the spiritual devel-

opment aspects than Ian. Whereas Ian would introduce meditation and other exercises, Peter

limited the sessions to improving the Tai Chi form which the rest of the group seemed to enjoy.

Eventually I became disillusioned, and I must say, a bit bored and dropped out.

Pat and I loved the world of nature, Pat with her green fingers was the gardener, she knew all

her plants by name - not the Latin scientific name, but the traditional English name. She knew all

the wild flowers that we discovered on our many walks in the Derbyshire and North Staffordshire

districts.

Travelling in our Romahome, we had gravitated to regions with ancient stone circles. In 1969

travelling in the Bedford van en-route to Devon, we had stopped at Stonehenge and slept over-

night in sight of the stones. We had visited Arbor Low5.27 in Derbyshire when holidaying with the

family in 1979 and those ancient places worked their magic on us ever since. We have visited

Callanish8.5 stone circle in the Outer Hebrides, Long Meg and Her Daughters8.6 and Castlerigg7.12

in Cumbria, the Rollright Stones8.7 in Oxfordshire, the Nine Ladies8.8 in Derbyshire, Avebury8.9 in

Wiltshire, the Stones of Stenness8.10 and the Ring of Brodgar8.11 in Orkney.  Also assorted stand-

ing stones, burial chambers and chalk hill figures8.12.

Walking over hills and mountains to the summit of the biggest: Snowdon (highest in Wales)

Scafell Pike (highest in England) and Ben Nevis (highest in Scotland and the British Isles). Walk-

ing through the great forests, the New Forest and the Forest of Dean, we became aware of the

spirituality inherent within these places and that the name for it was paganism.

There was no shortage of reading material available in print and on the web and from much re-

search into pagan practice of one sort or another, we developed our own unique approach taking

bits and pieces from here, there and everywhere that suited us. We created a booklet in which
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our personal version of pagan practice was recorded. The summary of what we did (our manifes-

to) read as follows:
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In 2002 we celebrated our fortieth wedding anniversary by means of one of our ceremonies on

an isolated rocky outcrop in the Churnet Valley8.13. We bought each other new rings with a Celtic

design to mark the occasion.

At some period we joined the Pagan Federation8.14 and we continue to be members to this day

(2016). The pagan Federation publishes information regarding the various main branches that

make up modern paganism with details of reading matter and organisations concerned with each

branch. One of these ‘Druidry’ read as follows:

DRUIDRY

Step with me into the Druid forest. It is a place of mystery; of death, of light and gen-

tle glades, and the dancing shadows of night. As we walk further you can see that the

path you are following has been walked before, by Druids from pre-Christian times,

right up to the present day, and that there are smaller paths also to explore, that lead

into the shadows There is no need to stay on the path, for the Druid forest is a place

of freedom, and every step from the main pathway leads to new insights, wisdom and

wonder, and creates new paths that others might follow in the future.

That is the creation of the many pathways that lie within the tradition of modem Druid-

ry.

Some paths created by the pre-Christian Druids who added their own footsteps to

those of the existing paths of our Neolithic ancestors, their ways kept alive within the

hidden messages in the old myths and stories of the lard and within the folklore of the

countryside.

Newer paths were created by the revivalists and antiquarians of the 1700s. These are

linked further to the Masonic Druids, paths which were crisscrossed again by the Dru-

id Orders that grew out of the 1960s. Paving the way for the modem Pagan Druid

revival that we have witnessed over the last fifteen years, one that continues to grow

to this day.

Some Druids say that the path will fork in three - Christian, Pagan, philosopher; know-

ing also whichever you take it will fork again Bard, Ovate, Druid, and again - Wizard.

Witch, Warrior, and again and again -active, cultural, learned.

The Orders of Druids are just as diverse - teaching, political, magical, yet knowing

also what unites them; in circle and celebration.

It is the Druid way to celebrate the turning of the wheel and to revere nature in all

her splendour. Celebrating not only the solar and agricultural festivals, but also ob-
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serving the lunar cycles and seeking to find truth and wisdom in ancient and sacred

places and sites.

Rites may vary from Order to Order, and from Druid to Druid but in essence all will

honour the ancestors and the elements. All will meet in circle, as there is no distinct

hierarchy other than is necessary for ritual and for the public face of the Druids in the

outerworld,

Most modem Pagan Druids will honour the duality of God and Goddess, man and wom-

an and many will use the Awen symbol /|\ to illustrate the divine spirit that they be-

lieve moves through them.

To say that Druids fall into three groups or sub-groups is somewhat simplistic but

there are within the Druid tradition often three separate roles and responsibilities:

Bards: Which generally includes musicians, storytellers, keepers of the lore.

Vates or Ovates: Healers, seekers, and mystics.

Druids: Celebrants, ritualists and keepers of the law.

All strive to live as part of (not apart from) nature. Some individuals and Orders will

take this responsibility further aid be involved on one level or another with protest, in

some cases using non-violent direct action to protect our environment.

Many believe in reincarnation or the ability of the soul or spirit to continue after death

in one form or another and many believe in the spirit of others, be it animal, vegeta-

ble or (in the case of site) even mineral.

All live by a very strong ethical and moral code though this code may vary considera-

bly from Order to Order, Grove to Grove, and Druid to Druid.8.15

Druidry looked interesting, some time in the past I had purchased a second-hand copy of the

book “The Book of Druidry” by Ross Nichols. I had not been impressed by the style and overly

complex (as I thought) descriptions of Druidry. However, the Foreword of the book was written

by a name I was to become increasingly familiar with; Philip Carr-Gomm. I had highlighted sever-

al of Philip’s comments as being of special interest. I quote:

Druidry honours , above all, the freedom of the individual to follow his own path

through life, offering only guides and suggestions, schemes of understanding, meth-

ods of celebration and mystical ideas - which can be used or not as the practitioner

feels fit.8.16

Ritual and poetry, dance and spiritual practice, personal development and ecological

concern all find their place within Druid work.8.17
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At this time there were published a series of books in the ‘What Do We Believe?’ Series. I bought

a copy of ‘What Do Druids Believe’ by the aforementioned Philip Carr-Gomm. It was here I read

of the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids founded by Ross Nichols and discovered that member-

ship of this order was by the completion of study via a distance learning course. Naturally I

signed up and the rest is, as they say, history.

I started the Bardic grade course and my first letter to my course tutor was dated 20/02/2007

my 65th birthday. I initiated myself (as one does in OBOD) on this date. I had become a Druid.

On the 24/07/2008 I began the second phase and started my Ovate studies. On 01/02/2010 I

set out on the third and final phase and began the Druid grade lessons.

In 2011 I volunteered and was accepted as an OBOD Tutor (now called Mentor) and have been

helping others to walk the Druid path through the course ever since. (2016)

Pat also studied the Bard and Ovate grade but was satisfied that she had found her home with

the Ovate work and had no desire to study the Druid grade - confusingly enough Pat is still con-

sidered to be a ‘Druid’ and is a full member of OBOD - that’s the way it works.

If there is any such thing as a ‘Druidry Manifesto’ it would look very much like that published by

OBOD and reproduced on the next page. If there were any such thing as a ‘Hippie Manifesto’ my

bet is that it would read very much the same at least with regards to the spiritual aspects. As for

politics, apart from the ethics inherent in the words ‘Love of..’ OBOD does not have anything spe-

cific to say. But, for me, it’s difficult to see any justification for ‘Right Wing’ views of exploitation

of people and nature among these words.

Currently (June 2016) I am reading a newly published book of essays called ‘Godless

Paganism’8.18. In this I found a simple statement which perfectly matches my current spiritual

position (I wish I had thought of it). In a chapter by Áine Órga called ‘Emotional Pantheism’ she

states the wonderfully succinct “Logically, I am an atheist. Emotionally, I am a pantheist.” Yes

that’s me.

In 2007 we attended a ceremony held by a Derbyshire group called the ‘Derwen Nemeton Seed

Group’ which was held in Sherwood Forest, later this group was to become ‘Ariandruiden Grove’

and we joined them for several ceremonies up to about 2011.

Together with two other local OBOD members at a meeting held at our house we set up a local

group (known as a Grove in the OBOD world), which we named ‘The Staffordshire Druids’. I cre-

ated a Facebook8.19 page for the group and we gathered a number of members. Pat and I created

and organised the first ceremony which took place in Cannock Chase8.20.. Eventually I resigned

from this group over some difficulty with one of the founder members over my apparent attitude

towards handicapped people. This person reported me to OBOD headquarters as being unsuitable
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for a role as a tutor (mentor). All a gross misunderstanding which was exactly as it was dis-

missed by OBOD. Needless to say I continued as a tutor but I we retired from the group to avoid

more unpleasantness. The group eventually folded due to many members having similar difficul-

ties with the same person but almost immediately become reformed as ‘The Hawk of the Chase’

with a new location at Slitting Mill8.21 in Staffordshire with mostly the same membership but mi-

nus said person. We were invited to join the new setup and continue to work with them to date

(2016).

Chapel-En-Le-Frith

In 2015 we agreed that it was time we moved to a smaller house. Neither Pat nor I wished to be

the sole occupant of our large four bedroom house in Lower Tean and chances were (at our age)

that one of us would die before the other. Also, Lower Tean was an hours drive from our nearest

offspring Jane and so, selfishly, it was decided that we should move to a smaller house close to

Peak Dale in Derbyshire where Jane lived so that help would be closer to hand as we aged.

We put 5 Teanhurst Close on the market and went looking for something suitable in the Buxton

area. We discovered that it was of no use finding a house we liked and making an offer unless we

already had a firm offer on the house we were selling and so we postponed house hunting until

we had a buyer for 5 Teanhurst Close. It took a long while and much angst.

Eventually a buyer was found and we took up the search for the ideal Buxton home - of course

there was no such thing. The house we liked most was a small four bedroom property in Chapel-

En-Le-Frith, 39 Brookside Road, about a ten minute drive from Peak Dale and Jane.

Chapel-en-le-Frith is a small town and civil parish in Derbyshire, England. Dubbed

"The Capital of the Peak District", parts of the parish lie within the Peak District Nation-

al Park, though the town itself is outside the Park boundary. The settlement was es-

tablished by the Normans in the 12th century, originally as a hunting lodge within the

Forest of High Peak. This led to the French-derived name of Chapel-en-le-Frith

("Chapel in the forest")8.22.

We put in an offer and came to an agreed price - the move was on. After a delay, caused by a

problem with Solicitors/Estate Agents processing the chain of five buyers/sellers of which we

were now part, we eventually arrived at a moving date - the 11/01/2016. (See my diagram page

164 for complexity of communication chain). We booked a removal firm who were excellent and

extremely professional and efficient, an exception in our whole moving experience.

We had help from Jane and Adam. The logistics were complex. Adam came and stayed with us

the evening before the move. The day before I drove to Jane’s and collected her in our car and

she also stayed the night. On the morning of 11/01/2016 I drove to Brookside Road in the Roma-
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home taking Adam with me - it was our job to deal with picking up keys and seeing the to the

removals arrival at Brookside Road. Pat and Jane’s job was to give up the keys for Teanhurst

Close and deal with the removals departure then drive the car to join us at our new house.

Unfortunately the parting owners of 39 Brookside Road were not ready on time, the garden was

still full of rubbish (to our mind) and the very full shed had not even been started on. The lady of

the house, Mrs B., Was still washing the kitchen floor whilst our removal men lined up the two

vans in the road and took a nap while we waited, we were on a penalty overtime clause and were

therefore keen to see the back of Mr and Mrs B. As it turned out, Mrs B was very unwell and end-

ed up in hospital - moving house can be very stressful indeed. The shed was emptied next day

by a family member of Mr and Mrs B. But the garden rubbish remained for us to clear up.

The cunning plan was to purchase a house with sufficient price differential (in our favour) that we

would be able to pay for any work needed to bring the house up to spec. What we hadn’t allowed

for was the stress of getting things done even though we could afford to pay for them. Jane was

a great help in this as she knew of trades people that could be trusted to do a good job at a fair

price. In this way we were able to employ a good team of two plumbers who removed an unwant-

ed bath a replaced bathroom carpets with Karndean8.23 flooring and safety checked our gas sys-

tem. Jane also recommended a small independent electrician who we used to check out our

electrics and fit greater efficiency lighting. Our BT TV system didn’t work with aerial as installed

so an Internet search led us to an aerial company who fitted a new aerial. The garden was in a

terrible state, we could not find a local gardener interested enough or creative enough to come

up with any ideas at a fare price. At Lower Tean, we had used a gardener from a local garden

centre, ‘Paradise Nurseries’ and so we gave them a call. ‘Brian’, the owner, paid us a visit, we

chatted about Lower Tean and old times and he was enthusiastic about what could be achieved

and at a reasonable price, so we accepted. Rain and Brian (the gardener)’s sickness held up

progress but as I write things are moving again.

So much to be done - new windows (ordered), carpets and décor (yet to be attempted), etc etc;

but this will be our last move. Our ‘Best of Times’ have taken us from the London suburbs of

Walthamstow, Highams Park, Edmonton and Enfield to Staffordshire and finally to the Derbyshire

Peak District. Where we end our ‘Best of Lives’ will not be up to us but up to circumstance. I

wont want to write about it here.
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Views from my ‘office’ (upstairs spare bedroom)

January snow February frost

March - Heron visits brook April sunshine

June sheep July garden makeover
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Politics of the Period

Throughout this whole period there has been a shift to right wing politics. The Socialist Labour

government under Clement Atlee after the war was needed to get the country running again. It’s

inheritance, the ‘Post War Consensus’

The post-war consensus is a historians' model of political cooperation in postwar

British political history, from the end of World War II in 1945 to the election of con-

servative Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister in 1979. The concept states there was

a widespread consensus that covered support for coherent package of policies that

were developed in the 1930s and promised during the Second World War, focused on

a mixed economy, Keynesianism, and a broad welfare state.8.24

The Labour Party followed the trend to the right with a breakaway group in the 80’s the SDP.

The Social Democratic Party (SDP) was a centrist political party in the United

Kingdom.[4]

The SDP was founded on 26 March 1981 by four senior Labour Party 'moderates',

dubbed the 'Gang of Four':[5] Roy Jenkins, David Owen, Bill Rodgers and Shirley Wil-

liams, who issued the Limehouse Declaration.[6] Owen and Rodgers were sitting La-

bour Members of Parliament (MPs); Jenkins had left Parliament in 1977 to serve as

President of the European Commission, while Williams had lost her seat in the 1979

general election. The four left the Labour Party as a result of the January 1981 Wem-

bley conference which committed the party to unilateral nuclear disarmament and

withdrawal from the European Economic Community. They also believed that Labour

had become too left-wing, and had been infiltrated at constituency party level by Trot-

skyist factions whose views and behaviour they considered to be at odds with the Par-

liamentary Labour Party and Labour voters.8.25

The trend to the right continued with the Labour party becoming New Labour towards the end of

the 1990’s (see chapter 7)

The twentieth century had ended with New Labour in power with Tony Blair as Prime Minister.

Blair was succeeded in 2007 by Gordon Brown who remained PM until New Labour lost the 2010

general election to a Conservative Liberal Coalition headed by David Cameron (Conservative) as

PM with Nick Clegg (Liberal) as Deputy PM this continued up to 2015 when a complete Conserva-

tive general election victory saw David Cameron and the Conservatives in sole charge, the Liber-

als being virtually wiped out.

The Iraq War

The Iraq War:  Tony Blair and George W Bush (President of the USA) joined our countries in a

coalition which in 2003 invaded Iraq without the approval of the UN
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The Iraq War was a protracted armed conflict that began with the 2003 invasion of

Iraq by a United States-led coalition. The invasion regime toppled the government of

Saddam Hussein. However, the conflict continued for much of the next decade as an

insurgency emerged to oppose the occupying forces and the post-invasion Iraqi gov-

ernment. An estimated 151,000 to 600,000 or more Iraqis were killed in the first 3–4

years of conflict. The United States officially withdrew from the country in 2011 but

became re-involved in 2014 at the head of a new coalition; the insurgency and many

dimensions of the civil armed conflict continue.

The invasion began on 20 March 2003, with the U.S., joined by the United Kingdom

and several coalition allies, launching a "shock and awe" bombing campaign. Iraqi

forces were quickly overwhelmed as U.S. forces swept through the country. The inva-

sion led to the collapse of the Ba'athist government; Saddam was captured during

Operation Red Dawn in December of that same year and executed by a military court

three years later. However, the power vacuum following Saddam's demise and the

mismanagement of the occupation led to widespread sectarian violence between Shi-

as and Sunnis, as well as a lengthy insurgency against U.S. and coalition forces. The

United States responded with a troop surge in 2007 to attempt to reduce the violence.

The U.S. began withdrawing its troops in the winter of 2007–08. The winding down of

U.S. involvement in Iraq accelerated under President Barack Obama. The U.S. formal-

ly withdrew all combat troops from Iraq by December 2011.

The Bush administration based its rationale for war principally on the assertion that

Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) and that Saddam's government

posed an immediate threat to the United States and its coalition allies. Select U.S.

officials accused Saddam of harboring and supporting al-Qaeda, while others cited the

desire to end a repressive dictatorship and bring democracy to the people of Iraq.

After the invasion, no substantial evidence was found to verify the initial claims about

WMDs. The rationale and misrepresentation of pre-war intelligence faced heavy criti-

cism within the U.S. and internationally8.26

The war and its raison d'etre were heavily criticised by politicians (mainly from the left), and by

families of soldiers who had been killed or injured and from the public in general with a demand

for an enquiry into the legality of the war.

The Iraq Inquiry, also referred to as the Chilcot Inquiry after its chairman, Sir John

Chilcot, is a British public inquiry into the nation's role in the Iraq War. The inquiry

was announced on 15 June 2009 by Prime Minister Gordon Brown and published on 6

July 2016 with a public statement by Chilcot.8.27

The report was long, very long, 2.6 million words printed in five volumes, that’s five times as long

as ‘War and Peace’ or three times as long as the works of William Shakespeare. It would cost
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£767 each to buy but could be downloaded from the Internet for free. Fortunately there was a

summary of 150 pages. The cost of the enquiry was about £10.3 million. (A snip at half the

price).

The main points are:8.28

Military action

The UK chose to join the invasion of Iraq before all peaceful options for disarma-

ment had been exhausted. Military action at that time was not a last resort

Military action might have been necessary later, but in March 2003, it said, there

was no imminent threat from the then Iraq leader Saddam Hussein, the strategy

of containment could have been adapted and continued for some time and the

majority of the Security Council supported continuing UN inspections and monitor-

ing

On 28 July 2002, the then Prime Minister Tony Blair assured US President George

W Bush he would be with him "whatever". But in the letter, he pointed out that a

US coalition for military action would need: Progress on the Middle East peace

process, UN authority and a shift in public opinion in the UK, Europe, and among

Arab leaders

Weapons of Mass Destruction

Judgements about the severity of the threat posed by Iraq's weapons of mass

destruction - or WMD - were presented with a certainty that was not justified

Intelligence had "not established beyond doubt" that Saddam Hussein had contin-

ued to produce chemical and biological weapons

The Joint Intelligence Committee said Iraq has "continued to produce chemical

and biological agents" and there had been "recent production". It said Iraq had

the means to deliver chemical and biological weapons. But it did not say that Iraq

had continued to produce weapons

Policy on the Iraq invasion was made on the basis of flawed intelligence assess-

ments. It was not challenged, and should have been

The legal case

The circumstances in which it was decided that there was a legal basis for UK

military action were "far from satisfactory"
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The invasion began on 20 March 2003 but not until 13 March did then Attorney

General Lord Goldsmith advise there was, on balance, a secure legal basis for mili-

tary action. Apart from No 10's response to his letter on 14 March, no formal

record was made of that decision and the precise grounds on which it was made

remain unclear

The UK's actions undermined the authority of the United Nations Security Coun-

cil: The UN's Charter puts responsibility for the maintenance of peace and securi-

ty in the Security Council. The UK government was claiming to act on behalf of

the international community "to uphold the authority of the Security Council".

But it knew it did not have a majority supporting its actions

In Cabinet, there was little questioning of Lord Goldsmith about his advice and

no substantive discussion of the legal issues recorded

Military preparedness

There was "little time" to properly prepare three military brigades for deploy-

ment in Iraq. The risks were neither "properly identified nor fully exposed" to

ministers, resulting in "equipment shortfalls"

Between 2003 and 2009, UK forces in Iraq faced gaps in some key capability

areas - including armoured vehicles, reconnaissance and intelligence assets and

helicopter support

It was not sufficiently clear which person in the department within the Ministry

of Defence had responsibility for identifying and articulating such gaps

Delays in providing adequate medium weight protected patrol vehicles and the

failure to meet the needs of UK forces for reconnaissance and intelligence equip-

ment and helicopters should not have been tolerated

Iraq's aftermath

Despite explicit warnings, the consequences of the invasion were underestimated.

The planning and preparations for Iraq after Saddam Hussein were "wholly inadequate"

The government failed to achieve the stated objectives it had set itself in Iraq.

More than 200 British citizens died as a result of the conflict. Iraqi people suffered

greatly. By July 2009, at least 150,000 Iraqis had died, probably many more. More

than one million were displaced
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 Lessons to learn

The report found Mr Blair overestimated his ability to influence US decisions on

Iraq; and the UK's relationship with the US does not require unconditional sup-

port

It said ministerial discussion which encourages frank and informed debate and

challenge is important. As is ensuring civilian and military arms of government

are properly equipped

In future, all aspects of any intervention need to be calculated, debated and

challenged with rigour. Decisions need to be fully implemented

All in all a pretty damning indictment of the war. Families of soldiers who were killed or injured

are (2016) discussing the possibility of prosecuting Tony Blair for war crimes. Lists of MP’s who

voted in favour of the war have been published on social media.

BREXIT

I will conclude the politics of the period with BREXIT, the referendum and the vote to withdraw

from the European Union.

A feature of right wing politics, as usual, included a nationalist agenda along with the usual jingo-

istic nonsense of Britain needing to ‘govern itself’ rather than to be ‘ruled from abroad’. This cre-

ated a new right wing party, UKIP (United Kingdom Independence Party) and far right neo Nazi

parties including BNP (British Nationalist Party) . It also created divisions among the more tradi-

tional parties and particularly the Tory party over those members who were pro and those who

were anti the European Union. To ensure success in the 2015 General Election, David Cameron,

the Tory party leader and incumbent Prime Minister, promised that if elected, his government

would hold a general referendum on whether we should leave or remain in the European Union.

British withdrawal from the European Union is a political goal that has been pursued

by various individuals, advocacy groups, and political parties since the United King-

dom joined the precursor of the European Union (EU) in 1973. Withdrawal from the

European Union has been a right of EU member states since 2007 under Article 50 of

the Treaty on European Union. It is often referred to as Brexit.8.29

A referendum - a vote in which everyone (or nearly everyone) of voting age can take

part - was held on Thursday 23 June, to decide whether the UK should leave or re-

main in the European Union.

Leave won by 52% to 48%.

The referendum turnout was 71.8%, with more than 30 million people voting. It was

the highest turnout in a UK-wide vote since the 1992 general election.8.30
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David Cameron campaigned on the ‘remain’ side, many prominent Tories campaigned on the exit

side. As a result of the referendum he announced that he would resign as Prime Minister.

The Labour Party was also split. The left wing party leader Jeremy Corbyn elected by a huge ma-

jority of members, was being challenged by the right wing New labour ‘Blairites’

Where is all this going? Only another generation will experience the full ramifications of these

events. I have steadfastly maintained my left wing, green, humanist, hippie viewpoint and so

remain doomed to disappointment with contemporary politics. So I shall stop here on the cusp of

many momentous events and decisions. If anyone of my descendents actually get to read this

‘Best of Times’, they may be able to answer that question but undoubtedly new questions will

arise, new problems will need to be solved. Here, with my apology to future generations from me

and my generation, are some of the current unresolved issues you will have inherited, all gleaned

from a quick scan around the internet:8.31

Tory and Labour MPs have held informal discussions about establishing a new political

party in the event of Andrea Leadsom becoming prime minister and Jeremy Corbyn

staying as Labour leader, a cabinet minister has disclosed.

Angela Eagle says her bid for the Labour leadership is a "battle for a healed and unit-

ed" party, as leader Jeremy Corbyn urges her to "think again".

Jeremy Corbyn's leadership is the only guarantee that authentic Labour policies will

be carried into government.  We the undersigned members, affiliates and signed-up

supporters of the Labour Party undertake that, if Corbyn's name is not permitted to

be included on any leadership ballot before the 2020 general election, we will cancel

our memberships of the Party.

The Low Level [Radioactive] Waste Repository (LLWR) is situated near to areas of

Cumbrian coastline where historical evidence indicates that the coast has receded in

the past, and as it is anticipated that sea level will rise, it is expected that the reposi-

tory area will be disrupted through coastal erosion and sea-level rise will accelerate

this process.

Following this month's intense rainfall in the north of England an Environment Agency

alert has highlighted the flood risk to the crumbling nuclear waste dump adjoining

Sellafield in Cumbria, writes Marianne Birkby - a dump which remains in use despite

its condemnation by the EA in 2005 due to its likely destruction by rising seas.

Minister of State for Energy and Climate Change Andrea Leadsom gives her view on

the shale gas debate

Shale gas is a fantastic opportunity for the UK. The industry could be worth billions of
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pounds to our economy, provide more than 60,000 jobs, creating financial security for

more hard-working people and their families while also increasing our energy security.

The government’s climate change advisors have given a cautious green light to frack-

ing in the UK. The Committee on Climate Change (CCC) says fracking can go ahead if

three key tests are met. And the government says it already plans to meet those

tests – on methane leaks, gas consumption and carbon budgets. Environmentalists

argue fracking will make the UK’s climate change targets impossible to achieve

Germany have agreed to permanently ban fracking in the country following years of

debate over the issue. The coalition government have said that they will outlaw the

practise of fracking for shale gas, but will allow test drilling to take place in certain

circumstances.

As Severn Trent looks set to fall into foreign ownership, we look at just how many

water suppliers are no longer in British hands. Severn Trent has been approached

about a takeover bid by a group of foreign companies. The deal could be worth a

whopping £5 billion.

Recent comments from Nestle CEO Peter Brabeck imply that the world's water will

soon come under the control of corporations like his. Brabeck makes the astonishing

claim that water is not a human right, but should be managed by business people and

governing bodies.

Global warming is the term used to describe a gradual increase in the average temper-

ature of the Earth's atmosphere and its oceans, a change that is believed to be perma-

nently changing the Earth’s climate. There is great debate among many people, and

sometimes in the news, on whether global warming is real (some call it a hoax). But

climate scientists looking at the data and facts agree the planet is warming. While

many view the effects of global warming to be more substantial and more rapidly oc-

curring than others do, the scientific consensus on climatic changes related to global

warming is that the average temperature of the Earth has risen between 0.4 and 0.8

°C over the past 100 years. The increased volumes of carbon dioxide and other green-

house gases released by the burning of fossil fuels, land clearing, agriculture, and

other human activities, are believed to be the primary sources of the global warming

that has occurred over the past 50 years. Scientists from the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate carrying out global warming research have recently predicted that average

global temperatures could increase between 1.4 and 5.8 °C by the year 2100. Chang-

es resulting from global warming may include rising sea levels due to the melting of

the polar ice caps, as well as an increase in occurrence and severity of storms and

other severe weather events.
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David Cameron's vow to lead 'greenest Government ever' lies in tatters as Tories axe

Green Deal home energy efficiency scheme. Funding pulled after only 10,000 took

advantage of the scheme to install green technology in their homes. Ministers have

scrapped the Government's flagship Green Deal home energy efficiency programme

as part of their austerity drive. The announcement comes weeks after The Independ-

ent reported that the scheme was at risk of falling victim to the Government’s plans

to significantly scale back the Department of Energy and Climate Change’s £3.3bn

budget. It leaves David Cameron’s vow to lead the “greenest Government ever” in

tatters.

'Britain must help us': Former Yazidi sex slave who was raped countless times by ISIS

jihadists in horrific three-month ordeal calls on the UK to take in more refugees

At the age of 19 Nadia Murad was kidnapped, tortured and raped by ISIS

Endured three-month nightmare as a sex slave of Islamic State extremists

Fears of terrorist attack means there will be no victory parade if France wins the Euro

2016 cup final in Paris tonight.

It came as ground-to-missiles and special forces prepared to protect fans and players

at the biggest sporting event in the country this century.

Police chief Michel Cadot cancelled the potential celebrations in advance as he de-

ployed 5,000 officers around key venues today.

The UK will deploy hundreds of troops in response to growing concerns over Russia’s

presence on its border with the Baltic states, David Cameron is set to announce.

Defence Secretary Michael Fallon says 650 troops will be sent to eastern Europe to

help Nato in its mission to “deter Russia from any further aggression”.

Storms Eva and Desmond brought widespread flooding in the north of England in De-

cember 2015. On Boxing Day Eva left York underwater, with Leeds and Manchester

among the other regions hit. Cumbria was hardest hit by Desmond before Christmas.

A teenage girl who was “loved by all” was found dead after suffering a torrent of vile

online bullying.

With the increase of social networking sites, online activity and messaging apps, cyber-

bullying is on the increase. In a survey, 47% of young people who took the survey

have received nasty profile comments and 62% have been sent nasty private messag-

es via smartphone apps. This is very worrying as it shows how cyber bullying is on

the increase.

            Enough Enough Enough



9. ODDS

‘N’

ENDINGS

Mum and me at Willersley Castle where, for me, it all began in 1942
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ODDS

‘N’

ENDINGS

SARA CROCKETT’s STORY

William and Sarah Bartrip were my Great Grandparents. Ok, like everyone else, I had eight Great

Grandparents but William and Sarah were special to me as they were the only Great Grandpar-

ents I ever actually met personally, all of the others were only “names” researched by means of

parental memories and official documents and website records.

As a young lad my dad would sometimes take me to visit them at 48 Oaklands Ave. To me they

seemed very old. My Great Grandmother would sometimes call me Percy, confusing me with my

father, something that I found funny, both ha-ha and peculiar, and difficult to understand; my

dad was a man, I was a boy. It didn't occur to me that dad was actually her grandson, at my

young age it was unimaginable for someone to be both a father and a grandson.

William died before Sarah who lived to about 90 years old, by then blind and notorious for cross-

ing the main road by the expedient of waving her white stick and stepping into the road fully ex-

pecting the traffic to oblige by slowing or stopping, which they evidently must have done as she

survived the experience.

Sarah died about 1967 and her home, which had been owned by my grandparents but by 1967

had been inherited by my grandmother, became vacant and so we were able to move out of the

top floor of number 9 Hillcrest Road and into a whole house, 48 Oaklands Ave. I had a bedroom

of my own and we had a garden for the first time in my life aged about 14.

Sarah had had three or maybe four children. Ethel (my grandmother Ethel Gardner), Lillian (Wa-

dling, my great aunt known to me as ‘Aunt Lil’), and Eva Bartrip who spent most of her life in a

mental institution for reasons lost to history. I believe there was also a son , possibly called Wil-

liam after his father; Gran (Gardner) used to speak of ‘poor little’ Willy’ and of a white coffin in

the room.

All the following information about the life and times of Sarah Bartrip (Crockett) was gleaned

from the Internet:

 Sarah was born in 1867 in the reign of Queen Victoria. She lived through the reigns of Queen

Victoria, King Edward VII, King George V, King Edward VIII, King George VI and died in the reign

of Queen Elizabeth II.

She lived through the Boer War, First World War and Second World Wars.
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She lived through the governments of Edward Smith-Stanley (The Earl of Derby), Benjamin Dis-

raeli, William Gladstone, Robert Gascoyne-Cecil (The Marquess of Salisbury), Archibald Primrose

(Earl of Rosebery), Arthur Balfour, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, Herbert Henry Asquith, David

Lloyd George, Andrew Bonar Law, Stanley Baldwin, Ramsey MacDonald, Neville Chamberlain,

Winston Churchill, Clement Attlee and Anthony Eden.

She saw the rise of the suffragette movement, votes for women and women being allowed to

stand for parliament and become Doctors.

From her birth certificate (located on the Internet) I discovered that she was born on the 17th

January 1867 and named Sarah Harriet. Her father was Robert Dale Crockett an ‘Umbrella Maker

Master’. She was born at number 31 Wilmot Street, Bethnal Green to Louisa Crockett formerly

Dowsett. Her mother registered the baby and signed her name with an X the mark of Louisa

Crockett.

Sarah’s father, Robert Dale Crockett, was born on 30th Oct 1840 and married her mother Louisa

Dowsett on 22nd Mar 1863, Robert was aged 23 and Louisa 21 years old. The marriage certificate

was witnessed and signed with an X, by Louisa’s father Samuel Dowsett a weaver by trade.

Sarah was born on 17th January 1867, only about six weeks later her father, Robert Dale dies, his

death certificate dated 21st Mar 1867 states that he died in St. Bartholomews Hospital, London of

“Morbus Brightic” (Bright’s Disease).

Bright disease, also called glomerulonephritis or nephritis , inflammation of the structures in the

kidney that produce urine: the glomeruli and the nephrons. The glomeruli are small round clus-

ters of capillaries (microscopic blood vessels) that are surrounded by a double-walled capsule,

called Bowman’s capsule. Bowman’s capsule in turn connects with a long tubule. The capsule and

attached tubule are known as a nephron. In cases of glomerulonephritis, the glomeruli, the neph-

rons, and the tissues between nephrons are all afflicted. Bright disease is named for British physi-

cian Richard Bright, who described the symptoms of the various conditions in the late 1820s and

’30s. The complexity of the syndromes that Bright described led to their later reclassification un-

der the term glomerulonephritis (or nephritis)9.1.

Four years later the 1871 census shows that baby Sarah is living with her mother Louisa, (who

on the census return is named as Louisa Dowsett not Crockett - status Widow) with Louisa’s par-

ents Samuel and Elizabeth along with an older sister aged 31 and five younger brothers aged

from 14 to 25. That is seven adults, two teenagers plus four year old Sarah.

The Waterlow Estate

The Waterlow Estate is the collective name for the Victorian blocks of flats lining Wilmot, Ainsley

and Corfield Streets in Bethnal Green, London. It was constructed from 1869 to 1890 by Sir Syd-
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ney Waterlow’s Improved Industrial Dwellings Company. The two blocks nearest Bethnal Green

Rd were built first, they would have been surrounded by the old weavers cottages which were

eventually cleared as the road layout was progressively altered.

This quote gives a pretty clear picture of the order in which the Estate was constructed :

“The first blocks, in the north, opened in 1869. Homes for 72 families had been completed

by 1871 and for another 130 by 1873 and 90 by 1875. The School Board for London pur-

chased ½ a. between Wilmot and Finnis streets in 1873 and work began on 21 blocks

(for 210 families) in the rest of Finnis Street in 1875 and on 12 blocks for 295 families in

Corfield Road in 1878. The estate, later called Waterlow, complete by 1890 and the larg-

est built by the company, was grim and canyon-like in appearance.”9.2

The picture copied from website https://wilmotst.wordpress.com/ shows the construction of the

Waterlow buildings with the weavers cottages presumably about to be demolished. My Great

Great Great Grandfather Samuel Dowsett (weaver) and family would have lived in such a cottage.

Samuel, his wife Elizabeth and a daughter (also a Sarah) were all listed as (silk) weavers in cen-

suses.

The 1871 census lists Samuel as 62 years old, his wife Elizabeth as 58 years old with sons of ag-

es 25, 26, 23, 17 and 14 years old plus daughters aged 31 and 29 (my Great Great Grandmother

Louisa a widow with a four year old child).

This is all just dry history from documents, but it was the real world my Great Grandmother grew

up in. If only she had written of her life and times what a story she could tell. She became the

inspiration for me to write down my story as ‘The Best of Times’, what would Sarah have called

her story had she written it?
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This story involves 6 generations

Samuel Dowsett = Elizabeth Lake

          |

Louisa Dowsett = Robert Dale Crockett

     |

SARAH Crockett = William Bartrip
       |

    Ethel Bartrip = Percy Frank Gardner

        |

     Percy William Gardner = Dorothy Fitzjohn

            |

BRIAN Frank Gardner

Memories are Made of This

Or, more correctly “this is made of memories”. The past is gone, a memory, often a distant mem-

ory, often forgotten, a history oral or written, in more recent times as recordings and film, now

digitised and stored in electronic vaults, gone but not without consequence.

We are the consequence of our past, the chance we are what we are or even that we are is the

result of an infinite number of consequences, decisions, chance occurrences, accidents, deceits,

circumstances, all of which make us unique, special, “what we are”.

I owe my existence to World War Two, My father (a pacifist) chose to be a conscientious objector

and refused to fight. Had that not been the case, he would have gone to war, may or may not

have been killed, may or may not have met my mum. Had there been no war he may not have

worked at Cossors at the same time as mum, married her in April 1941, made love in May for me

to be born in February 1942. It’s a sobering thought that without Adolph Hitler and the rise of

the Nazis, I would not have existed - thanks Adolph.

Multiply this up, there were unique moments for my two sets of grandparents to get together, as

there were for my four great grandparents, eight great greats, sixteen, thirty two and so on.

Would I have existed had Robert Dale Crockett not died so young forcing Louisa to return to live

with her parents?

This record of my life, ‘The Best of Times’ I dedicate to my descendants, my great grandchildren

and their descendants in case anyone of them may find it of interest to learn something of the

decisions, twists and turns that made up the unique set of circumstances that led to them being

them, and even led to them being at all.
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Global warming TRUE or FALSE

On the next page is a list of 20 common myths about climate change copied from the ‘Skeptical

Science’ website9.3 (an American Website). This site lists nearly 200 commonly held ‘myths’ and

often expressed on social media websites alongside the scientific response. I have chosen one

here to complement my true/false table above:

Myth: Adapting to global warming is cheaper than preventing it

Science: Preventing global warming is relatively cheap; business-as-usual will cause accelerat-

ing climate damage costs that economists struggle to even estimate.

The reference to Al Gore refers to his book and film entitled ‘An Inconvenient Truth’.

 An Inconvenient Truth: The Planetary Emergency of Global Warming and What We

Can Do About It is a 2006 book by Al Gore released in conjunction with the film An

Inconvenient Truth.9.4

Albert Arnold "Al" Gore Jr. (born March 31, 1948) is an American politician and envi-

ronmentalist who served as the 45th Vice President of the United States from 1993 to

2001 under President Bill Clinton. Chosen as Clinton's running mate in their successful

1992 campaign, he was reelected in 1996. At the end of Clinton's second term, Gore

was the Democratic Party's nominee for President in 2000. After leaving office, Gore

remained prominent as an author and environmental activist, whose work in climate

change activism earned him (jointly with the IPCC) the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007.9.5

We act accepting the
science to be:

correct

We ignore the science
and assume it to be

incorrect.

Science is correct
(Global warming is real
and is the result of
human activity)

Inconvenient but may
save great future hard-
ship and ultimately
save from disaster

More convenient in the
short term, ultimately
disastrous in the long-
er term

Science is wrong
(Either global warming
is non existent or is a
natural phenomenon )

Inconvenient and if
ineffective at least we
tried.

Convenient. If a natu-
ral phenomenon noth-
ing we could have
done anyway.
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CLIMATE MYTH WHAT SCIENCE SAYS

1 Climate's changed before Climate reacts to whatever forces it to change at the time;
humans are now the dominant forcing.

2 It's the sun In the last 35 years of global warming, sun and climate
have been going in opposite directions

3 It's not bad Negative impacts of global warming on agriculture, health
& environment far outweigh any positives.

4 There is no consensus 97% of climate experts agree humans are causing global
warming.

5 It's cooling The last decade 2000-2009 was the hottest on record.

6 Models are unreliable Models successfully reproduce temperatures since 1900
globally, by land, in the air and the ocean.

7 Temp record is unreliable The warming trend is the same in rural and urban areas,
measured by thermometers and satellites.

8 Animals and plants can
adapt

Global warming will cause mass extinctions of species that
cannot adapt on short time scales.

9 It hasn't warmed since
1998

Every part of the Earth's climate system has continued
warming since 1998, with 2015 shattering temperature
records.

10 Antarctica is gaining ice Satellites measure Antarctica losing land ice at an acceler-
ating rate.

11 Ice age predicted in the
70s

The vast majority of climate papers in the 1970s predicted
warming.

12 CO2 lags temperature CO2 didn't initiate warming from past ice ages but it did
amplify the warming.

13 Climate sensitivity is low Net positive feedback is confirmed by many different lines
of evidence.

14 We're heading into an ice
age

Worry about global warming impacts in the next 100
years, not an ice age in over 10,000 years.

15 Ocean acidification isn't
serious

Ocean acidification threatens entire marine food chains.

16 Hockey stick is broken9.6 Recent studies agree that recent global temperatures are
unprecedented in the last 1000 years.

17 Climategate CRU emails
suggest conspiracy

A number of investigations have cleared scientists of any
wrongdoing in the media-hyped email incident.

18 Hurricanes aren't linked to
global warming

There is increasing evidence that hurricanes are getting
stronger due to global warming.

19 Al Gore got it wrong Al Gore's book is quite accurate, and far more accurate
than contrarian books.

20 Glaciers are growing Most glaciers are retreating, posing a serious problem for
millions who rely on glaciers for water.

TOP 20 GLOBAL WARMING & CLIMATE CHANGE MYTHS
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What is not always understood or taken into consideration by global warming sceptics is the pow-

er of positive feedback and the power of geometric progression.

Positive feedback is experienced whenever a microphone is placed in the same room as the am-

plifier it is connected to - an earth shattering scream from the speakers. The tiniest sound is am-

plified and fed back into the microphone only to be amplified even further and so on ad-nauseam.

I can think of a couple of instances that global warming in nature creates a positive feedback

effect.

The polar ice sheet is white and reflective and thus reflects a proportion of energy rather than

absorbing it. When the ambient temperature increases (global warming), ice melts, the ice cap is

reduced in size and thus less energy is reflected causing more heat to be absorbed reducing still

further the ice sheet.

Much carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, is stored frozen at the bottom of the ocean. When the

ambient temperature of the ocean increases (global warming) carbon dioxide melts and bubbles

to the surface increasing the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and contributes to increased glo-

bal warming.

Many global warming sceptics think in terms of arithmetic progression when extrapolating the

effects of temperature increase. If, for example, the temperature increase per decade was stated

as 1 degree. Arithmetic progression is applied giving a total increase of 2 degrees after two

decades,3 degrees after the third and so on. But in reality, taking positive feedback effects into

account, the increase of 1 degree per decade may, for example, double each decade, a geomet-

ric progression giving a total increase of 1 degrees after one decade, 3 degrees after two dec-

ades, 7 degrees after 3 decades.

Arithmetic progression: 1, (1+1)=2, (2+1)=3, (3+1)=4 etc.

Geometric progress: 1, (1+2)=3, (3+4)=7, (7+8)=15 etc.

As an example, serious positive feedback (amplification) effect may be caused as the arctic tun-

dra and ocean warms. Methane is an important greenhouse gas.

The release of methane from the Arctic is in itself a major contributor to global warm-

ing as a result of polar amplification. Recent observations in the Siberian arctic show

increased rates of methane release from the Arctic seabed. Land-based permafrost,

also in the Siberian arctic, was estimated in 2013 to release 17 million tonnes of meth-

ane per year – a significant increase on the 3.8 million tons estimated in 2006, and

estimates before then of just 0.5 million tonnes.9.7
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Final Word

To who ever, if anybody, reads this:

The Best Of Times - true or false. True they were for me but then, without reincarnation (which if

happened I don’t remember), they were my only times. The best?  I hope you don’t agree.

But here I feel I must apologise for me, for my part and for my generation who enjoyed these

times. Enjoyed by over exploitation of the Earths resources. Left a society and politics where big

business and money rule. Created a society out of balance - all Yang no Yin. A world where fanat-

ical fundamental religion uses violent methods in an attempt to force its beliefs upon everyone.

Where societies only feel safe behind a screen of nuclear weapons the use of which is unthinkable.

A capitalist system whereby the artifice of money controls every aspect of life.
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We have pitched tent or campervan in all of the the OS maps shaded green
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